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ABSTRACT 

All inorganic solid-state batteries (SSBs) are considered the batteries of the 

future because of their superior energy density and safety. Their 

commercialization is in its infancy since further understanding of the materials 

and processing aspects is still required. Here we propose an oxide-based SSB 

model comprising NMC+LATP+carbon composite cathode, LATP solid 

electrolyte, and Li metal anode able to potentially convey an energy density of 

>300 Wh/kg and >700 Wh/l. A review of existing processing techniques of the 

selected materials indicates the necessity of very high densification 

temperatures to assure sufficient ionic conductivity and mechanical stability. 

The electrode and electrolyte need to be co-densified to avoid interfacial contact 

resistance, but the components of the composite cathode react at these elevated 

temperatures. In this work, the composite cathode thermal compatibility is first 

studied to determine the tolerance of the system under temperature, considering 

also the heating atmosphere and the decomposition reaction mechanism. In a 

second step, mitigation strategies to overcome the threshold limits identified 

have been examined, such as the selection of the carbon conducting additive and 

the impact of other additives. On the other hand, the realization that the 

threshold temperature is much lower than the conventional processing 

temperature requires the exploration of alternative low-temperature 

densification techniques. Hence a high-pressure low-temperature (HPLT) 

technique has been identified and initially investigated for oxide-based ceramic 

solid electrolyte densification. Our results show that this technique enables a 

significant reduction of the processing temperature and time compared to 

conventional sintering. Finally, preliminary investigations indicate that with 

further exploration of the HPLT technique, the realization of the proposed SSB 

model should be possible, resulting in significant gains of processing consumed 

energy.  
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RESUMEN 

Las baterías inorgánicas de estado sólido (SSB, por sus siglas en inglés) se 

consideran las baterías del futuro debido a su densidad de energía superior y 

seguridad. Su comercialización está en sus inicios, ya que todavía se requiere 

una mayor comprensión de los aspectos de materiales y procesado. El sistema 

en el que se enfoca este trabajo consiste en un cátodo compuesto de 

NMC+LATP+carbono, electrolito sólido LATP y ánodo de Li metal, capaz de 

acumular, potencialmente, una densidad de energía de >300 Wh/kg y >700 

Wh/l. Una revisión de las técnicas de procesado existentes de los materiales 

seleccionados indica la necesidad de temperaturas de densificación muy altas 

para garantizar una conductividad iónica y estabilidad mecánica suficientes. El 

electrodo y el electrolito necesitan ser densificados juntos para evitar la 

resistencia de contacto interfacial, pero los componentes del cátodo compuesto 

reaccionan a estas temperaturas elevadas. En esta tesis, la compatibilidad 

térmica del cátodo compuesto se estudia primero para determinar la tolerancia 

del sistema bajo temperatura, considerando también la atmósfera de 

calentamiento y el mecanismo de reacción de descomposición. En una segunda 

etapa, se han examinado estrategias de mitigación para superar los límites de 

umbral identificados, como la selección del aditivo conductor de carbono y el 

impacto de otros aditivos. Por otro lado, puesto que la temperatura umbral 

identificada es mucho menor que la temperatura de procesamiento 

convencional, se hace necesaria la exploración de técnicas alternativas de 

densificación a baja temperatura. En este contexto, la técnica de baja 

temperatura de alta presión (HPLT, por sus siglas en inglés) se ha identificado 

e investigado inicialmente para la densificación de electrolitos sólidos de 

cerámica a base de óxido. Nuestros resultados muestran que esta técnica permite 

una reducción significativa de la temperatura y el tiempo de procesado en 

comparación con la sinterización convencional. Por último, investigaciones 

preliminares indican que con una mayor exploración de la técnica de HPLT, la 
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realización de multicapas cátodo/electrolito debería ser posible, lo que resultaría 

en ganancias significativas de energía consumida en el procesado de SSBs. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION  

Li-ion battery is the most advanced and implemented energy storage technology 

for transport and stationary markets. However, the flammable and volatile liquid 

electrolytes cause major safety concerns. Replacing the organic liquid with a 

safe inorganic solid electrolyte is foreseen as a realistic strategy to reduce safety 

hazards while maintaining (or even increasing) high energy and power densities. 

The development of all-inorganic solid batteries is still in its infancy, as they 

present various challenges related to the interfacial and mechanical properties, 

and processing of the battery materials. Among the most prominent solid-state 

electrolyte chemistries, oxide-based ceramic electrolytes show high ionic 

conductivity, intrinsic safety, and a wide electrochemical stability window. But 

the high processing temperatures required to densify these materials lead to 

chemical reactions that are detrimental to the battery's performance. 

In this thesis, we propose an all-inorganic solid-state battery model composed 

of a composite cathode, ceramic oxide electrolyte (Li1+xAlxTi2-xP3O12 - LATP), 

and lithium metal anode (Figure 0. 1) that conveys an energy density of >300 

Wh/kg and >700 Wh/l. The composite cathode is composed of active material 

(LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 - NMC), ionic conductive filler (LATP), and electronic 

conductive filler (Carbon). But the practical realization of this model has many 

challenges since a densely packed system is necessary to achieve conductivity, 

and the electrode and electrolyte components need to be co-densified to avoid 

resistive solid interfaces. A temperature of more than 1000˚C is necessary for 

the processing of LATP, and composite cathode components will be reactive at 

this temperature range.  

Our work is focused on the systematic and step-by-step evaluation of the 

relevant factors involved in these temperature barriers, and strategies to 

overcome them (Figure 0. 1). First, the thermal stability limits of the composite 

cathode need to be identified. Next, the careful selection of additives is proposed 
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to elevate this threshold limit. Finally, we identify and explore the High-

Pressure Low-Temperature (HPLT) densification technique to enable the 

densification of LATP at lower temperatures (see the conceptual summary of 

this work in Figure 0. 1). 

 

Figure 0. 1: A schematic illustration of the proposed SSB model and the methodologies 

followed in the thesis for addressing and overcoming the temperature barriers in 

realizing this battery model. The SSB is composed of the aluminum current collector, 

thick composite cathode (>1mm) with 65% of active loading, thin solid electrolyte 

separator (<50µm), and thin lithium metal anode (<100µm). The composite cathode 

consists of NMC, LATP, and carbon in the weight ratio of 65:30:05 respectively. The 

temperature barriers are bifold which needs attention on the composite cathode as well 

as on the solid electrolyte. 

In Chapter 1,we summarize the state of the art of lithium solid-state batteries 

and the challenges related to the processing of all-inorganic SSBs. Different 

types of materials and processing techniques are described in detail together 

with the resulting interfacial compatibility of materials and components. 

Chapter 2 focuses on the thermal compatibility of the composite components of 

the system chosen for this work (NMC, LATP, and carbon) to define the 
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threshold processing conditions such as heating atmosphere and temperature up 

to which the composite remains stable. The reaction mechanism of the 

composite components after the threshold values has been thoroughly 

investigated to propose strategies for the co-sintering of the proposed all-

inorganic solid-state battery model.  

A strategy has been introduced in Chapter 3 to enhance composite 

electrochemical performance at the threshold limits. The approach consists of 

the addition of Lithium fluoride (LiF) to the composite, which was found to 

favor the electrochemical performance of composites with and without heat 

treatments.  

In Chapter 4 we investigate the importance of choosing carbon conductive 

additives for NMC-LATP composite cathodes and their impact on composite 

thermal stability. Different types of carbons were evaluated based on their 

physical, chemical, and morphological properties and our results show that the 

carbon choice can increase the threshold processing temperature. 

On the other hand, in Chapter 5 a high-pressure and low-temperature sintering 

technique has been explored to reduce the sintering temperature of LATP below 

the temperature threshold of the composite cathode. The processing parameters 

such as temperature, pressure, and time have been optimized. The effect of low-

temperature post-heat treatments and LATP particle size on the conductivity of 

the processed samples has also been analyzed. As a result, a substantial 

decrement in the processing temperature of LATP has been achieved and 

therefore this technique is proposed as an interesting approach worth exploring 

further for the fabrication of inorganic SSBs. Preliminary results of the 

processing of composite cathodes are also presented.  

Finally, a general conclusion sums up the results obtained compared to the aims 

of the study and future perspectives are proposed to realize the fabrication of 

the proposed SSB model.
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CHAPTER 1: LITHIUM SOLID-STATE BATTERIES STATE-OF-

THE-ART AND CHALLENGES FOR MATERIAL, INTERFACES, 

AND PROCESSING 

1.1 Introduction 

Modern society is demanding, more than ever, solutions for advanced energy 

storage systems that require higher energy and/or power densities, better safety, 

and improved sustainability. This is mainly due to the increasing demand for 

electric vehicles, the main driving force of energy storage solutions, and the 

technological push for other applications such as drones, portable electronic 

devices, or stationary applications.[1] Climatic and environment considerations 

are other factors that urgently need advanced energy storage solutions. Among 

rechargeable technologies, lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are the most mature 

technology, currently leading as the power and energy supplier for 

technological applications due to their comparatively superior performance in 

most aspects. [2], [3] Figure 1. 1 briefly visualizes the evolution of energy 

storage demands, current technology, and future alternatives along with their 

pros and cons. 

State-of-the-art (SoA) LIB technology, which is based on liquid, organic 

electrolytes, is generally believed to be close to reaching its theoretical 

maximum energy density (250 Wh⋅kg-1 and 600 Wh⋅L-1). [4] However, this does 

not meet the emerging energy requirements of new applications. Also, the safety 

of  SoA LIBs faces challenges associated with the use of toxic and flammable 

liquid electrolytes.[5]–[7] The solid-state battery approach, which replaces the 

liquid electrolyte with a solid-state counterpart, is considered a major contender 

to LIBs as it shows a promising way to satisfy the requirements for energy 

storage systems more safely. Solid Electrolytes (SEs) can be coupled with 

lithium metal anodes resulting in an increased cell energy density, with low or 

nearly no risk of thermal runaway.[8], [9] Further increase of the energy density 
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up to 400 Wh⋅kg-1 and 900 Wh⋅L-1 is thus possible with the use of high capacity 

and high voltage cathode active materials.[10], [11] Nonetheless, the maximum 

thickness of the electrolyte and its loading in the cathode should be precisely 

assessed, depending on the density of each material, to obtain full cells with 

competitive and desired energy density.  

 

Figure 1. 1: Schematic illustration that represents the increasing energy demands, 

current commercialized energy storage options[12], their demerits, future alternatives, 

and their challenges. 

SEs fulfill a dual role in solid-state batteries (SSBs), viz. i) being an ionic 

conductor they ensure the transport of Li-ions between electrodes and ii) being 

an electronic insulator they act as a physical barrier (separator) between the 

electrodes, thus avoiding the shorting of the cell. Over the past few decades, 

remarkable efforts were dedicated to the development of SEs, and the most 

relevant results have been summarized in several reviews.[10], [13]–[16] SEs 

are typically comprised of polymer materials (famous for their integration in 

the Blue Car® [17], the first industrially developed electric vehicle based on 

solid-state technology), and ceramic materials.[18] Recently, new high-

performing inorganic SEs [19], [20]have been proposed and attracted a lot of 

attention. However, the development of SSBs is not only limited to the 
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development of new SEs, as the replacement of the liquid component by a solid 

one represents a challenge for current cell production processes, whose steps 

need to be adapted and even redesigned. Over the last few years, research 

activities have also been oriented toward the adaptation of novel cell processing 

routes and the integration of components from these new routes towards the 

production of solid-state technology.[21] The processing of SSBs includes the 

development of the SE, the solid cathode and anode and their integration. The 

utilization of ultra-thin electrolyte separators[22], and the increase of the 

packing density of the positive electrode[23] will further push the limits of 

the energy density towards high values. It is thus highly possible that the 

processing route of SSBs will be different from the current ones applied to 

LIB production. Processing of the different components should thus be 

revisited to ensure efficient cell fabrication in terms of performance, 

production speed, and sustainability. 

Another challenge is related to the potential current density limits because of 

the lower conductivity of solid-state electrolytes to that of the liquid 

counterparts, and due to the presence of highly resistive solid-solid internal 

interfaces. Thus, the development of highly conducting electrolytes and of low 

and stable resistive interfaces is one of the most important challenges facing 

SSBs.[24] Mechanical, chemical and electrochemical instability upon cycling, 

result in the formation of undesired reactions at the interfaces.[25]–[27] These, 

besides consuming part of the lithium inventory, are also translated into large 

internal resistances and mechanical failures derived from volume changes or 

interfacial stresses.[28]  

Below, SoA materials, most promising processing techniques, and the main 

challenges to overcome concerning their integration in functional SSBs are 

briefly summarized. 
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1.2 Materials for Inorganic solid-state batteries 

1.2.1 Positive and negative electroactive materials  

Overall, the most studied cathode active materials (CAMs) for SSBs are the 

same as those currently used in commercial LIBs, since they are the most 

promising to reach high energy and power densities. They include layered 

oxides LiCoO2 (LCO), LiNi1-x-yCoxAlyO2 (NCA), and LiNi1—x—yCoxMnyO2 

(NMC); spinel LiMn2O4 (LMO) and polyanionic LiFePO4 (LFP) [29]. 

Layered oxides crystallize in a hexagonal layered structure (αNaFeO2-type 

structure) where transition metal atoms and lithium alternate between oxygen 

layers, resulting in a 2-D diffusion path for lithium atoms. LCO remains the 

best cathode material for portable electronic domains owing to its superior 

packing density (~4.3 g cm-3), high initial coulombic efficiency, excellent cycle 

stability, high-voltage plateau, and stable charge/discharge voltage. The upper 

cutoff voltage of LCO has been gradually increased from 4.2 to 4.45 V since 

1991 via surface modification, with a concomitant increase in capacity from 137 

to 180 mAh⋅g-1 [30], still being far from the theoretical capacity (274 mAh⋅g-1). 

Poor structural stability and interface issues have prevented the use of LCO at 

higher voltages. 

The high cost and supply risks of cobalt, coupled with the high voltage 

required by LCO, make LiNi1-x-yCoxAlyO2 (NCA) and LiNi1-x-yCoxMnyO2 

(NMC) better options for commercial Li-ion batteries. Both were developed 

from LiNiO2 by partially substituting Ni with Co, Mn, and Al, and both have 

been successfully commercialized. In LiNi1-x-yCoxAlyO2 (NCA, with typically 

x= 0.15 and y= 0.05) [31], Ni is partially replaced by Co to suppress phase 

transitions driven by lithium ordering [32] (considered detrimental for capacity 

retention) and eliminate Ni/Li cation mixing [33] (which limits the capacity of 

the material); while Al improves the thermal stability of Ni-rich oxides [34], 

[35]. Indeed, delithiated Ni-rich layered oxides undergo thermally-induced 
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phase transitions to spinel and rock-salt structures, which are accompanied by 

oxygen release. Such transformations are highly exothermic and can lead to 

thermal runaway of the battery [31]. NCA electrodes yield capacities of ~200 

mAh⋅g-1 in the range of 3.0–4.2 V [36]. Several NMC compositions starting 

from NMC111 (x=y=1/3, with better safety properties compared to LCO and 

NCA) have been commercialized. In these, increasing the Co content 

substantially re duces the capacity loss during cycling, while electrochemically 

inactive Mn dominates the thermal stability [37]. In delithiated NMC, the more 

Ni, the lower the onset temperature of the phase transitions and the larger the 

amount of oxygen released [38]. Efforts have been directed towards increasing 

Ni content to reach higher capacities without compromising safety, with 

compositional gradient strategies as t he  most promising technical solutions 

(i.e., an Mn-rich shell region to reduce the amount of highly reactive Ni4+ at the 

surface and/or impede the reactivity towards the electrolyte) [39], [40]. 

Following such approaches, prospects of NMC811 commercialization (~200 

mAh⋅g-1 in the range 3.0–4.3 V) [37] have been announced [41].  Later, 

BMW unveiled its new electric car, that includes a NMC811 battery made with 

188 prismatic cells from CATL.[42] 

LiFePO4 (LFP) and LiMn2O4 (LMO), with 1D and 3D lithium diffusion 

processes respectively, represent safer alternatives to layered oxides at the 

expense of limited energy density. LFP crystallizes in the olivine structure 

from which Li-ions can be reversibly extracted yielding a capacity of 170 

mAh⋅g-1 and exhibiting a potential plateau at 3.5 V vs. Li+/ Li0 [43]. Despite 

the intrinsic advantages of such a low cell voltage in terms of safety, it limits 

the energy density and is considered the main drawback of LFP together with 

its low electronic conductivity.  

LiMn2O4 (LMO) spinel is another well-established cathode. Removal of 

lithium to form Li1-xMnO2 occurs at 4 V vs. Li+/Li0, with a capacity of about 
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120 mAh⋅g-1 considering the extraction/insertion of 0.8 Li+ per formula unit. 

This material exhibits an excellent power capability thanks to the 3D diffusion 

of Li-ions within the structure and better thermal stability compared to 

layered oxides. Additionally, manganese is inexpensive and environmentally 

benign. However, this material is prone to Mn2+ dissolution (resulting from 

Mn3+ disproportionation into Mn2+ and Mn4+) in liquid electrolyte cells [44]. 

Manganese dissolution might be mitigated with SEs, possibly enabling the use 

of LMO in SSBs [45]–[48].  

Similarly, to CAMs, the options for negative electrode materials for SSBs can 

be directly extrapolated from those already developed (and commercialized) for 

LiBs [49]. Still, graphite is the anode found in most Li-ion batteries since the 

first LCO/C rocking-chair cells were first commercialized in 1991 [ 5 0 ] . 

Graphite intercalates Li-ions at about 0.15 V vs Li+/Li up to a final nominal 

composition LiC6 (resulting from avoiding lithium occupation in the nearest 

neighbor positions, leading to a hexagonal ring) delivering a capacity of 372 

mAh⋅g-1 [51]. The replacement of graphite anodes with silicon has been an active 

field of research. Pure silicon-based anode materials can theoretically deliver a 

capacity of an order of magnitude higher (3600 mAh⋅g-1) than the currently 

applied graphite anode. However, the large volume changes that alloy-type 

anodes undergo (~400% for Si, compared to 10% for graphite) represent a major 

obstacle to their commercialization, and therefore must be contained in a 

composite design [52]. Opposite to silicon, Li4Ti5O12 defect spinel (also written 

as Li[Li1/ 3Ti5/3]O4, LTO) can reversibly intercalate lithium to yield the rock-salt 

type phase Li2[Li1/3Ti5/3]O4, with nearly no volume change [53]. This makes 

it a competitive commercial alternative to graphite for high-rate designs 

despite limited capacity (175 mAh⋅g-1) and voltage (1.55 V vs. Li/Li+). 

Although Li-ion intercalation occurs above the HOMO of the electrolyte, 

continuous interfacial reactions with the electrolyte still occur, leading to gas 
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evolution, which can be mitigated via surface modification [54]. 

Metallic lithium combines a very negative redox potential (3.04 V vs standard 

hydrogen electrode) with a low density (0.534 g cm-3), which results in the 

highest theoretical capacity (3860 mAh⋅g-1). These appealing qualities resulted 

in a first commercialization attempt in the late 80s by Moli Energy, although 

all the commercialized cells (in which Li was paired to a MoS2 cathode) were 

recalled owing to frequent accidents caused by Li-dendrite formation [55]. 

Cyclability is also a key issue as low coulombic efficiency leads to capacity 

fading. The low coulombic efficiency stems partially from the continuous loss 

of active Li in the SEI (solid electrolyte interface), but mostly from the fact that 

the SEI wraps plated lithium deposits, isolating them from the conductive 

network (inactive Li) [56]. The stringent demand for higher energy densities 

has motivated a revival of Li metal anodes, which are critical to overcoming the 

energy-density limit of Li-ion cells [30].  

1.2.2 Solid electrolyte materials 

This section reviews the most relevant inorganic solid electrolyte (SE) 

materials for SSBs. A simple classification based on chemical composition is 

followed. Most relevant parameters are briefly discussed, including ionic 

conductivity, thermal stability, and electrochemical stability window. Table 

1. 1 summarizes the main characteristics of all the discussed compositions.  

1.2.2.1 Oxide and polyanionic compounds 

 Lithium Superionic Conductors (LISICONs) were first reported by the 

composition Li14Zn (GeO4)4, giving an ionic conductivity of 0.13 S cm-1 
at 300 

◦C.[57] An interesting material within this family is the (1-x) Li4SiO4-(x) 

Li3PO4 solid solution. A wide range of compositions was explored by varying 

the value of x: 0 < x < 1 and appreciable ionic conductivities were reported 

for x 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75 [58] as well as adding different dopants to the 

structure such as Al, Ge, As and V.[59], [60] LISICONs are stable against 
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water and their thermal stability and near-zero vapor pressure make them 

operational at high temperatures. The main drawback is typically associated 

with a low ionic conductivity at room temperature (ca. 10-7 S cm-1)[57], 

although enhanced Li-ion conduction could be achieved by strategic 

substitution (recently, Deng et al. proved by molecular dynamics simulations a 

conductivity of 9⋅10-4 S cm-1 at room temperature for Li4Al1/3Si1/6Ge1/6P1/3O4 

[58]). Still, LISICONs are highly reactive with lithium metal and atmospheric 

CO2 [18] and their electrochemical stability window is limited within the 

range of 1.4 V and 4 V.[61] 

Sodium Superionic Conductors (NASICONs) were first reported in 1976, 

by partial substitution of P by Si in the NaM2(PO4)3 (M=Ge, Ti, Zr) 

structure.[18] Later on, the substitution of Na by Li was explored aiming to 

develop advanced Li-ion conductors. Partial substitutions were 

experimentally realized with different elements and valences to boost the ionic 

conductivity. In particular, trivalent Al is preferable for partial substitution 

thanks to its smaller ionic radius and the compositions made with M = Ti, Ge 

with partial substitution of Al (Li1+XAlXTi2-X(PO4)3 – LATP and Li1+XAlXGe2-

X(PO4)3 – LAGP, respectively) were reported showing higher ionic conductivity 

than the corresponding parent compounds [62], [63]. The highest reported 

conductivities of LATP and LAGP are 1.09⋅10-3 S cm-1 [64] and 6.18⋅10-3 S cm-

1 [65], respectively, at room temperature. In general, the high conductivity added 

to moisture stability and wide thermodynamic electrochemical stability 

window make NASICONS competitive SE materials for SSBs. NASICONS 

have high elastic modulus, e.g., 115 GPa for LATP and 125 GPa for LAGP 

[66], but they have also low fracture toughness, which results in overall 

unfavorable mechanical properties (as is the case of all oxide-based 

materials). Moreover, interaction with Li metal limits their direct 

combination unless protective layers are added [67]. Reduction of Ti/Ge in 

contact with Li metal leads to the formation of an unstable mixed 
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(ionic/electronic) conductive interface which has been compared to the SEI 

layer in liquid electrolytes [68]. It results in a lower voltage limit of 2.17 V 

(LATP) and 2.7 V (LAGP)[61]. It is important to note that, despite the improved 

properties, LAGP is nearly 100 times more expensive than LATP owing to the 

high cost of Ge compared to Ti. 

Li-based perovskites respond to the general formula ABO3 (A= Li, Ca, Sr, 

La, and B Al, Ti) 63,64. One of the most promising materials is the Li3xLa(2/3)-

xγ(1/3)-2xTiO3 (LLTO), where 0.04 < x 0.17 and γ is the number of cationic 

vacancies, obtained by aliovalent substitution of both metal ions in the A site 69. 

A high bulk conductivity of 10-3 S cm-1 was reported, owing to the larger radius 

and higher valence of La  17. These are hard materials, reported with an elastic 

modulus value of 200 GPa 66. Despite the high ionic conductivity at room 

temperature, the application of LLTO is also limited due to the reduction of Ti4+ 

to Ti3+ in contact with metallic lithium, similar to LATP, LAGP, and 

LISICON. Hence the lower voltage limit is set at 1.8 V 60. Moreover, the 

processability of this material is also challenging as grain boundary resistivity 

can reduce by two orders of magnitude the total conductivity down to 10-5 S cm-

170. Hence, proper interfacial engineering is indispensable to permit the 

integration of LLTO material in battery technology. 

The garnet family is characterized by the general formula A3B2(XO4)3, with 

eight, six, and four coordinated cations [69]. Li-ion conducting garnets were 

initially reported within the compositions of Li5La3M2O12 (M= Nb, Ta) and 

Li6ALa2M2O12 (A= Ca, Sr, Ba and M= Nb, Ta), reaching conductivity values of 

10-6 S cm-1 and 10-5 S cm-1 at room temperature, respectively [70]. The Li-ion 

conductivity was then significantly enhanced by maximizing the Li content 

with the so-called Li-stuffed garnets, responding to the parent formula 

Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZO) [71], [72]. The conductivity of this material exhibits 

high dependency on the crystalline structure, showing a difference of two 

orders of magnitude in ionic conductivity between the cubic and the tetragonal 
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phases [73], [74]. Controlling Li loss during high-temperature treatments as 

well as a doping strategy in either the Li, La, or Zr sites has been reported to 

be fundamental for the stabilization of the cubic garnet phase with high Li-

ion conductivity even at room temperature [75]. Among the different dopants 

tested, Ta [76], Al [77] and Ga [78] are to be highlighted, showing 

conductivities close to or higher than 1 mS cm-1[79], [80]. Using a dual 

substitution strategy, the ionic conductivity at room temperature could be 

enhanced up to 1.8 mS cm-1 with the composition Li6.65Ga0.15La3Zr1.90Sc0.10O12 

[81]. The average value of elastic modulus for the garnet family has been 

estimated to be 150 GPa [66]. A wide electrochemical stability window of 0–6 

V against metallic lithium, low electronic conductivity, and negligible grain 

boundary contribution of garnets are very appealing for their use as electrolyte 

material[20], [82]. However, issues related to a poor wettability with Li metal 

typically led to high contact resistance at the Li metal-electrolyte interface, 

requiring certain interfacial modification [83] (see section 1.4) Also, garnets 

present some limitations in terms of structural stability when exposed to ambient 

conditions as they are particularly reacting with moisture [84], [85]. The 

formation of unwanted Li2CO3 at the surface leads to detrimental side reactions 

with Li metal, for which the application of different surface cleaning strategies 

becomes important [86]. A recent study indicates that, without any surface 

modification, Li2CO3-free LLZO shows intrinsic lithiophilicity [ 8 7 ] . 

Finally, one of the most studied and even commercially used solid-state 

materials is lithium phosphorous oxynitride (LiPON) [88]. With a low Li-ion 

conductivity of ~10-6 S cm-1 at room temperature, the use of LiPON has been 

limited to thin film-based batteries, where the reduced electrolyte thickness 

drastically diminishes the associated ohmic resistance allowing its practical use 

[45]. An elastic modulus of 77 GPa has been reported for a LiPON thin film in 

a thickness range of 1–10 μm [89]. LiPON proposes large electrochemical 

stability (0–5 V against Li/Li+) [90], although the reason behind the stability 
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against metallic lithium seems most likely to be associated with the formation 

of a stable SEI composed of small units of Li3PO4, Li3P, Li3N and Li2O [91]. 

Additionally, LiPON is compatible with a wide range of electrode materials, 

thus enabling the development of high-voltage micro-batteries. Recently, single-

phase LiPON was synthesized via mechano-synthesis [92], which opens the 

door to new advances for this material in the field of bulk-type solid-state 

batteries.  

1.2.2.2 Sulfides 

Glassy sulfides were the first sulfide conductors to be developed and are mainly 

represented by the binary systems Li2S–SiS2, Li2S–P2S5, and Li2S-GeS2, often 

also combined in ternary systems with other compounds such as Li3N or LiI 

[93]–[95]. Heat treatments above the crystallization temperature (Tc) give rise 

to the so-called glass-ceramic sulfides, with increased conduction properties 

due to the stabilization of highly conducting crystalline phases precipitated 

from mother glasses [96]. Typical conductivity values in this family of 

materials are in the range of 10-4 to 10-3 S cm-1 at room temperature [97], being 

Li7P3S11-x the composition with the highest reported conductivity reaching 

5.4⋅10-3 S cm-1 at 25 ◦C [98]. Glassy sulfides have low elastic moduli (10–30 GPa) 

and excellent formability, allowing them to be highly densified by pressing even 

at room temperature [99], [100]. Notably, a recent report has shown that thermal 

treatment optimization of Li7P3S11-x can lead to further densification that allows 

for reaching even superior conduction properties (1.7⋅10-2 S cm-1 was reported 

at room temperature by Seino et al. [101]). 

Crystalline sulfides, derived from the LISICON γ-Li3PO4 parent structure, 

have emerged in the last decade as a very promising alternative to glassy and 

glass-ceramic sulfide conductors. Thio-LISICON-like materials exhibit an 

orthorhombic structure responding to the general formula Li3 x(P1-xMx) S4 (M- 

Si, Ge, Sn) [102], [103]. In these compounds, the aliovalent substitution of P5+ 
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by Si4+ or Ge4+ is resulting in high ionic conductivities, > 10-4 S cm-1 at room 

temperature [103]. Some of the most relevant materials within this group are 

Li4-xGe1-xPxS4 or Li4-xSn1-xAsxS4, with conductivities up to 2.2⋅10-3 S cm-1 [104], 

[105]. 

Moreover, a new group of materials derived from the thio-LISICON family 

has lately attracted enormous attention due to its extraordinary conductive 

properties. Responding to the general formula Li10MP2S12 (being M= Si, Ge, Sn) 

and primarily represented by Li10GeP2S12 (LGPS) [106]. The overall 

conductivity of the parent LGPS compound was reported to be 1.2⋅10-2 S cm-

1at room temperature, although the highest conductivity was found in the 

related Li9.54Si1.74P1.44S11.7Cl0.3 material, which reaches the unprecedented value 

of 2.5⋅10-2 S cm-1at 25 ◦C [107]. LGPS exhibits soft mechanical properties and 

the reported elastic modulus value is about 20 GPa [108]. 

Finally, the sulfide-based lithium argyrodite family, with the general formula 

Li6PS5X (X = Cl, Br), is lately gaining increasing attention. They are derived 

from the mineral argyrodite (Ag8GeS6) and have high ionic conductivities close 

to 10-3 Scm-1 e.g., the Li7P2S8I structure [109]. The highest conductivity value 

within this family was recently achieved in the related thioantimonate iodine 

argyrodite Li6.6Si0.6Sb0.4S5I, reaching 2.4⋅10-2 S cm-1 at room temperature [110]. 

The main limitation of sulfides (glassy, glass-ceramic, and/or crystalline) 

relates to their limited chemical (H2S generation in contact with moisture) [111] 

and electrochemical stability [112]. Theoretical calculations of Han et al. [113] 

concluded that the electrochemical stability in a selection of sulfide electrolytes 

(including LGPS, Li3PS4, or Li7P2S8I) was very similar, with narrow 

thermodynamic electrochemical stability windows between 1.6 V (reduction of 

Ge or P) and 2.3 V (oxidation of S). In the particular case of LGPS, recent reports 

have experimentally confirmed the narrow kinetic electrochemical stability 

window [113], [114]. Reduction (at ~1.7 V) and oxidation (at ~2.1 V) of LGPS 
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leads to the decomposition of the electrolyte into Li2S, Li15Ge4, and Li3P at 0 V 

and S, P2S5, and GeS2 at 2.31 V [115], [116]. In contact with metallic Li, LGPS 

was also reported to decompose forming an interphase containing Li3P, Li2S, and 

Li–Ge alloy [117]. In this sense, interface engineering and the addition of 

protective coatings become crucial for the practical application of these 

materials (see section 1.4). 

1.2.2.3 Phosphides 

 In recent years, a new family of Li superionic conductors has emerged 

and requires attention as possible electrolyte alternatives for   SSBs in the future:   

lithium phosphides [118]–[120]. Among this family, the most promising 

materials in terms of conductivity are Li9AlP4 and Li14SiP6, with values of 3⋅10-

3 S cm-1 and 1⋅10-3 S cm-1respectively [119], [120]. However, further work is 

still required to assess the electrochemical stability of these materials, as well as 

their compatibility with different electrodes 

1.2.2.4 Halides 

Halide solid electrolytes typically with the crystallographic structure of 

metal halide superionic conductors of a general formula of Li3MX6 (M = 

trivalent rare earth metal, X = F, Cl, Br, and I) have achieved impressive 

progress and attracted significant attention for application in SSBs. In 2018, 

Asano et al. revisited the halide SSEs Li3YCl6 and Li3YBr6, demonstrating 

high room temperature ionic conductivity (> 1 mS cm-1), high voltage stability, 

excellent deformability, and desirable dry air stability [121]. This 

groundbreaking work has sparked global research interest in halide solid 

electrolytes. [122]–[124] A high RT conductivity of 7.2 mS cm-1 has been 

achieved in the mixed halide, Li3Y(Br3Cl3).[125] The high room-temperature 

ionic conductivity, wide electrochemical windows, and good compatibility with 

oxide cathode materials. [126] The main issues hindering halide SSE 
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development are moisture sensitivity and Li metal instability, high cost, lack of 

mechanical understanding, and toxic synthesis routes, [127], [128] 

Table 1. 1: Summary of the general formula, best reported ionic conductivity, density, 

elastic modulus, and other specific challenges of the discussed inorganic solid 

electrolytes. 

 

1.2.3 Selection of material  

In summary, voltage limitations at the cathode together with the low 

capacity of graphite anodes (350 mAh/g) are major barriers to further advances 

in Li-ion batteries (LiBs). Replacement of the graphite anode with lightweight 

and high-capacity lithium metal (3860 mAh/g) represents a step change to 
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achieve the high energy density requirements. Hence lithium metal was 

considered in this work as the anode.  

Considering the energy density demands of transport applications, Ni-

rich layered oxide materials with the general formula LiNixMnyCo1-x-yO2 

(NMC) are commonly used as positive active materials, because of their high 

operating voltage, thermal stability, and capacity (Figure 1. 2a). 

LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 which is one of the well-established compositions in the 

NMC series, with a specific capacity of 187 mAh/g and an average working 

voltage of 3.7 V has been chosen as the cathode active material. 

Alongside, NASICON-based Li1+xAlxTi2-xP3O12 (LATP) is an 

interesting electrolyte by considering primarily its stability at high voltages 

(>4V) making it in principle compatible with cathodes such as Ni-rich NMC 

(Figure 1. 2b). Additionally, it’s low gravimetric density and high ionic 

conductivity (Figure 1. 2c) together contributes to high energy density for the 

battery stack. Finally, the stability under ambient conditions makes it an 

appealing candidate in terms of easiness in processibility (Figure 1. 2d). 

Drawbacks are the need of high temperatures for its processability (see Pressing 

Techniques) and the instability of LATP against lithium, which on the other side 

is well-studied and interface engineering methods have been reported to 

overcome it such as; Al2O3 surface coating by ALD, polymer or amorphous 

based interlayers, BN surface deposition by CVD, etc. [129]–[133] 
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Figure 1. 2: (a) Different cathode material solutions available to fit best with the 

application NMC compound emerge as the best compromise for wide-spread 

automotive use. [134]  (b) Electrochemical window (solid color bar) of the solid 

electrolyte and other materials. The oxidation potential to fully delithiate the material 

is marked by the dashed line.[61] (c) Comparison of ionic conductivity (red dots) and 

density (green bars) of solid electrolytes. (d) solid electrolyte compatibility (green: 

stable and red: reactive) against Li metal, moisture, and CO2. 
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1.3 Processing techniques for solid-state batteries 

The development of high-performing materials is also associated with the 

optimization of scalable processing techniques allowing production at a high 

speed. Depending on the material and the targeted application, several different 

processing techniques are available and can be applied to different sets of 

materials and technological applications (see Table 1. 2). The CAM, SE, and 

anode components selected (section 1.2.3) for the thesis framework are 

NMC, LATP, and lithium metal respectively. So, the processing technique 

should be compatible with oxides and that discards extrusion and cold/low 

temperature pressing without an ulterior thermal treatment. In this section, 

generic processing techniques available for SSB technology at laboratory and 

industrial scales are detailed. These can be combined depending on the selection 

of materials and components forming the solid-state cell. 
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Table 1. 2: Comparison of different processing techniques for SSB fabrication.[135] 
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1.3.1 Wet coating  

Wet coating processing techniques are typically used for the production of 

LIB electrodes at an industrial scale. The material to be deposited is dissolved 

or dispersed in a liquid solvent, and coated on a substrate. The coated wet film 

(green sheet) is then dried and calendered (Figure 1. 3a). 

Organic solvents are normally used as liquid media to dissolve polymers 

(either electrolytes or electrode binders), or to disperse ceramic or carbon-based 

materials. Due to environmental and safety concerns, the importance of aqueous 

processing is constantly increasing [136]–[139]. Doctor blade also known as 

knife coating or tape casting, is one of the most common wet coating techniques 

used for batteries [140], and allows for achieving coating thicknesses lower than 

50 μm [141].  

Wet coating techniques are interesting for the assembly of solid-state batteries 

with inorganic electrolytes, and in particular with sulfide-based electrolytes. 

Sheet-type cells, in which the electrolyte powder is mixed with a polymer 

binder, can be prepared by wet-coating and by subsequent pressing [142]. 

Nonetheless, the wet coating is affected by a major drawback, which regards the 

use of toxic volatile organic solvents. Besides the obvious processing issues 

(need of adding a drying step, a densification step, solvent recovery, etc.), the 

use of solvents could lead to several other issues such as the risk of side reactions 

(e.g., between the residual solvent and the metallic lithium), and 

inhomogeneities in the membrane (by the concentration gradient of the 

dissolved material during the drying process). 

1.3.2 Solvent-free extrusion   

To avoid the use of toxic organic volatile solvents, solvent- free melt 

processing of SEs is attracting attention as a more economical and 

environmentally friendly alternative [143], [144]. Furthermore, solvent-free 

processing is a good option for large and fast-scale cell assembly production. 
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The extrusion process consists of three steps, namely i) the compounding, 

i.e., the preparation of viscous formulations by mixing and/or blending 

materials in a molten state; ii) the film forming process, by passing the melt 

through a flat film die; and finally, iii) the cooling or quenching, usually 

performed by rolling the extruded film through a pair of chilled rolls (Figure 

1. 3b). During the extrusion, processing temperature, and shear parameters have 

to be taken into account. The latter, in turn, depends on the degradation 

mechanism and physical properties of the melted material, i.e., the glass 

transition temperature, the softening and melting temperatures, and the 

rheological properties. 

With melt extrusion, post-processing steps are not strictly necessary, although 

it is highly recommendable to accommodate the thickness and increase 

homogeneity, especially in the case of polymer electrolytes. For inorganic 

electrolytes, except sulfides which can be extruded directly, a post-annealing 

step at high temperature is needed [101]. Furthermore, co-extrusion could be 

used to co-extrude directly the electrolyte onto the electrodes or to extrude 

multi-layered electrolytes or electrodes [145].   

1.3.3 Printing techniques  

Printing techniques are gaining interest in battery processing, allowing a 

wider variety of geometries for standard processing techniques [146]. The 

fabrication of battery components with complex architectures may be used to 

increase the surface contact between the battery layers, and thus to decrease the 

corresponding interface resistances. Furthermore, printing allows the 

production of batteries with alternative shapes and the direct integration of the 

battery in the electronic device to be powered, which may be important, for 

example, for wearable electronics. The most common printing techniques for 

battery applications are classical 2D-printing techniques, such as screen-

printing and stencil-printing, due to their simplicity and scalability [147]. In 

these techniques, the ink is pressed trough a mesh, a patterned mask, or a stencil 
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on a substrate while the excess ink is removed from the top of the mask. Other 

2D-printing techniques such as flexography could be also appropriate for 

continuous roll-to-roll processing. It must be noted that the application of 

printing processing in solid-state electrolyte fabrication is at an early stage, but 

the field is developing rapidly. For example, screen printing was used to coat 

LiTi2(PO4)3 and Li3V2(PO4)3 electrodes on the two sides of a LATP pellet, 

resulting in a monolithic all-phosphate cell by processing at a lower temperature 

[148], compared to other techniques such as spark-plasma sintering. Concerning 

tape casting, screen printing allows a better attachment of the electrode layers 

onto the LATP pellet, due to the application of pressure during the process. 

Furthermore, repeated screen-printing results in more dense electrode layers. 

Besides   2D   printing techniques, the next frontier is additive manufacturing 

or 3D printing, which allows obtaining more complex geometries, with 

control of thicknesses down to a micrometric scale, and possibly a wider 

material choice for 2D techniques. 3D printing techniques which have been 

applied to the processing of solid- state batteries include stereolithography, in 

which a photo- polymerizable polymer precursor is locally cured through a 

light source, material-jetting techniques such as ink-jet printing and aerosol 

jet- printing, in which the material (ink or aerosol) is ejected through a 

nozzle, and material extrusion techniques, i.e. direct writing and fused 

deposition modeling, in which an ink or polymer melt is directly deposited 

on the target. As this field is expanding fast, other 3D-printing techniques may 

soon join the list. There are few examples in the literature of solid-state 

electrolytes processed by additive manufacturing. Stereolithography was 

used to prepare 3D polymer templates with complex geometries, which were 

then impregnated with LAGP powder [149]. McOwen et al. demonstrated 

microstructured LLZO electrolytes by direct writing of LLZO inks [150]. In 

this case, two different inks with different rheological properties were used: a 

“conformal” ink for the preparation of plane LLZO films, and a “self-
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supporting” ink for the drawing of microstructures such as columns, lines, and 

grids, on top of LLZO films. Altogether, the printing process of solid-state-

batteries, and in particular additive manufacturing, is a promising and rapidly 

expanding field, although still at an early stage. Promising applications for 

additive manufacturing could be the production of micro-batteries, cables- or 

fiber-type batteries, for wearable applications (Figure 1. 3c). On the other hand, 

large-scale battery production, the 2D printing process may have an advantage 

towards additive manufacturing, thanks to its low throughput. 

1.3.4 Thin film vapor deposition  

Thin film growth by vapor deposition techniques encompasses all 

deposition processes that involve the transfer of atoms from a certain source 

(which may be for example a thick pellet of the corresponding stoichiometry, 

but also a flow of reactants in the right ratio) to the desired substrate, all 

occurring through a gas phase. The process always takes place under a controlled 

vacuum, helping for the effective material transfer towards the substrate and 

drastically limiting the cross- contamination. The typical high power utilized 

during the processes usually allows the crystallization of the material in thin 

film form at temperatures considerably lower than the crystallization 

temperatures needed for bulky pellets (particularly important in the case of 

oxide SEs). Vapor deposition techniques are frequently found in SSB 

technology, either for the deposition of thin film metallic layers, e.g. Li thin 

film anodes [151], or ceramic films for two main applications: the growth of 

thin film inorganic electrolytes for micro-batteries [45], [152], [153] or the 

deposition of protective coatings in different instable interfaces (SE, anode, 

cathode or current collector; more details in section 1.4).  [154]. In the former 

case, the most common examples are the growth of amorphous LiPON [155], or 

lately other crystalline ceramic materials such as LLZO or LLTO [156], [157]. 

Additionally, these coatings can be also effectively used as impermeable layers 

preventing the diffusion of unwanted species through the battery [158]. 
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There are two types of deposition techniques; Physical vapor deposition 

(PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (Figure 1. 3d). PVD techniques 

refer to deposition processes that are not mediated by a chemical reaction. In 

SSBs, the most relevant and widely applied are sputtering, [90], [159]–[163] 

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [164] and evaporation [151], [165], [166]. As 

drawbacks, PVD techniques are often criticized for their high costs, greater than 

other industrialized battery processing techniques. Other important limitations 

are the low deposition rates, typically in the order of a few nm per minute and 

limiting the maximum practical thickness achievable to a few μm, and the still 

relatively high temperatures (usually > 200 ◦C) often needed for the deposition 

of crystalline ceramic films, which may compromise the integrity of other 

battery components. 

In opposition to PVD techniques, Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 

requires a chemical reaction between two or more components for the growth 

of the desired material. At present, Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is 

particularly relevant for SSB technology, especially for the growth of thin film 

protective layers [167]. In ALD, monolayers of the desired material are 

sequentially grown on top of a substrate, when exposed to a gas flow of 

reactants under a controlled atmosphere. Multiple materials for SSBs have been 

deposited by ALD, including cathodes [168], anodes [169] and ceramic 

electrolytes [170]–[172]. T he main drawbacks are the low deposition rates and 

cost, which include gas precursors. 
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Figure 1. 3: Schematic illustration of (a) wet coating processing technique[173] (b) 

melt extruder (c) 3D Printing Designs on Battery Structures[174] and (d) thin film 

vapor deposition methods (PVD and CVD)[175] 

1.3.5 Pressing Techniques  

The assembling of SSBs using pressing techniques considers mainly three 

aspects: i) the densification of the SE, which should ensure good ionic 

conductivity, ii) the compactness and chemical stability of the composite 

cathode (formed by the CAM, an ionic conductive filler and an electronic 

conductive filler) and iii) the good physical contact between electrode and 

electrolyte, necessary to reduce the interfacial resistance. Materials are 

generally placed in form of powder in specific molds and pressed uniaxially, 

isostatically, or pseudo-isostatically to form green pellets. The control of the 

pressure and the application time is relevant parameters that will depend on the 

material properties and required density. The process may or may not be 

followed by a sintering step at elevated temperatures. 

The process of uniaxial pressing leads to the compaction of the powder in the 
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shape of dies using a rigid punch or piston in a single axial direction. The presses 

can be mechanic or hydraulic. The method is not expensive and suitable for bulk 

production, but the uniformity of compaction is a major challenge. This 

technique is used for the green densification of ceramics before sintering with a 

pressure of fewer than 200 MPa. Isostatic pressing helps to attain uniform 

densification since the compaction is achieved by isostatic pressure imposed by 

the liquid or gaseous medium. The process offers flexibility in shape and 

dimensions that can be controlled by the pressing medium. However, scalability 

is a limiting factor because of processing time and tooling costs. Pseudo-

isostatic pressing is also utilized to trap the powder within a die so that axial 

compression produces lateral pressure as well [176]. This process helps to 

achieve fast and uniform densification [176]. 

Generally, the total ionic conductivity in a SE is ruled by grain and grain 

boundary contributions, the latter being greatly influenced by the efficiency of 

densification (apart from other factors like material property, grain size, 

misorientation angle, etc.). Depending on the thermo- mechanical properties of 

the chosen material, the densification process can be temperature-assisted; 

which involves annealing the pressed green pellets in a controlled atmosphere. 

This generally implies a limitation for processing certain composite cathodes, 

or cathode/SE bi- layers, since the temperature can induce chemical reactivity 

among the elements. Separate densification processes should be followed for 

electrode and electrolyte, although later cell assembly will generally end-up in 

a significantly high contact resistance at the interface. There have been several 

advancements in pressing techniques to face these challenges, mainly aiming to 

reduce the maximum processing temperature. Depending on the mechanical 

properties of materials, densification processes can be classified mainly into 

two: cold pressing, a pressure- driven process; and sintering, which is 

temperature-driven with or without pressure.  
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1.3.5.1 Cold/low temperature pressing  

Firstly, as reported by Hans et al. in 1966, cold pressing is a pressure-driven 

densification process at room temperature, initially used for metal densification. 

[177] Later on, this technique was improved in aspects like the mode of pressing 

and assistance of temperature and is widely used for a wide variety of materials 

processing, including commercial manufacturing of batteries. Indeed, 

calendering, a crucial step in current commercial battery technologies, is a form 

of (low) temperature-assisted pressing for continuous processing. It consists of 

smoothing and compressing a material (generally laminates) by passing a single 

continuous sheet through many pairs of heated rolls, also called calenders. 

Calendering is a step that commonly follows tape casting [178] as well as 

extrusion [20], to ensure the compactness of the laminates and assemblies. 

The main advantage of this processing is the easy low-temperature 

densification and hence it is recognized for large-scale fabrication. But is 

limited to either laminates or free-standing membranes, with soft mechanical 

properties of materials or with the addition of polymeric binders, not in the 

case of purely inorganic batteries that have hard materials such as ceramic 

oxides. This process can be used for the densification of cathode laminates, free-

standing electrolytes, or even electrode-electrolyte multilayers. Cold pressing 

at temperatures lower than 100 ◦C has also been adopted for polymer or 

composite SE compaction in SSB fabrication [179]. But the ceramic oxide-

based inorganic solid-state batteries are still beyond the scope because of their 

high-temperature requirements for densification. 

Additionally, cold pressing is often used for the preparation of sulfide-based 

soft-SEs, since their mechanical properties allow them to achieve strong 

compactness at grain boundaries and effective solid-solid interfaces with simple 

pressure [100]. The process has attracted much interest and R&D progress in the 

direction of scaling-up for sulfide-based SSBs since it does not need any heat 

treatment (Figure 1. 4a), which can cause reactivity with cathode materials or 
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conductive additives. Nevertheless, remaining challenges associated with the 

ability to reach high enough density, ionic and electronic conductivity 

requirements at the electrolyte and/or the cathode, along with general 

mechanical, chemical, and electrochemical compatibility issues at the cathode-

electrolyte interface are still to be solved [100], [112]. Again, it should be noted 

that cold pressing is generally incompatible with the processing of ceramic 

oxide electrolytes because of their hardness, and hence typically need high-

temperature sintering to achieve high density and required conductivity. As an 

exception, a recent report has shown the implementation of a cold-pressed 

LISICON-based amorphous oxide as SE in SSB fabrication [180]. 

1.3.5.2 Temperature assisted sintering  

Densification by sintering involves grain growth and atomic diffusion that 

leads to particle fusion through mass transport, which normally needs a 

thermodynamic driving force. The conventional sintering process of ceramics 

is driven by long-duration firing at high temperatures typically above 1000 ◦C 

(Figure 1. 4b) which depend on several factors such as the nature of t h e  

material, particle size, sintering atmosphere, etc. [ 1 8 1 ] In battery technology, 

high-temperature sintering is typically used at the lab scale for the preparation 

of ceramic oxide electrolytes in all categories mentioned under section 1.3.5.2. 

However, the needed processing steps at high temperatures generally make this 

process incompatible with the vast majority of electrode formulations, since the 

high temperatures needed generally cause chemical reactivity between the 

components [182]. In this sense, there are several alternative approaches that 

allow for reducing the densification temperature have been recently explored. 

Among these, one can mention hot (isostatic) pressing, [183]–[185] flash 

sintering,[186] microwave sintering[187]–[189], cold sintering [190], [191], 

and field-assisted or spark plasma sintering[192], [193]. Initial trials for full cell 

SSB fabrication at the lab scale have already been reported with spark plasma 

sintering. [194]–[197] However, spark plasma sintering still requires rather high 
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temperatures (between 650 and 850 ̊ C). And, it is still necessary to bring down 

the temperature and duration of the process even further to enable their 

application for a vast range of potential materials.  

Cold sintering (Figure 1. 4c) ensures a reduction of 100–300 ◦C from the 

conventional sintering temperature. The technique has achieved major 

developments towards solid-state battery fabrication for SEs like LAGP 

(Li1.5Al0.5Ge1.5P3O12) [198], Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) [199], LSZG 

(Li13.9Sr0.1ZnGe4O16) [200], cathode- LFP (LiFePO4) [201] as well as 

anode- LTO (Li4Ti5O12) [202]. But the necessity of a solvent makes the 

technique more challenging when the different components need to be 

integrated with a full device due to the formation of non-conductive 

byproducts at the grain boundaries. Especially the water-based additives 

can cause mixed (lithium + proton) conductivity which is detrimental for 

battery performance.[203] Some initial trials were made by cold sintering 

for the full cell assembly, where, the components are densified separately 

using solvents and the full cell contains either polymer or liquid electrolyte 

at interfaces.[204], [205] Hence a co-sintered complete oxide-based 

inorganic SSB remains elusive under cold sintering.  

 

Figure 1. 4: Schematic illustration for material densification by means of (a) Cold 

pressing (b) High temperature sintering and (c) Cold sintering 

1.3.6 Selection of processing technique 

Concerning the prospect of large-scale production wet coating is the most 
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suited technique. The wet coating allows the processing of oxides but 

solvent compatibility needs to be considered especially when the interface 

compatibility with CAM will be a concern. Printing techniques are gaining 

increasing interest, but their application in the field of solid-state batteries is 

relatively new, and their use will probably be limited to particular 

applications, such as wearable electronics. Thin film vapor deposition 

techniques seek attention due to their applicability in a wide range of materials 

which include cathodes, anodes, and electrolytes. The materials can be 

processed with high purity and controlled stoichiometry. But low throughput 

limits its scalability and at the same time makes it suitable for interface 

processing and micro battery fabrication. 

Oxides are generally processed by high-temperature sintering but the method 

is challenging for SSB fabrication due to thermal-induced interface reactivity 

between the electrolyte and active material (see section 1.4). The newly 

emerging cold sintering technique is bridging this gap by reducing the 

densification temperature of oxides to a limit at which the interface remains 

unaffected. But the necessity of solvent is challenging since it can induce 

reactivity among the components in SSB fabrication. In this context, a new 

approach needs to be investigated that allows processing at a lower temperature 

without the use of any solvents in such a way it assures good interface contact 

between components with negligible reactivity.  

1.4 Interfacial challenges for full cell development 

Contrary to current LIBs, in which the liquid electrolyte is wetting the cathode 

and anode so that it ensures the transfer of Li-ions, SSBs require well-controlled 

physical contact between the individual components and materials. The 

requirements for the interfaces can be summarized as follows: i) intimate 

contact presenting low resistance to Li transfer, ii) stable interfaces to promote 

long battery lifetime. In this section, the importance of integrating the interface 
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layers during the cell processing together with challenges related to materials 

interfaces will be discussed in detail, suggesting industrially-viable solutions 

(Figure 1. 4).   

In SSB, several solid-solid interfaces can be found between the different 

components and materials. The cathode is a composite composed of a CAM, a 

solid ionic conductor which can be the same SE material as the one used as the 

separator and electrically conductive additives (typically carbonaceous 

materials), and the ensemble is designated as the composite solid cathode. 

Hence, several interfaces coexist such as between the CAM and the SE, between 

the conductive additive and the CAM (and/or the SE); and finally, the interface 

between the current collector and the cathode is also of importance. At the 

anode, the major interface is between the Li metal and the SE; at the SE, 

interfaces emerge if the SE is a composite material. It is of paramount 

importance to redesign and adapt the production chain of batteries to the solid-

state technology, taking into account the coexistence of the different interfaces 

and their corresponding physical properties. Possible processing techniques for 

each component are presented in Figure 1. 4. 

 

Figure 1. 4: Schematic of the battery components present in a solid-state battery 

containing a Li metal negative electrode (grey bottom), the SE (blue balls), the CAM 

(composed of CAM -red balls-, conductive carbon additive black balls, and SE). The 

grey upper plane represents the current collector. The processes that could be applied 

for each component are listed in the column on the right- hand side whereas the 

processes for the interfaces are listed in the left-hand side column. The inset shows the 

different interfaces present in the cathode (green and yellow lines represent the CAM-

SE and CAM-conductive additive interfaces, respectively).[135] 

1.4.1 Interfaces at composite solid cathodes 
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Cell integration leads to many interfaces at the cell component level 

(electrode/electrolyte) as well as at the composite electrode level (CAM/ 

electrolyte, current collector/electrolyte material), and interfacial problems 

account for much of the difficulties encountered in the course of realizing an 

SSB. Poor contact is a major source of charge accumulation and mass transfer 

resistance between electrode materials, SE, and the current collector. In some 

cases, performance can be enhanced by maximizing the contact area between 

CAM, ion-conductive phase, and electron-conductive phase. 

However, volume changes of the electroactive cathode particles during 

electrochemical cycling (mechanical challenges) and the thermal and 

electrochemical stability of electrode and electrolyte materials (chemical 

challenges) are also major causes of cell impedance growth and cell failure. 

These are described below in more detail together with technical approaches to 

overcome them 

1.4.1.1 Chemical and electrochemical challenges  

Interfacial side reactions resulting in the diffusion of elements and possibly 

the formation of an interphase between a SE and a CAM are generally 

thermally-induced processes. The temperatures required in certain processing 

techniques (which in turn will depend on the selected electrolyte, vide supra) 

will thus have a strong impact on the chemical stability between the two 

materials. As previously mentioned, some processing techniques require high 

temperatures to densify the materials together and to decrease the interfacial 

resistance, particularly for oxide-based electrolytes (high-temperature sintering, 

section 1.3.5.2. Thermal degradation of positive electrode materials in contact 

with SEs often leads to new phases, most often unwanted products, which cause 

high interfacial resistance leading to severe degradation of the electrochemical 

performances [196], [206]. Such chemical reactivity between the SE and the 

CAM has also been observed after operation at room temperature [207] since 
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oxidation of the anion by reduction of the transition metal is often favorable 

for many cathode/conductor couples [208]–[210]. On the other hand, the 

reactivity between impurities adsorbed at the cathode surface and the SE is also 

to be taken into account, e.g., carbonates and other species are detrimental, as 

reported for sulfide solid-state cells [211]. A better understanding of the kinetic 

and thermodynamic reactivity pathways between the CAM at different states of 

charge, surface species, and the electrolyte is thus key for determining the 

electrochemical performance of such systems. Therefore, to overcome the 

above-mentioned challenges, the approaches listed below should be taken into 

consideration to obtain an SSB with adequate cell performance. 

Stable electrolyte-active materials combinations: When designing a solid-

state cell, appropriate combinations of materials and adequate processing 

techniques must be identified to ensure the chemical and electrochemical 

stability of the material, and decomposition interfacial products must be equally 

considered in the design of composite cathodes. It is essential that the 

decomposition products exhibit poor electronic transport, otherwise continuous 

decomposition will occur. 

Figure 5a summarizes DFT-computed chemical mixing reaction energies 

between fully lithiated CAM and electrolytes. Sulfide and thiophosphate are 

less stable when combined with oxide cathodes than with LiFePO4, as predicted 

from chemical mixing calculations [207] and in explicit interface calculations 

[212]. On the other hand, oxides and phosphate SEs exhibit improved chemical 

stability with oxide cathodes compared to sulfide SEs. They are also predicted 

to be compatible with LFP, though [207]. These calculations represent a 

powerful tool to identify appropriate matching of materials, however, further 

research is needed to understand the impact of the presence of third species such 

as conducting additives, or the reaction atmosphere. Additionally, a much 

higher reactivity is expected for (partially) delithiated CAMs and the results 

might be chemistry-dependent within the same family of materials.  
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Multi-layer configurations: in which the catholyte and the SE are different, 

represent a related strategy that has been successfully demonstrated. Several 

examples can be found in literature, where combinations of different inorganic 

SEs are complementarily used. As an example of a fully inorganic cell, LATP 

has been used as a catholyte when using an NMC cathode and a β-Li3PS4 

separator, allowing to employ of LATP in a bulk-type SSB without a sintering 

step of the full cell, which would result in undesired decomposition interfacial 

products at the cathode [213]. 

Artificial coating layers: The use of protective layers between the cathode 

material and the SE is a demonstrated method to extend the experimentally-

measured electrochemical stability window at the cathode/SE interface and 

avoid electrolyte decomposition when subjected to high voltage. The coating 

material must be an ionic conductor and electronic insulator, following the same 

operating principle of the SEI in liquid cells. Moreover, the potential drop will 

be sufficient only if the electronic conductivity of the coating is lower than that 

of the SE.  

The material choices for cathode/inorganic SE interfaces are larger, also 

because the requirements for ionic conductivity are less stringent than the bulk 

electrolyte as coatings must be thin uniform layers [208]. Therefore, oxides like 

LiNbO3 or LTO [207], [214], [215] or phosphates like Li3PO4 [148] can 

successfully stabilize cathode/inorganic SE interfaces leading to improved 

cycling stability. These materials exhibit thermodynamic stability limits close 

to 4 V, which might be further extended by slow oxidation kinetics [61]. 

However, careful assessment concerning specific cathode/SE combinations is 

still needed. As discussed, previously, a recent computational screening study 

of chemical reactivity between pairs recommends phosphate coatings for sulfide 

SEs and oxide coatings for oxide SEs as general guidelines (see Figure 1. 5a) 

[207]. 
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The coating techniques for cathode active material particles and electrode 

sheets have been recently reviewed by Du et al. [216] The most common coating 

techniques include magnetron sputtering (MS), spark plasma sintering, 

pulsed laser deposition (PLD), sol-gel synthesis, chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD), atomic layer deposition (ALD) and wet coating techniques such as 

spray coating, spin coating, and solvent casting. More recently, sol-gel 

synthesis has been used to prepare various types of core-shell active material 

particles, [217]–[219].  

In situ formation of cathodic-SEI (CEI): As illustrated in Figure 1. 5b, the 

formation of a cathodic SEI (CEI) could help enhance the SSB performances 

and maintain long cycle life. A possible candidate as cathodic-SEI (CEI) former 

is the salt lithium bis(oxalato)borate (LiBOB). PEO electrolytes containing the 

salt cocktail LiTFSI-LiBOB-LiNO3 showed electrochemical stability up to 4.6 

V (by floating test) and good cyclability in NMC111/Li cells [220]. Another 

candidate as CEI former is AlF3. This Lewis acid was recently proposed as an 

additive, with the double function of the current collector passivating agent and 

CEI former [221]. Its use as an additive in poly-DOL (poly-dioxolane) 

electrolyte allowed cycling with NMC622 as cathode material with a cut-off 

voltage of 4.2 V. Additionally, the formation of the CEI should be tuned to 

enhance the SSB performances and maintain long cycle life. As previously 

noted, Li et al. demonstrated that it is possible to obtain good cyclability 

through the combined use of cathode material coating and electrolyte 

additives [222]. In this specific case, LiBOB and LiPF6 were used as salt 

additives (together with LiTFSI as the main salt), the first one as CEI former 

and the second as passivating agent for the current collector. 

Interfaces with current collector: Current collectors are a fundamental part of 

the battery since they ensure the transport of electrons to and from an external 

circuit and, often, they are used as mechanical support for the casting of the 

composite cathode on top of them. A low resistive interface is important to limit 
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localized high current densities and consequently a higher internal resistance 

and decreased round-trip efficiency. Often overlooked in the literature, these 

interfaces might present chemical and electrochemical instability issues that 

need to be addressed [167].  In general, aluminum current collectors are the 

preferred choice for the cathode side, widely used with lithium transition 

metal oxides up to 5 V vs. Li/Li+ [223]. The electrochemical stability of the 

current collector also needs to be considered. Koerver et al. investigated the 

effect of upper voltage limit in SSBs with NMC-LPS composite cathodes [224]. 

Alternative materials have also been explored aiming for better contact with 

the CAM and/or gaining flexibility in the cells. For example, carbon 

nanotubes (CNT) sheets as current collectors in sulfide-based SSBs [225], 

PEO polymer and Cu-coated carbon fibers [226], Ag micro-flakes as a 

conductive layer on a stretchable carbon–polymer composite [227] and Ni–

Al–Cr current collectors for oxide-based SSBs, when high-temperature 

sintering steps are required [228], [229].  
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Figure 1. 5: a) DFT-computed chemical mixing reaction energies of fully lithiated 

cathode/SE, fully lithiated cathode/coating, and coating/SE interfaces in meV/atom 

[207]. b) Schematics of the interfacial reactions in a composite solid cathode under 

charge/discharge operation. The cathode contains LNMO as CAM (green particles) 

coated with LiNbO3, LGPS SE (orange particles), and acetylene black (AB) as electron 

conducting additive (pink particles). Reversible Li intercalation occurs between the 

LNMO cathode and the LGPS electrolyte. The LiNbO3 coating layer acts as a buffer to 

facilitate Li diffusion at high voltages. In contrast, oxidative decomposition of LGPS 

occurs at the LGPS/AB interface during the charging process, which causes irreversible 
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capacity loss. The decomposition layer could isolate the delithiated LNMO phase from 

ion and/or electron percolative pathways resulting in capacity fading upon cycling 

[230]. c) Capacity fading caused by the contraction of the CAM upon delithiation 

resulting in contact loss between the SE (β- Li3PS4) and CAM particles (NCM, 

referred to as NMC in this review) observed by ex-situ SEM [231] 

All electrode materials experience mechanical stress during electrochemical 

cycling. This stress is caused by the volumetric and structural changes during 

reversible Li-ion insertion and extraction. The anisotropic cell parameter 

variation of typical Li-ion cathode materials ranges between 2% (e.g., 

between LiCoO2 and Li0.5CoO2 in the c direction) to >5% (between LiFePO4 

and FePO4 in a direction) leading to cracks and loss of contact at the interfaces 

between CAM, electronic conducting material and SE in the cathode (see Figure 

1. 5c). Such mechanical fatigue is a barrier for electronic and ionic transport and 

has been associated to capacity fading and battery failure [232]–[234]. 

The mechanical properties of the interface between CAM and SE differ 

strongly depending on the choice of electrolyte. Rigid ceramics like oxides (i.e., 

with a high Youngs modulus, over 100 GPa, see section 1.2.2.1) will accumulate 

important local stresses that could lead to fracture of the ceramic cathode, 

whereas ductile ceramics, like sulfides (~20 GPa [235]), thiophosphates or 

polymers (<1 GPa) will support mechanically the volume expansion more 

effectively. The physical contact between the solid electrolyte and the CAM will 

be affected (Figure 1. 5c). This enables keeping good interfacial contact during 

lithiation/delithiation. Several solutions have been proposed to mitigate the 

impact of the mechanical degradation of the interfaces between the electrolyte 

and the CAM: 

Use of conductive additives: To avoid any electronic contact loss compulsory 

for electron collection and power density, conductive additives are key to 

maintaining electronic conductivity within the electrode despite the volume 

changes, although this solution does not solve ionic transport losses. In 

particular, high aspect ratio conducting additives, e.g., carbon fibers, allows for 
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mitigating the loss of electronic conduction between CAM particles and current 

collector with the progress of cell cycling [236]. 

AM morphology: Particle size and morphology play a critical role not only in 

the packing density of the material but as well on the contact surface between the 

materials composing a solid electrode. In this sense, decreasing the size of the 

CAM particles increase the surface area of exchange of the CAM with the SE 

and conductive additive [237]. With smaller particle size, the mechanical stress 

and effective volume expansion per particle are less important. 

External conditions: Mechanical integrity of the electrode and the complete 

cell can also be achieved by maintaining external forces such as pressure on the 

cell. This has been particularly proven for sulfide electrolyte-containing cells 

[238], [239]. Thanks to the soft properties of these materials, the constant 

pressure facilitates the SE reorganization and provides constant intimate contact 

with the CAM and conductive additive. 

1.4.2 Li metal/electrolyte interface 

In solid-state batteries, Li metal is the mostly used anode material, 

independently of the solid electrolyte. However, severe issues need to be 

overcome to achieve good cyclability and enhance cycle life and high power: 

i) accommodate the volume change produced during the plating/stripping 

process, while maintaining the interfacial contact between anode and 

electrolyte; ii) hinder the formation of lithium dendrites, which could lead 

to short-circuiting; iii) protect the electrolyte from degradation due to 

contact with lithium metal [240]. 

Mechanical stability and lithium dendrites formation 

During battery cycling, lithium metal is constantly electrodeposited and 

stripped on/from the anode surface leading to a constant evolution and thickness 

change that alters both the mechanical and electrochemical properties of the 

interface. The accommodation of this extra layer is therefore extremely 
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dependent on the mechanical properties of the electrolyte, and on the ability to 

accommodate additional stress. Furthermore, inhomogeneous lithium 

plating/stripping leads to low coulombic efficiency, continuous electrolyte 

degradation, and to the risk of short circuits. Additionally, the local 

accumulation of lithium metal deposits results in inhomogeneous pressure 

distribution, thus contributing to a further decrease in the mechanical stability 

of the cell. The dendrite formation mechanism has been correlated to the 

mechanical properties of the SE (i.e., shear modulus, density, and presence of 

pores), physicochemical properties of the SE (e.g., electronic conductivity), or 

interfacial issues (composition and instability) [241]–[244]. There are different 

strategies to enhance the electrodeposition process and prevent dendrite 

formation, including the use of external pressure [245], SE or Li surface 

treatments [165], [246], [247], use of 3D lithium metal anodes [248], an increase 

of Li metal wettability and stabilization of the interface through interlayers  

[160], [216], [249]–[251] 

Chemical and electrochemical stability 

The extremely reactive nature of Li metal favors electrolyte decomposition 

on its surface. The electrochemical stability of the electrolyte-anode assembly 

depends on the nature of the SE and, more particularly, on the specific 

composition of the surface. If the electrolyte is degraded, or if a stable interlayer 

is not formed, the application of an artificial interlayer may be necessary. 

Oxide-based SE is usually stable with Li metal thanks to the low reduction 

potential of this category of materials. Chemical and electrochemical reactions 

occur for materials containing certain elements that oxidize and reduce the 

operation potential of the battery. [157], [252], [253] [253] The chemical 

inhomogeneities at the surface of garnet SEs could lead to instabilities against 

Li metal, in particular at the grain boundaries [254]. For example, Ge reduction 

in LAGP electrolytes with Li metal negatively affects the SE properties [255]. 
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In this case, the addition of protective interlayers is necessary, e.g. metallic Ge 

[256], conductive polymer coatings [257], [258], glass ceramics [259] or 

composite films [67]. LiPON electrolytes, widely used for micro-batteries, have 

been re- ported to be thermodynamically unstable against Li metal [61], [91], 

[260]. Therefore, LiPON electrolyte does not require any protecting interlayer 

and can be even used as a protective coating for other types of SE. 

Sulfide materials show strong reducing properties when in contact with Li 

metal. The solid electrolyte interface (SEI) layer formed at the interface can be 

tailored by tuning the sulfide material composition. For instance, the presence 

of Ge in Li10GeP2S12 leads to a thinner SEI layer upon cycling of symmetric cells 

[261], compared to samples prepared with Si, such as Li10SiP2S12 [262]. Other 

strategies used to stabilize the sulfide electrolyte with Li metal include the use 

of a Li metal alloy as a protective layer on top of Li metal [263], [264] or a 

polymer electrolyte inter- layer can be used  [265].  

1.4.3 Summary of interfacial challenges 

In summary, a cathode electrode composed of at least three materials (cathode 

active material, catholyte, and conductive additive) leads undoubtedly to many 

challenges at the interfaces. These are electrochemical, chemical, and 

mechanical challenges. Chemical and electrochemical issues are correlated to 

the challenges of processing and cycling cathode components. Research efforts 

should be concentrated on finding the best combination of materials to avoid 

premature degradation, and trying innovative configurations. It is not to forget 

that the cathode-electrolyte interface is still overlooked, mainly due to technical 

challenges in its study. Understanding such interface layers would shed some 

light on developing new composite solid cathodes. 

The nature of the active material and its restless volume expansion and 

contraction throughout cycling is naturally affecting the physical contact 

between the three materials. To overcome this mechanical challenge, it is 
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recommended to focus on adapting active material particles so they have a 

limited volume expansion at the outer particle level or adapt the solid electrolyte 

so it can follow the volume changes with deformable properties. 

On the other hand, despite assured higher density, the use of Li as the anode 

is accompanied by certain challenges. The most important is dendrites growth, 

which has hindered insofar the development of Li-metal rechargeable batteries. 

In the last years, much progress has been reported through the application of 

several strategies, such as the application of pressure, nano- structuration, 

application of interlayers, etc. This last approach, in particular, is a promising, 

versatile, and easily scalable tool to improve cyclability, and is effective with 

inorganic electrolytes. The application of interlayers is also necessary to address 

the chemical and electrochemical instability of some SSEs, such as sulfides and 

NASICON-type SSEs. Most probably, the use of Li metal anodes with SEs will 

rely on the application of this kind of solution. 

In the context of the thesis, the cathode is comprised of a composite of 

selected CAM (NMC) and SE (LATP) along with the carbon conductive 

additive. So, the interfacial challenges; both (electro)chemical and mechanical, 

at the cathode will have multi-sources from each component. And they need to 

be investigated initially upon processing and later during the cycling. On the 

anode side, the chemical and mechanical compatibility of SE (LATP) against 

lithium metal would have to be addressed by using one of the adequate 

interfacial engineering techniques that have already been reported, but is out of 

the scope of this work.  

1.5 Conclusions and thesis framework 

The success of SSBs as advanced electrochemical energy storage systems 

must involve necessarily a further development of the technology in terms of 

advanced materials, processing techniques (for cell components manufacturing 

and protective coatings), and, most importantly, full cell integration. In this 
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sense, a deep understanding of interfaces and interphase formation upon battery 

fabrication is critical for the achievement of high-performing and long-lasting 

cells.  

 

Figure 1. 6: An SSB model that conveys the energy density of >300 Wh/kg (>700 

Wh/l), composed of a thick composite cathode, thin solid electrolyte separator thin 

lithium metal anode, and aluminum current collector. The composite cathode consists 

of NMC active material, LATP ionic conductive filler, and carbon electronic 

conductive filler in the weight ratio of 65:30:05 respectively. 

The system chosen for this thesis (Figure 1. 6) is composed of a thick 

composite solid cathode based on NMC (CAM), LATP (SE), and carbon 

conductive additive; a thin SE layer of LATP which plays the role of electrolyte 

as well as separator and a lithium metal anode. A theoretical calculation was 

performed using MATLAB (Figure 1. 7) for optimizing the cell parameters 

(NMC weight percentage in the composite, active loading, and electrolyte 

thickness) to ensure energy densities >300 Wh/kg and >700 Wh/l. Figure 1. 7a 

indicates the dependence of NMC wt% on energy density, which is more or less 

linear. From previous internal works, a ratio of 30 wt.% of LATP was chosen 

to assure ionic conductivity and mechanical strength. And carbon has fixed to 

5wt% which is equivalent to the conventional lithium-ion batteries. So, the 

composite ratio will be- NMC: LATP: carbon = 65:30:05. NMC and LATP have 

densities of nearly 2.9 and 4.8 g cm-3. In that sense, the chosen composite wt.% 

offers almost equal volume content of these two elements which is a key factor 

in terms of conductivity. Figure 1. 7b shows the correlation between active 

loading (effectively the cathode thickness) and energy density. There is a 

saturation of energy density above 5 mAh cm-2. Anode loading has been set to 

15 mAh cm-2. With these specifications, SE thickness should be below 50 µm 
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to effectively reach the desired energy density in the range of>300 Wh/kg and 

>700 Wh/l (Figure 1. 7c).  

 

 

Figure 1. 7: Theoretical calculation of energy densities as a function of (a) NMC wt% 

for fixed loading of 5 mAh cm-2 and electrolyte thickness of 50 µm (b) active cathode 
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loading for fixed NMC wt% of 65 and electrolyte thickness 50 µm (c) electrolyte 

thickness for fixed NMC wt% of 65 loading of 5 mAh cm-2. 

But the realization of this model has multi-challenges since a co-processing 

technique is required for SSB assembly to assure good interface contact with 

negligible resistance. Hence the focus of the thesis will be on the (electro) 

chemical compatibility of selected components under processing conditions. A 

temperature of more than 1000˚C is necessary for the processing of ceramic 

oxide electrolyte (LATP), and it limits the co-processing of the battery stack 

since the composite cathode components will be reactive at this temperature 

range. There are previous studies about the thermal compatibility of NMC-

LATP composite system, however, the necessity of carbon in the system was 

overlooked. [182], [266] Even if the intrinsic electronic conductivity is 

high,[267] NMC622 requires the use of an additive, generally carbon[268] to 

construct a conductive percolation in the cathode (extrinsic conductivity). An 

SSB composed of NMC-LATP composite cathode (without carbon) and LLZO 

electrolyte was previously reported, in which the electrochemistry was achieved 

at 100˚C with very low current densities.[269] So, our system: 

NMC+LATP+carbon represents a key step towards the realization of SSB and 

systematic and step-by-step evaluation was carried out in the thesis.   

We first focused on the thermal compatibility of composite components to 

define threshold conditions such as heating atmosphere and temperature under 

which the composite remains stable. The reaction mechanism of the composite 

after the threshold values has been investigated to propose strategies for co-

sintering of the proposed all-inorganic solid-state battery model. The strategies 

to enhance composite thermal stability were investigated in detail such as the 

impact of conductive additives and the role of a stabilizing agent. On the other 

hand, a novel low-temperature sintering technique has been optimized for 

reducing the sintering temperature of LATP down to the temperature threshold 

of the composite cathode.  
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CHAPTER 2: HIGH-TEMPERATURE THERMAL REACTIVITY AND 

INTERFACE EVOLUTION OF NMC-LATP-CARBON COMPOSITE 

CATHODE 

2.1 Introduction 

Cathode formulation is a key challenge in the transition from 

conventional liquid cells to SSB. In liquid cells, the electrolyte penetrates inside 

the porous cathode enabling the mobility of ions in and out of the electrodes. In 

a solid-state battery, this role is played by the catholyte, a solid ionic conductor 

which can be the same solid electrolyte material as the one used as the separator, 

but not necessarily. In both liquid and solid batteries, electrically conductive 

additives are also imperatively required (typically carbonaceous materials), and 

the ensemble of active material, catholyte, and carbon are designated as the 

composite cathode.  

While considering the low extrinsic electronic conductivity of NMC 

compared to conventional layered oxides, it is necessary to have the electronic 

conductive filler in the composite. And, the selection of electrically conductive 

additives should be based on high electrical conductivity, but also on low 

density, cost, processability, thermal stability and diffusivity, and chemical 

stability against active material and catholyte. Different carbon types such as 

graphite and carbon black are typically used. The low density, purity, and high 

electrical conductivity of Ketjenblack (KB) make it a good choice among them. 

Oxide-based ceramics such as LATP require temperature-assisted 

densification techniques, with temperature ranges typically around 1000 °C and 

above.[270] However, at such temperatures, the cathode components are not 

stable and can react to form resistive by-products as well as to the structural 

degradation of active material,[271]–[275] which leads to severe decay of the 

electrochemical performance. Ideally, the composite properties should remain 

unchanged, although chemical and structural modifications at the interfaces 

could be accepted provided Li ion mobility is not obstructed.[272], [276]  
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The aim of the current chapter is two-fold: to evaluate the impact of 

having a carbon additive as well as the impact of the heating atmosphere on the 

thermal compatibility of NMC-LATP-carbon composite. The reactivity 

between composite cathode components in the NMC622+LATP+KB system 

has thus been thoroughly evaluated. The composite ratio was chosen to be 

NMC: LATP: KB=65:30:05, as the weight ratio of carbon in the composite was 

maintained as same as in conventional cathodes (5%). NMC and LATP have a 

density of 4.8 g/cc and 2.7 g/cc respectively. So, their ratios were chosen in such 

a way they have more or less equal volume distribution. In that way, the 

composite has sufficient ionic and electronic conductive pathways, maximum 

active material utility, and compactness while implemented in SSB. A 

methodology has been designed to evaluate the impact of co-sintering 

conditions that includes fast assessment of the electrochemical properties of the 

annealed composite material in liquid cells, in-situ and ex-situ high-temperature 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Noteworthy our system includes electrically 

conductive additives, as cannot be eluded in cathode compositions. This is an 

essential aspect that has been often overlooked in previous works. [271], [272], 

[275] The threshold conditions at which the selected materials remain 

compatible have been determined given the unified effects of structural, 

chemical, and electrochemical stability of the components after heat treatments 

at different atmospheres and temperatures. From the combination of our 

observations, a degradation mechanism is proposed. 

2.2 Results 

2.2.1 Bulk crystallinity: X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

2.2.1.1 In-situ high-temperature XRD 

The structural evolution of the composite mixture NMC+LATP+KB (C-

Mixed) at different temperatures and under air and nitrogen atmospheres was 
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followed by in-situ XRD (Figure 2. 1 a and b). Up to 500 °C only the expected 

peak shift towards lower angles due to the thermal expansion of the materials is 

observed for both atmospheres, which indicates that no major structural or 

chemical changes occur in the bulk of the materials. However, from 600 °C 

onwards, several prominent changes are detected. Under air atmosphere several 

NMC reflections become asymmetric (see for example (104) peak at 2ɗKŬCo = 

52° (marked with an arrow)), and above 700 °C new reflections appear that can 

be indexed with a MO rocksalt phase (Fm3̅m; a = b = c = 4.0907(4) Å). These 

become intense as temperature increases, accompanied by complete degradation 

of layered NMC at 800 °C. Reflections corresponding to LATP also experience 

an apparent decrease in intensity from 700 °C, although new peaks 

corresponding to Li3PO4 (see for example reflection at 2ɗ = 26°) emerge from 

600 °C. From a qualitative phase identification analysis of the pattern at 800 °C 

under air it can be concluded that the main contributing by-products are MO 

[M=Ni (main)/Co/Mn], Li3PO4, spinel M3O4 and/or LixM2O4 [M= Co, Ni, Mn], 

anatase TiO2 and [Li]metal-phosphates.  

As expected, the thermal response and degradation by-products are different 

under nitrogen. Degradation also starts at 600 °C, with the formation of MO 

secondary phases. However, at 800 °C, there is no significant evidence for the 

presence of (Li)metal phosphates, while Li3PO4 and rutile TiO2 can be 

identified.    
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Figure 2. 1: In-situ thermal XRD data of NMC+LATP+KB (65:30:05) composite 

mixture for the selected temperatures ranging from 400 to 800 °C for an interval of 100 

°C under a) open air and b) nitrogen atmospheres along with the list of identified 

secondary phases at 800 °C and standard peak positions for NMC and LATP. The 

arrows on 600 °C data at 2θKαCo = 52° in both cases locate the onset of NMC phase 

change c) Schematic illustration of the thermal stability limits of the different material 

combinations under air and nitrogen atmospheres. 

To further understand the reactivity between the different components 

of the cathode composite, the binary combinations were also studied under both 

atmospheres (Figure 2. 2). Apart from the reversible unit cell thermal expansion, 

LATP maintains its crystal structure in the mixture of LATP+KB at least up to 

800 °C, under both air and nitrogen atmospheres (Figure 2. 2 e and f). For the 

NMC+LATP mixture under air and nitrogen atmospheres, the temperature 

threshold and reaction by-products are similar to that of NMC+LATP+KB 

under air, except for slight differences in intensity ratios. This indicates that 

NMC-LATP reactivity is independent of the atmosphere and the presence of 

KB does not have a direct impact on the composite reactivity under air 

atmosphere.  

Other than carbon oxidation (that was evident as the composite turned from 

black to grey after heat treatment but not observable from XRD), the NMC+KB 
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mixture does not show any apparent decomposition products under the air. 

However, NMC+KB reactivity is vigorous under nitrogen, starting from 400 °C 

onwards, and results in the complete decomposition of NMC, which evolves 

into metal oxides and is even partially reduced to the metallic elements at 800 

°C.  Interestingly, under nitrogen, the temperature threshold for 

NMC+LATP+KB as well as for NMC+LATP is 500 °C (see below), which is 

100 °C higher than the NMC+KB threshold temperature. This indicates that 

despite KB promoting NMC degradation, LATP can partially hinder it. 

However, since the NMC+LATP+KB mixture remains structurally stable up to 

500 °C under both atmospheres, the involvement of KB in the mixture reactivity 

under air has no supporting evidence from XRD data and reactivity seems to be 

localized between NMC and LATP.  
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Figure 2. 2: In-situ thermal XRD data of composite combinations under different 

atmospheres for temperatures in the transition range [from 400ºC to 800ºC for an 

interval of 100ºC] along with the list of identified secondary phases at 800ºC and 

standard peak positions for NMC and LATP. NMC+LATP under a) air and c) nitrogen. 

NMC+KB under b) air and d) nitrogen. LATP+KB under e) air and f) nitrogen 

In conclusion from the in-situ XRD analyses, the different combinations 

between LATP, NMC, and KB exhibit a complex reactivity scheme that is 

dependent on the atmosphere. The different stability threshold temperatures for 
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each possible combination are summarized in Figure 2. 1 c and in no case exceed 

500°C for the full composite mixture. 

2.2.1.2 Ex-situ XRD 

Further analysis was conducted by ex-situ XRD of composites heated at 

temperatures close to the threshold limit; 400, 500, and 600 °C (C400-air, C500-

air, and C600-air respectively). A longer time/step was used in the data 

acquisition to obtain a better signal-to-noise ratio and to shed more light on the 

degradation reaction of NMC material. In Figure 2. 3a, a close view of the most 

relevant NMC peaks is shown. C400-air sample resembles pristine NMC 

(except for a slight shoulder at (101) peak that comes from an overlap with 

LATP (018) peak at 2ɗ = 36.52°). An asymmetrical broadening of the peaks is 

observed for both C500-air and C600-air; the asymmetry being less pronounced 

at lower temperatures as highlighted for (104) peak. This indicates that 

transition metal redistribution and further secondary phase transition to spinel 

first and later to rocksalt-MO is possibly occurring from 500 °C onwards. Le 

Bail fitting of C600-air confirms the presence of NMC (R3̅m), LATP (R3̅c) and 

reaction byproducts- rocksalt-MO (Fm3̅m) and Li3PO4 (Pmna), in agreement 

with what was observed from in-situ XRD at higher temperatures (Figure 2. 3b). 

A quantitative phase analysis by Rietveld refinement was unfortunately 

precluded by the variety of compositions of secondary phases. However, the 

average NMC lattice parameters obtained from this refinement indicate a slight 

volume increase from the pristine to C600-air samples (Table 2. 1), which is 

more prominent for the c direction. The O−O Coulombic repulsions between 

adjacent MO2 layers that result from Li depletion could be at its origin. Indeed, 

Li and oxygen losses from the NMC layered structure, as previously 

reported,[277], [278] could explain the onset of NMC degradation.  
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Figure 2. 3: a) Comparison of selected NMC diffraction peaks from ex-situ XRD 

measurements of pristine NMC and composites heated at 400, 500, and 600 °C under 

air (C400-air, C500-air, and C600-air). b) Selected peaks of C600-air X-ray diffraction 

pattern in which the colored area below the peaks indicates the contribution of the 

different phases (NMC (R�̅�m), LATP (R�̅�c), and identified secondary phases MO 

(Fm�̅�m) and Li3PO4 (Pcmn)) as obtained from Le bail refinement using FullProf. 

Table 2. 1: The comparison of NMC and LATP unit cell parameters for pristine and 

heat-treated composites (500 and 600 °C under air atmosphere) 

 

2.2.2 Electrochemistry: Galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation 

(GCPL)  

Electrochemistry tests in conventional half-cell configuration using liquid 

electrolytes were used as a rapid assessment technique to measure the impact of 
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heat treatments on composite powders under air and nitrogen atmospheres 

above and below the threshold values determined by XRD (C400-air, C500-air, 

C600-air, C400-N2, C500-N2, and C600-N2). The results of the heat-treated 

samples were compared to those of the as-mixed (C-mixed) sample. It should 

be noted that we do not expect the same performance in solid-state cells as in 

the latter the only ionic conductivity channel will be the catholyte and the 

conductivity at solid-solid interfaces is more demanding. However, as shown 

below, liquid half-cell data is an effective proxy indicator for chemical and 

electrochemical modifications both at bulk and surface levels of electrode 

components, and it is expected that the formation of insulating secondary phases 

after the heat-treatment results in a similar capacity decrease. 
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Figure 2. 4: Second charge-discharge cycle at C/20 for composite C-mixed, heat-

treated samples at 400, 500, and 600 °C under a) air and b) nitrogen atmospheres. 

Corresponding C-rate capability tests with the C-rates: C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C [5 

cycles each], and C/10 [long cycling] for c) air and d) nitrogen atmospheres. e) 

Comparison of average mid-voltage polarization of every second cycle for the tested 

C-rates for C-Mixed, C400-air, and C400-N2. 

The second charge-discharge cycles at the C/20 rate of the studied samples are 

compared in Figure 2. 4 a and b, for air and nitrogen atmospheres, respectively, 

together with C-rate capability tests (Figure 2. 4 c and d). The results obtained 

indicate that, even if we have not observed relevant bulk structural changes in 

the XRD analysis, significant changes in the electrochemical properties of the 
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materials are already detected from 500 °C under air and even before under 

nitrogen. The C-mixed shows a discharge capacity of 182, 177, and 150 mAh/g 

at C/20, C/10, and 1C, respectively, and with capacity retention above 95% up 

to 100 cycles, which is comparable to the capacity delivered by electrodes 

prepared with NMC and KB only (Figure 2. 5). The second cycle capacity of 

the C400-air sample resembles that of the C-mixed, reaching 180 mAh/g; 

however, lower capacity retention is obtained at higher C-rates in the rate 

capability test, due to an increased internal cell resistance (see Figure 2. 4e for 

average mid-voltage polarization). For the C500-air sample, the electrochemical 

performances are more severely affected by the heat treatment. The discharge 

capacity reduces to 143 mAh/g, with higher polarization but 100% reversibility. 

Capacity fading is prominent in the first 5 cycles but then stabilizes, although 

when the current density is increased in the C-rate capability test, the capacity 

loss is significantly higher than for the C400-air sample and drops close to zero 

at 1C. The C600-air sample presents even poorer electrochemical performances, 

as the charge-discharge curve shows a high internal resistance and the second 

cycle capacity is far below the C-mixed reference, reaching only 28 mAh/g. 

This latter result is in agreement with the XRD analyses, which revealed that 

high-temperature treatment induces a decomposition of NMC to 

electrochemically inactive and insulating spinel and rocksalt MO compounds 

and the formation of Li3PO4, which is non-conductive[279] at 600 °C. However, 

at a lower temperature, the samples have already started to degrade, either at the 

surface level or in a negligible amount, as were not detected by XRD. 
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Figure 2. 5: a) Second charge-discharge curve [at C/20] and b) C-rate capability test 

with the C-rates: C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C [5 cycles each] and C/10 [long cycling] for 

NMC+KB and NMC+LATAP+KB. 

Contrary to an air atmosphere, the galvanostatic behavior of the C400-N2 

composite does not resemble that of C-mixed. The discharge capacity has 

already dropped to 128 mAh/g with 6% irreversibility. The galvanostatic curve 

exhibits an over-potential of above 100 mV (which is much higher compared to 

the C-mixed sample profile that shows an over-potential below 30 mV at low 

C-rates, Figure 2. 4e), but the capacity is retained over cycling. When increasing 

the temperature to 500 and 600 °C, the electrochemical performance further 

degrades. The first 10 cycles (corresponding to C/20 and C/10) show some 

residual capacity, but the fading is fast and a capacity close to zero is obtained 

for the rest of the cycles.  

These results further demonstrate that the chosen atmosphere for the heat 

treatment plays a major role in the thermal response of composites. The same 

experiments were conducted in argon and oxygen atmospheres to rule out the 

possibility that another atmosphere will show better performances, but the 

results indicate that the capacity fading is fast and the over-potential is high in 

both cases (electrochemistry results, Figure 2. 6). Air treatment is thus giving 

the best properties despite the threshold temperature is still low (<500 °C) 

compared to conventional ceramic processing techniques (>1000 °C).    
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Figure 2. 6: a) Second charge-discharge curve [at C/20] and b) C-rate capability test 

with the C-rates: C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C [5 cycles each] and C/10 [long cycling] for 

composite heated at 500ºC under different atmospheres. 

2.2.3 Particle morphology: Electron microscopies  

2.2.3.1 Surface morphology by Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM images of NMC particles in pristine, C-Mixed, C400-air, C500-air, and 

C600-air samples are shown in Figure 2. 7. The smooth surface of NMC 

particles are lost in the C-mixed sample (Figure 2. 7 a and b), indicating a 

homogeneous distribution of the carbon additive. No major evolution of the 

surface of the particles is observed for the C400-air sample (Figure 2. 7c), 

whereas C500-air and C600-air samples show surface degradation (Figure 2. 7 

d and e). In particular, NMC particles in C600-air exhibit an increase of porosity 

located at the surface of the particles, as confirmed by the cross-section of the 

NMC particles (Figure 2. 7f).  Surface porosity may come from oxygen release 

from the NMC crystalline structure and/or secondary phase formation and 

eventual disconnection from the particle, in agreement with the formation of 

metal oxides and metal phosphates that was observed by XRD. The NMC-

LATP composite mixture without KB was taken to the heat treatment at 500 °C 

under air atmosphere and the SEM morphology reveals the surface degradation 

is not visible in the particles (Figure 2. 8). This implies the particle surface 

degradation or porosity appears (in NMC, for example) after heat treatment 

above 500 °C is initiated by KB. 
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Figure 2. 7: Surface morphology comparison of NMC in heat-treated (air) composites 

to that of pristine, where the NMC particles in composites are highlighted with yellow 

outlines or spots. Surface morphology from SEM (ETD detector) image for a) pristine 

NMC, b) As mixed composite: C-mixed, c) C400-air composite, d) C500-air 

composite, e) C600-air composite, f) Ion milled grain cross-section (C.S.) of C600-air 

composite after embedding in epoxy. 
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Figure 2. 8: SEM surface morphology of a) C500-air, where NMC+LATP+KB was 

heated at 500 ºC under air atmosphere and b) NMC+LATP was heated at 500 ºC under 

air atmosphere, without KB. 

An insight into the local chemistry is followed by low-magnification EDX-TEM 

(see Figure 2. 9 and Figure 2. 10) indicating that the average bulk ratio of 

transition elements remains unchanged independently of the thermal treatment. 

However, a significant drop of Mn content from 300 nm to the edge of the 

particle can be observed for C500-air and C600-air as compared to that observed 

for the pristine NMC as shown in Figure 2. 9. This suggests that Mn is leaching 

out of the NMC structure even at 500 ºC. The increased surface porosity of 

NMC (C600-air) can be correlated to surface degradation that seems to be 

diminished for NMC (C500-air). 
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Figure 2. 9: TEM images of an NMC particle of the a) C600-air and b) C500-air 

samples that were acquired using a lamella of thickness less than 100 nm prepared by 

a focussed ion beam (FIB). the TEM-EDX profile of the Mn content (in-situ) acquired 

along the line indicated in red is compared with analogous ones acquired from pristine 

NMC and from C500-air samples, respectively core to edge for the selected regions. 
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Figure 2. 10: (a,b,c) micrographics of pristine and as mixed particles and their 

respective SAEDs (d,e,f). High-resolution images showing the crystallinity of the 

samples at the edges of the particles (g,h, i). 

2.2.4 Surface chemistry: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

To gain further insight into the average surface chemical changes revealed by 

electrochemical data and electron microscopy, XPS measurements were 

conducted in the C-mixed, C400-air, C500-air, and C600-air composites are 

compared to pristine NMC and LATP (Figure 2. 12). No chemical differences 

are observed in the non-heat-treated materials (see in (Figure 2. 11 I)). Apart 

from the slight tail that appears at the higher BE region due to mild surface 

oxidation in the case of C 1s and P 2p, there is no significant difference between 

C400-air and pristine materials (Figure 2. 11 II).  This is in correlation with 

electrochemistry, where C400-air was comparable to the reference, C-mixed. 
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However, dramatic changes are observed in C500-air and, more particularly, in 

C600-air samples revealing important chemical modifications during the heat-

treatment at these temperatures.  

 

Figure 2. 11: Surface chemical composition using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. 

Comparison of signals for – (I) NMC elements Ni 2p (a), Co 2p (b), Mn 2p (c) major 
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LATP elements- P 2p (d), Ti 2p (e) as well as O 1s (f) in composite mixed and pristine 

materials. (II) NMC elements: Ni 2p (a), Co 2p (b), Mn 2p (c), Carbon: C 1s (d), major 

LATP elements: Ti 2p (e), P 2p (f) as well as oxygen: O 1s (g) 

On the one hand, the ratio between Ni: Co: Mn obtained from the 2p (Figure 2. 

12) and 3p (Appendix 2. 1) high-resolution regions differ significantly upon 

heating: Mn content strongly increases at the surface of the probed area, whereas 

Co and Ni diminish. For C500-air and C600-air, the Mn proportion (with respect 

to the total transition metals amount) increases by a factor of 2.50 and 2.76, 

respectively.  Since XPS measurement samples a wide area that encompasses 

several hundreds of NMC particles, as well as KB, LATP, and all the other 

related decomposition products, these results further support the migration of 

Mn outside NMC particles. Indeed, the deconvolution of the Mn peaks reveals 

the emergence of a new Mn environment at C500-air and C600-air, in addition 

to the Mn 4+ signal corresponding to the NMC structure. The comparable width 

of the new peaks with the initial ones for Mn in NMC suggests that this extra 

phase should have an oxidation state close to 4+[280]. This could correspond to 

MnO2 or Li2MnO3 starting to be formed on the surface in small amounts 

undetectable by XRD, while its shift to higher binding energy (BE) would be 

caused by differential charging effects].[281] However, their positions could 

also be attributed to the formation of an Mn-rich spinel [282] (LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 

or slightly richer in Mn) in the surface of NMC particles as a consequence of 

lithium and oxygen loss in NMC. 
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Figure 2. 12: Surface chemical composition using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. 

Comparison of signals for NMC elements- Ni 2p (a, d, g), Co 2p (b, e, h), Mn 2p (c, f, 

i) major LATP elements- P 2p (j, m, p), Ti 2p (k, n, q) as well as O 1s (I, o, r) in C600-

air, C500-air, and C-Mixed respectively.
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Similarly, extra doublets for Ni 2p (2p3/2 component at 856.6 eV and 

2p1/2 at 874.3 eV) as well as for Co 2p (peaks at 781 eV and 786.6 eV) are 

appearing and increase in intensity from C500-air to C600-air. These, not 

present for C-mixed, could be ascribed to the formation of a Ni (II) 

phosphate,[283] NiO and/or LiNixMn2-xO4, and to the formation of CoO 31 

and/or delithiated Co in the layered structure.[285], [286] (refer to Appendices- 

Chapter 2 for further details). These observations are in agreement with the 

phases identified for the XRD of the composite heated at elevated temperatures, 

where the spinel to rock-salt transformation can be followed by the shift of the 

reflection around 50º towards lower angles. However, XRD is not surface-

sensitive and therefore the temperatures at which each phase appears are higher.  

On the other hand, LATP is also affected by heating. Peak fitting of C500-air 

reveals the surface coexistence of LATP with TiO2 [36] and possibly different 

metal-phosphates (with different Li proportion) as suggested by the wider peak 

of P 2p, [287], [288]; whereas for C600-air, LATP contribution disappears from 

the surface, fully transforming into other M-phosphates (P doublet with 2p3/2 

signal at 134.2 eV [287], [288]), Li3PO4 (P 2p3/2 shifted to lower BE), increased 

amount of TiO2 and likely Ti2O3 or Ti(PO4) observed from an extra Ti(III) 

doublet at 457.22 eV (2p3/2).[289], [290] These results indicate the involvement 

of LATP in the thermal reactivity of the composite mixture, starting at least 

from 500 °C, and the new environments observed fully agree with XRD data.  

The formation of new metal oxide phases at 500 ºC and more especially at 600 

ºC is further proven by the appearance of a second metal-oxide peak in O1s 

spectra, at 1 eV higher BE than the original lattice O signal in NMC (529.2 eV). 

Oxygen oxidation to form O2
-1 upon surface delithiation would also contribute 

to this higher BE component.[291] Theoretical calculations demonstrate that the 

transition from a layered to a cation-disordered rock-salt structure also produces 

a shift to higher BE together with a broadening of the M-O spectral 

distribution.[292] An extra metal oxide peak appears at lower BE in C600-air 
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(close to 528 eV), being explained by the formation of Li2O after NMC surface 

delithiation. 

Above 500 °C, the carbon signal fades upon heating (see C 1s in Appendix 

2. 1) and graphitic carbon bonds (284.4 eV) almost disappear, promoting the 

formation of C-C and C-O bonds in heated composites (increased signal around 

285 and 286 eV respectively) that get reduced from 500 to 600 °C, while a signal 

that can be ascribed to carbides starts appearing at 600 °C. These 

transformations can significantly affect the electrical conductivity of the 

composite after heat treatments and effectively prove that the role of KB is non-

negligible in the composite thermal stability (despite previously it was shown 

to be idle in bulk reactivity through XRD).  

2.3 Discussion 

Layered NMC is stable at high temperatures [293] and the only change observed 

in the bulk structure is the temperature-dependent unit cell volume expansion 

(in-situ XRD results- Figure 2. 13). From the combined results of bulk and 

surface techniques our results undoubtedly unveil that the composite mixture of 

NMC+LATP+KB undergoes severe degradation reactions above 400 °C. The 

threshold temperature is much lower than that predicted in a recent study of 

NMC-LATP thermo-mechanical compatibility (<550 °C) as the impact of 

electrically conductive additive was not considered.[275] Under air, the 

transformations involve a cation redistribution in the NMC cathode material, 

leading to Mn-depletion at the surface. This cation migration is further 

accompanied by the loss of lithium and oxygen from the lattice as temperature 

increases and finally results in a phase transition from layered to spinel-type 

compounds and/or rocksalt oxides (depending on the temperature) as 

determined from XPS, EDX, and XRD. The roughness and porosity observed 

by microscopy emphasize this surface reconstruction on NMC.   
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Figure 2. 13: percentage change in NMC unit cell parameters with respect to 

temperature. Unit cell values are obtained from Le-Bail refinement of in-situ XRD data 

Our results indicate that this degradation at such low temperature is interplayed 

by LATP acting as a lithium sink, similar to what has been reported for 

NASICON, which results in multiple resistive secondary phases such as 

Li(M)PO4[271], [272], [275], [294]. A severe loss of Li destabilizes the NMC 

structure[278] and acts as a driving force for transition metal redistribution. 

When taking up lithium, LATP decomposes and forms new compounds such as 

Li3PO4, TiO2, and other phosphates and oxides that eventually act as barriers to 

Li-ion diffusion resulting in increased impedance and poor electrochemistry.  

In our system, KB does not remain inactive but gets oxidized to CO2 or CO at 

these high temperatures. The thermal response of the composite under air and 

inert atmospheres are compared using TGA in Figure 2. 14. Under air, there is 

a weight loss catered slightly below 600 ˚C (Figure 2. 14 a). This loss 

corresponds to carbon oxidation, as confirmed using QMS (Figure 2. 14 b), and 

by the fact that this weight loss is not visible under the nitrogen atmosphere. 

This implies both the air atmosphere and the oxides (NMC and LATP) can be a 

potential oxygen source in the system. The composite heated under the oxygen 

atmosphere (C500-O2) was giving poor performance (electrochemistry results, 

Figure 2. 15). However, after adding additional KB to C500-O2, the 
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performance became better than C500-air, although still worse than C400-air 

(Figure 2. 4). Excess oxygen in the heating atmosphere might reduce O2- 

consumption from NMC or LATP but it favors the oxidation rate of KB which 

results in bad electrical conductivity and then poor electrochemistry. Indeed, the 

thermogravimetry analysis performed with KB reveals that the rate of KB 

oxidation is faster under the oxygen atmosphere compared to air (Figure 2. 16). 

So, under air, in the presence of external agents that consume lithium and 

oxygen such as LATP and carbon, the NMC structure is destabilized and the 

migration and redistribution of transition metals at the surface are promoted. 

These surface-oriented reconstructions affect the electrochemistry of the 

composite even though the NMC bulk structure was preserved at 500 °C. 

 

Figure 2. 14: a) TGA analysis of Comp Mix at a temperature range from RT to 1000 

˚C and a heating rate of 5 ˚C /min performed under air (blue) and nitrogen (red) 

atmospheres along with the derivative curves. b) Quantitative mass spectrometry 

(QMS) of the Comp Mix performed under air atmosphere.  
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Figure 2. 15: a) Second charge-discharge curve [at C/20] and b) C-rate capability test 

with the C-rates: C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C [5 cycles each] and C/10 [long cycling] for 

composite heated at 500ºC under oxygen (blue hollow circles) and added additional 

KB after heating the composite at 500ºC to compensate the loss by oxidation (blue solid 

circles). 

 

Figure 2. 16: a) Thermogravimetry (TG) comparison of KB performed under air and 

oxygen atmospheres. b) Graphical illustration of measuring parameters.   

In summary, during the composite [NMC+LATP+KB] heat treatment process 

under air, the following reaction mechanism takes place above the temperature 

threshold (as summarized in Figure 2. 17): 1) LATP consumes Li from NMC 

that later leads to the formation of non-conductive metal phosphates and oxides 

like Li3PO4 and TiO2. 2) Li-ion vacancy and temperature cause a transition 

metal cation redistribution in NMC and promotes layered to electrochemically 

inactive rocksalt phase transition (through the formation of an intermediate 

spinel-phase) leading to O2- release; 3) This is further stimulated by the O2- 

consumption in presence of a reducing agent (KB) at high temperature and 4) 
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Interdependence of all these processes amplifies the degradation and causes 

destruction of NMC into metal oxides and metal phosphates at 700 °C under air. 

While similar degradation processes have been reported for NMC in the case of 

high voltage cycling, [277], [295], [296] long-term cycling, [297]–[299] 

temperature-assisted cycling or long-term storage, [300] we propose that the 

heat treatment of the composite under air causes similar impacts in NMC at 

temperatures as low as 500 °C.    

 

Figure 2. 17:  NMC-LATP-KB composite reaction mechanism under air atmosphere. 

A schematic illustration of thermal induced reactivity between NMC (green), LATP 

(brown), and KB (black) at the contact surfaces. A zoom on the NMC contact surface 

portrays the core-shell comparison of crystal structure. 

Under the nitrogen atmosphere, the KB oxidation rate will be negligible due to 

the absence of oxygen but will lead to faster utilization of oxygen from NMC 

and LATP that enhances the reduction of NMC to MO and an important 

degradation of LATP under a reducing environment. The electrochemistry 

results are strongly affected by that degradation as observed in this work. Since 

inert atmospheres do not bring any benefit to the processing of composite 

cathodes for ceramic solid-state batteries as shown in this work, the practicality 

and cost-effectiveness of co-sintering processes under air will be preferred for 

the manufacturing process. Our findings show that careful evaluation of 

material compatibility and reactivity under different processing conditions is 
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imperative for the fabrication of an all-inorganic oxide-based solid-state lithium 

battery. It should be noted that NMC composition can also play a role in the 

thermal compatibility of the composite and therefore should also be considered 

a relevant parameter for the evaluation of threshold temperatures. Indeed, it has 

been shown that Al2O3 coatings can become dopants (i.e. diffuse into the bulk) 

with increasing Ni content in the NMC, and therefore a different reactivity can 

also be expected in our system for different NMC compositions.[301], [302]  

The limiting threshold temperature of <500 °C found for this particular system 

calls for smart strategies to mitigate the reactivity between components, such as 

through doping, gradient-structures, surface modifications with protective 

coatings [278] or the addition of sacrificial sintering aids. Apart from 

temperature and heating atmosphere, other parameters such as heating time and 

pressure also become relevant when the system needs to be considered in the 

fabrication of an all-inorganic oxide-based solid-state lithium battery. In that 

sense, the evaluation of composite response to low-temperature densification 

processes like cold sintering and spark plasma sintering represent interesting 

alternatives, for which scalability, and mechanical and chemical compatibility 

should also be evaluated. 

2.4 Conclusion 

The thermal reactivity of composite cathode mixtures LiNi0.6Co0.2Mn0.2O2 

(NMC), Li1+xAlxTi2-xP3O12 (LATP) and Ketjenblack (KB) under different 

atmospheres has been thoroughly studied through the combination of bulk and 

surface techniques. Our findings show that the composite remains stable up to 

400 °C under air. The thermal response of the composites was found to be highly 

dependent on the chosen atmosphere. Inert atmospheres such as nitrogen and 

argon enhance composite reactivity, which is initiated by KB, while the oxygen 

atmosphere leads to faster oxidation of KB.   
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The reaction mechanism of the composite cathode above the threshold limit was 

investigated so that mitigation strategies can be henceforward proposed. The 

decomposition reactivity involves Li+ and O2- loss from NMC triggered by the 

presence of LATP and KB, and transition metal cation redistribution in the 

NMC subsurface ultimately resulting in metal oxides and phosphates when 

combined with LATP. These insulating secondary phases restrict the 

electrochemistry of the composite after heating at 500 °C under air. Our results 

show that the presence of conductive additives (imperatively required in NMC-

based cathodes) leads to lower threshold heat-treatment temperatures and 

accentuates the relevance of evaluating the full system in determining the 

composite thermal stability. 
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CHAPTER 3: THERMAL STABILITY ENHANCEMENT OF NMC-

LATP-KB COMPOSITE: INFLUENCE OF LIF ADDITIVE 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the reactivity between composite cathode components 

has been thoroughly evaluated following an ad hoc methodology designed to 

simulate cathode densification under temperature. It has been found that above 

400ºC, Li+ consumption from NMC by LATP leads to NMC crystal 

decomposition which gets intensified by O2- consumption by carbon. In this 

chapter, we explore the impact of additives in this decomposition reaction with 

the aim to raise the threshold temperature. Two approaches are possible: 1) 

Introduce a sacrificial material that decomposes around the threshold limit able 

to provide Li+ (and/or O2-) to the mixture (with the expectation that it leaves 

NMC unaffected and that the decomposition products do not hinder the  

electrochemistry); 2) Addition of a light-weight, electrochemically inactive, and 

thermally stable material to the mixture such that it can partially mask the 

particle surfaces and hence prevent them from temperature-induced surface 

reactivity due to interfacial contacts. Based on these requirements, different 

materials such as lithium fluoride (LiF-848˚C), lithium oxalate (Li2C2O4-

183˚C), lithium hydroxide (LiOH-462˚C), lithium nitrate (LiNO3-255˚C), 

lithium carbonate (Li2CO3-723˚C) and lithium peroxide (Li2O2-340˚C) were 

considered (melting or decomposition temperature in brackets). A quick 

screening using X-ray diffraction and liquid cell electrochemistry after mixing 

an additional 5 wt % of the element in the composite followed by a heat 

treatment at threshold limits was used as a methodology to evaluate the impact 

of having such additives (see Appendices Chapter 3 for more information). Our 

results show that the composite mixed with LiF showed a slight suppression in 

thermal reactivity at the threshold limits and the optimum amount of additive 

was determined.  
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3.2 Results  

3.2.1 Thermal stability: Thermogravimetry (TGA) and Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC) analyses  

The thermal response of the composite mixture with the higher LiF 

content (Comp+LiF10 Mix, with 10 wt% of LiF) and without LiF (Comp Mix) 

were analyzed using TGA-DSC (Figure 3. 1). The program with 1-hour 

dwelling at 400 ˚C has been used to compare the composite response at this 

range with and without LiF, which is the threshold limit for composite thermal 

stability. The TGA curves don’t show much variation. The rate of KB oxidation 

with onset at 400 ˚C and followed by heating is unaffected by the presence of 

LiF. From the DSC experiments, the nature of the heat flow curve is similar for 

composites with and without LiF. That implies that the presence of LiF doesn’t 

make any bulk chemical changes in the composite thermal reaction that can be 

evaluated through DSC. But there is a reduction in the rate at which the heat 

flow of the composite when LiF is present. This indicates that the rate at which 

the composite components react with each other has reduced in presence of LiF. 

 

Figure 3. 1: TGA-DSC analysis of composite mixture with and without LiF evaluated 

by the program that has a 1-hour dwelling at 400 ˚C (a) Thermogravimetry curves and 

(b) heat flow vs time curves for comp mix with 10% LiF compared to the composite 

without LiF. 

3.2.2 Bulk crystallinity: X-ray diffraction 

The main X-ray diffraction peaks of NMC in three different samples are 

compared in (Figure 3. 2) to evaluate the impact of LiF in NMC bulk 
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crystallinity after the heat treatment. These correspond to Comp Mix, Comp 

400-SA (corresponding to the composite heated at 400˚C under synthetic air), 

and Comp+LiF 10 400-SA (the composite with 10 wt.% LiF heated at 400˚C 

under synthetic air). Comp 400-SA exhibits a change in the intensity of 

reflection 006 and slight peak broadening in certain reflections (indicated by 

arrows in Figure 3. 2) compared to Comp Mix. In the previous chapter, it was 

concluded that this phenomenon is the result of temperature-induced surface 

changes (transition metal migration) in NMC caused by interaction with LATP 

and KB. Therefore, at 400 ˚C and in absence of LiF, the components start to 

react but the reaction byproducts are not yet visible in bulk. On the other hand, 

these changes are overall suppressed in Comp+LiF 10 400-SA. This indicates 

that LiF probably hinders the mutual reactivity of composite elements. 

However, since the diffraction peaks from LiF are retained in the composite 

after heat treatment, LiF is not directly involved in the thermal reactivity, at least 

in the bulk scale.  
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Figure 3. 2: X-ray diffraction of Comp Mix, Comp 400-SA, and comp+ LiF 10 400-

SA where the evolution of main peaks of NMC has been examined. Additional peaks 

arising from the added LiF are indicated. Arrows indicate the direction in which the 

changes are observed for the peaks. 

3.2.3 Electrochemistry: Galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation 

 (GCPL)  

The impact of LiF has been initially studied in the as-mixed composite. 

Different weight ratios of LiF were considered for the comparison, such as 2, 5, 

and 10 wt.%. Figure 3. 3 a and b show the electrochemical performance of 
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composite mixtures with different weight ratios of LiF compared with Comp 

Mix. The second charge-discharge cycle conveys similar discharge capacities 

for all the composites irrespective of LiF content present in it. Also, the capacity 

value is comparable to the composite mixture without LiF. The rate capability 

results reveal that the electrochemical performance of composite mixtures is 

better with LiF, which probably indicates LiF has a positive influence on the 

mixed composite electrochemistry itself. There could be different possible 

causes such as the solubility of LiF in the electrolyte, Li+ supply from LiF, etc.  

A comparison of the electrochemical performance of 400 ˚C heat-treated 

composites with different weight ratios of LiF is summarized in Figure 3. 3 c 

and d, and the performance is compared to the Comp 400-SA. The composite 

with LiF has a slightly higher second cycle capacity compared to the composite 

without LiF after heat treatment. But differences become more relevant in the 

rate capability tests where the composite without LiF has a retention of only 

20% at 1C that becomes 45% with 2 and 5 wt% of LiF, and finally close to 60% 

with 10 wt% of LiF. Therefore, the higher the content of LiF, the better the 

electrochemistry of the composite after heat treatment, which suggests that LiF 

has a significant role in the thermal stability of the composite.  
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Figure 3. 3: Comparison of electrochemistry of the composites with different weight 

ratios (2, 5, and 10%) of LiF before and after heat treatment; with respect to composites 

without LiF before and after heat treatment. a) and c) second charge-discharge curves 

at a C rate of C/20. b) and d) rate capability tests. 

The electrochemical properties of composites with 10 wt% of LiF are compared 

before and after heat treatment at 400 ˚C to closely look at the influence of 

temperature in the mixture (Figure 3. 4). The second charge-discharge curve at 

C/20 shows a slight enhancement in discharge capacity for the heated mixture 

that is independent of polarization. It probably indicates the involvement of LiF 

in the reactivity that in turn enhances the composite electrochemistry after heat 

treatment. A recent study reports the protective thin film of LiF coated to grains 

of LNMO cathode material by atomic layer deposition (ALD) could enhance 

the electrochemical performance by providing additional Li+ to the system as 

well as by preventing the cation mixing.[303] Here, even though the initial 

capacity values were higher, the rate capability is comparatively lower at higher 

Comp+LiF 2 Mix
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C rates. This may indicate the temperature-induced composite reactivity is still 

present in the mixture but less intense compared to the composite without LiF.  

 

Figure 3. 4: Electrochemistry of coin cells made by composites with 10 wt% of LiF 

compared before and after heat treatment at 400 ˚C. a) second charge-discharge curves 

at a C rate of C/20. b) rate capability tests 

3.2.4 Surface chemistry: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

To gain further insight into the average surface chemical changes XPS 

was conducted in Comp Mix, Comp 400-SA, Comp+LiF 10 Mix and 

Comp+LiF 10 400-SA (Figure 3. 5). The main difference was observed for the 

C 1s peaks (Figure 3. 5 a and b). In Comp 400-SA a slight tail appears at the 

higher BE region (increased intensity around 286 eV in C 1s core level 

compared to Comp Mix) due to C-O bonds formation under mild carbon surface 

oxidation during the heat treatment. But this is not observed for Comp+LiF 10 

400-SA, which suggests that the presence of LiF is somehow supressing the 

oxidation of carbon. Considering the transition metals from NMC, some 

conclusions can be made by looking to the changes of Co 2p, Mn 2p and Ni 2p 

core levels between mix and heated composites (Figure 3. 5). Compared to 

Comp Mix, Comp 400-SA shows a clear transition metal disproportionation at 

surface level, where the surface becomes Mn rich (increased intensity in Figure 

3. 5e). But there is no significant difference in Ni 2p and Co 2p peaks, not only 

in the intensity but also in the shape, meaning that no big chemical changes 

occur. This disproportion has retained even with the presence of LiF (evidenced 
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by the increased intensity of Mn 2p peak of Comp+LiF 10 400-SA in Figure 3. 

5f in contrast to, for example, Co 2p in Figure 3. 5d). However, it is difficult to 

know whether the disproportionation is higher or smaller than in the previous 

case or derive conclusive information about transition metals chemistry in the 

case of composites with LiF because Ni 2p photoelectron peak overlaps with 

other Auger peaks (F KLL when the Al anode is employed and Ti LMM if we 

use the Mg one) and differential charging issues. Further characterizations are 

required to understand the role of LiF in composite stability enhancement 

mechanism. 
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Figure 3. 5: Surface chemical composition by means of X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy. Al radiation employed (EKα = 1486.6 eV). Comparison of signals for 

photoelectron peaks of C 1s, Co 2p, Mn 2p and Ni 2p respectively compared between 

Comp Mix and Comp 400-SA (a, c, e, g) and Comp+LiF 10 Mix and Comp+LiF 10 (b, 

d, f, h) 
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3.3 Conclusions and perspectives 

The presence of LiF helps to enhance the NMC-LATP-KB composite thermal 

stability. The higher the content of LiF, the better the electrochemical 

performance of both mixed and heated composites. From the results and 

discussions, there are three possibilities in which LiF acts in the composite 

thermal response:  

1. LiF involves in reactivity such that it provides Li+ to the system and Li+ 

is not consumed from NMC  

2. LiF remains idle and it acts as a partial barrier between the composite 

elements that prevent them from mutual reactivity by reducing the 

contact area 

3. LiF partially reacts and supplies Li+ to the system by controlling Li+ loss 

from NMC at the same time acts as a barrier between components that 

effectively reduces the mutual reactivity.  

XPS-based surface characterizations confirm a reduced carbon oxidation from 

the composite in the presence of LiF during heat treatment. Unfortunately, 

limited information was extracted from transition metal peaks and further 

detailed characterizations are required to understand the composite thermal 

reaction in presence of LiF. If the assumptions are confirmed from advanced 

characterizations, a thin surface coating of LiF on the NMC grains without 

affecting its ionic and electronic conductivities could be an effective solution to 

enhance the thermal stability of the composite. A schematic representation of 

the composites: without LiF, LiF as an additive, and LiF as the coating has 

presented in Figure 3. 6.  
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Figure 3. 6: Pictorial representation of the composites: without LiF, LiF as an additive, 

and LiF as the coating is illustrated, where the thermal stability of the composite has 

enhanced in the presence of LiF. Hence the future of the study could be the surface 

coating of NMC by LiF to enhance its impact. 
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CHAPTER 4: CHOOSING CARBON CONDUCTIVE ADDITIVES FOR 

NMC-LATP COMPOSITE CATHODES: IMPACT ON THERMAL 

STABILITY 

4.1 Introduction 

The thermo-mechanical compatibility of densified NMC-LATP 

composite cathodes was previously reported by Beaupain et al., where a 

processing temperature threshold of 550 °C was identified to prevent cathode 

degradation.[304] However, we have found in chapter 2 that the presence of 

carbon Ketjenblack in NMC-LATP composite has a huge impact on its thermal 

compatibility, and brings down the temperature threshold to 400 °C under 

air.[305] Therefore, the role of carbon in the thermal compatibility of the 

composite cathode components should not be overlooked. However, while the 

use of a conducting additive cannot be avoided in this system, the different 

nature of the available carbonaceous materials can be exploited to maximize 

thermal compatibility. There are indeed different types of carbonaceous 

materials available (one can cite for example carbon black, activated carbon, or 

carbon nanotubes) which are ubiquitously established in traditional lithium-ion 

batteries to enhance the electronic conductivity within the electrodes.[306] 

In the present chapter, we take a step further and evaluate the impact of 

the carbon nature on the thermal stability of the NMC-LATP-carbon composite. 

We have selected four grades of carbon that differ in morphology, surface area, 

and porosity, to identify the impact of each feature on the reactivity. These 

include: i) Ketjenblack (KB) ii) carbon 65 (C65) iii) Acetylene black (AB) and 

iv) multiwalled carbon nanotubes (mwCNT). To establish correlations between 

the carbon type and their impact on the reactivity between cathode components, 

the physicochemical, structural, thermal, and morphological properties of 

pristine carbons are first evaluated by bulk and surface characterization 

techniques. Next, the impact of carbon on the electrochemical properties of the 
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NMC-LATP-carbon composite is investigated before and after the heat 

treatment of the materials mixture. 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 Physico-chemical and thermal characterizations of pristine carbons 

 

Figure 4. 1: Physical, structural, and thermal characterizations of pristine carbons; KB, 

C65, AB, and mwCNT. a) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at –196 °C b) X-

ray diffraction pattern c) Raman spectrum and d) Thermogravimetric curves. 

4.2.1.1 Surface area and porosity: N2 physical adsorption 

N2 physical adsorption analyses were initially performed to investigate 

the surface area and porosity of the different carbon additives, (Figure 4. 1a). It 

is worth mentioning that this technique only evaluates the presence of micro- (≤ 

2nm) and mesopores (≥2nm and ≤ 50 nm) but not the macroporosity (≥ 50nm). 

C65 and AB yielded a very low specific surface area (57-65 m2 g-1) and did not 

adsorb nitrogen significantly in the whole relative pressure range, indicating a 

non-porous nature. mwCNTs exhibit a larger specific surface area of 219 m2 g-

1 and noticeable capillary adsorption at high relative pressures, indicating the 
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existence of both micropores and large mesopores (inter-tube spaces) in its 

structure. Finally, KB exhibits a much larger surface area (1383 m2 g-1) as 

compared with the other carbons. The large hysteresis loop and the slopy 

increase of the nitrogen adsorption from low to medium relative pressures 

indicates the presence of narrow mesopores while, similar to mwCNTs, the 

significative increase of adsorbed gas at high pressure reveals the presence of 

large mesopores. From the pore size distribution (Figure 4. 2a), it is verified that 

all the carbons yield micropores of 0.9 nm wide, where the contribution of these 

pores for KB and mwCNT is much more significant. Unlike other carbons, KB 

also exhibits a great contribution of narrow micropores around 0.48 nm and 

mesopores larger than 2 nm. mwCNT yields a moderate distribution of 

mesopores over 6nm. The surface area from BET is summarized in Table 4. 1. 

4.2.1.2 Bulk crystallinity: X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The sharp diffraction peaks at 2θ= 26.45°and 42.31° (Figure 4. 1b) 

correspond to (002) and (110) hkl reflections respectively and reveal the layered 

nature of these carbons. 2H-graphite refection (101) is not observed, confirming 

the non-graphitic nature of these carbons, i.e., their layered structure is fully 

turbostratic. In Figure 4. 1b, the (002) diffraction peaks of AB and mwCNT are 

narrower and shifted towards larger angles, compared to C65 and KB, denoting 

a smaller interlayer distance and larger crystallite size LC in the stacking 

direction (see Table 4. 1). According to the width of the diffraction peaks, AB 

and mwCNT is the most crystalline, followed by C65, and KB is the least 

crystalline. This is confirmed by the inverse trend in the interlayer distance 

(largest for KB, smallest for AB and mwCNT), as the more crystalline an sp2 

carbon is the closer its interlayer distance is to ideal graphite (3.36 Å). 

Moreover, an additional intensity at a low angle overlaying the main interlayer 

reflection (002) can be observed for KB, see Figure 4. 1b. Such a raising 

background at low angles can be ascribed to a SAXS signal owing to the 

presence of a large amount of fine structure microporosity.[307]–[309] This 
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intense SAXS signal points out to its superior microporosity, in agreement with 

pore size distribution (Figure 4. 2a) and the larger surface area detected by gas 

adsorption for KB compared to the other tested carbons.  

4.2.1.3 Chemical structure: Raman spectroscopy  

The Raman spectra (Figure 4. 1c) yield the characteristic peaks found in 

sp2 carbon materials[310]–[312]: (1) The G–band at 1585 cm-1, related to the 

stretching vibration of sp2–based C=C bonds in a high ordered defect-free 

environment, whose sharpness is related to the uniformity of the bonds; (2) the 

D–band at 1340 cm-1, representing the breathing vibration of sp2–hybridized 

aromatic carbon rings located next to an edge or defect in the lattice, which is 

associated with the presence of disorder and (3) the second-order Raman spectra 

(i.e., the 2300–3300 cm-1 region), where different low–intensity bands appear. 

The most relevant one is the 2D peak, located at about 2695 cm-1, which is the 

overtone of the D band but contrary to the D band, it does not need to be 

activated by the presence of defects. As the G band, the 2D band is sensitive to 

structural disorder and tends to increase as the structural order of the carbon 

increases. 

Table 4. 1: Summary of pristine carbon physicochemical properties: BET surface area, 

crystallinity, thermal stability, purity, and morphology. 
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Table 4. 1 gathers a summary of the physicochemical properties of the 

selected carbon materials. Overall, KB exhibits a high surface area (1383 m2 g-

1) with high microporosity and low crystallinity (highest c/2 and lowest Lc), 

while AB is the most crystalline carbon material (second lowest c/2 and higher 

Lc) with the lowest porosity (57 m2 g-1), suggesting a correlation between 

surface area and crystallinity. C65 has an equivalent surface area to AB but 

slightly lower crystallinity (i.e., higher c/2 and lower Lc). According to XRD 

and N2 adsorption, mwCNT has high crystallinity similar to AB but a moderate 

surface area (219 m2 g-1) due to a different type of porosity in this material, 

which arises from the inner space of the tubes and their nanometric width, with 

no structural prejudice of the carbon lattice structure. The observations from 

Raman spectroscopy (i.e. sharper D/G bands, the larger intensity of the 2D band, 

presence of more asymmetric line shape in the second order spectra (2D band) 

for AB and mwCNT) indicate a higher degree of crystallinity compared to that 

of C65 and KB, which is in agreement with XRD.  

4.2.1.4 Thermal stability: Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 

The thermal stability of pristine carbons was studied by 

thermogravimetric analysis under air atmosphere (TGA) (Figure 4. 1d). As 

expected, all carbons exhibit a weight loss starting between 400˚C and 550˚C 

indicating decomposition into CO2. However, the onset of carbon oxidation 

temperature significantly varies, and follows the order mwCNT < KB < C65 < 

AB.  Except for mwCNTs, this trend correlates well with the surface area (and 

in turn crystallinity) as a higher surface led to the enhanced contact area between 

carbon and oxygen, and therefore higher reactivity.[313], [314] Interestingly, 

the diffraction patterns and Raman spectra of mwCNTs and AB are very similar, 

yet the thermal stability of the former is significantly lower because their 1D 

structure facilitates the accessibility of reactive agents (i.e., air/oxygen in this 

case), resulting in the lowest thermal stability. A close inspection of the dwelling 

time at 500 °C for 1 h reveals a slight degradation of KB and mwCNTs from 
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the early stages of the treatment. In contrast, both AB and C65, with lower 

surface area, seem to undergo a slight mass increase, probably caused by the 

oxidation or oxygen physisorption at mild temperatures; but with no degradation 

into CO2 and CO until 600°C, which represents a significant difference of more 

than 100°C compared to mwCNT and KB. The purity of KB, C65, and AB is 

acceptable considering that the remaining mass at 800 °C corresponding to 

inorganic impurities is in the range of 0.76 wt. %- 1.51 wt.%. This is however 

not the case of mwCNT as a residue of 5.61 wt.% is obtained (Figure 4. 2b). 

The presence of inorganic impurities of commercial mwCNT is commonly 

acknowledged due to their preparation process where metal nanoparticles (such 

as silicon, iron or aluminum) are used as catalyzers to prepare the nanotubes by 

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD)[315].  

 

Figure 4. 2: a) The pore size distribution obtained from nitrogen adsorption-desorption 

isotherms at –196 °C by 2D-NLDFT-Heterogeneous surface model for Carbon. b) the 

residue left by mwCNT after TGA measurement. 

4.2.1.5 Surface purity: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis indicates the absence 

of surface-adsorbed species and organic impurities in all carbons (refer to Figure 

4. 3). 
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Figure 4. 3: Survey spectra of the 4 carbons under XPS study. The resulting O and C 

percentages got from the O 1s and C 1s high-resolution regions are given in Table 

(inset) and do not indicate significant adsorbed species.  

4.2.2 Pristine carbon and composite surface morphology: Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) 

The morphology of the pristine carbon materials is shown in the 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of Figure 4. 4 a-d. Figure 4. 4a 

reveals a very small particle size and very little agglomeration for KB. C65 and 

AB have similar morphology, but AB suffers from slightly higher particle 

agglomeration compared to C65. In contrast, mwCNTs present large particle 

agglomerates of about 0.5 µm. The agglomeration of pristine carbons is also 

reflected in the carbon distribution in the composites (Figure 4. 4 e-h). For 

example, KB results in the highest volume distribution cathode giving a highly 

homogeneous composite (Figure 4. 4e). On the other hand, mwCNTs, with the 

higher degree of agglomeration, show poor homogeneity in the composite 

cathode (Figure 4. 4h). Hence the order of agglomeration and its resulting 

inhomogeneity in the composite is mwCNT > AB > C65 > KB.  
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Figure 4. 4: SEM morphology comparison of pristine carbons: a) KB b) C65 c) AB d) 

mwCNT and mixed composite cathode laminates: e) KB-composite f) C65-composite 

g) AB-composite h) mwCNT-composite, where the color codes white, violet and black 

represents NMC, LATP, and carbon respectively (the image has been artificially 

colored to enhance the contrast between the different components). 

4.2.3 Electrochemistry: Galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation 

(GCPL)  

The electrochemical behavior of the composite cathodes before (hereafter 

as-mixed composite cathodes) and after thermal treatment at 500˚C has been 

compared to understand the role of carbon in the cathode thermal stability upon 

densification. The choice of such conditions was based on a former study in 

which mutual reactivity was observed at the surface from 500 °C and in the bulk 

at 600 °C, and this severely affected the electrochemical performance of the 

composite.[305]  
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Figure 4. 5: NMC-LATP-carbon composite cathode electrochemistry tests in 

conventional half-cell configuration using the liquid electrolyte. Comparison of mixed 

composites (a, b, c) and 500°C-air heat-treated composites (d, e, f) with different 

grades of carbon as a conductive additive (KB, C65, AB, and mwCNT). a) and d): 

Second charge-discharge cycle at a C rate of C/20. b) & e): C-rate capability tests with 

the C-rates; C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C [5 cycles each] and C/10 [long cycling]. c) & f): 

Differential capacity (dQ/dV) vs voltage curves. 

First, the ability of these different types of carbon to provide a 

percolative conductive network in composite electrodes with a ratio NMC: 

LATP: carbon=65:30:5 was evaluated in a half-cell configuration. Figure 4. 5a 

compares the second charge-discharge curves of as-mixed composite cathodes, 
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with different grades of carbon, in Li-half-cells cycled between 4.3 and 2.7 V 

vs Li+/Li. These results show that the choice of the type of carbon has a very 

significant impact on the obtained capacity. The KB-composite gives the most 

promising results with a discharge capacity of 182 mAh/g at C/20 with 

negligible irreversibility and maintains 82% of this capacity at 1C (to that of 

C/20), which is the highest among all the carbon grades. The C65- and mwCNT-

composites give a capacity of 164 mAh/g at C/20 and maintain 70% at 1C. The 

AB composite has a capacity of 144 mAh/g at C20 and only keeps 67 % at 1C, 

which is the lowest obtained in this study. It is worth mentioning that both the 

initial charge-discharge capacity and the rate capability exhibit the same trend, 

i.e., KB > C65  ̴ mwCNT > AB (Figure 4. 5b).  The differential capacity (dQ/dV) 

vs voltage curves (Figure 4. 5c) confirm that in all cases the expected redox 

processes occur in NMC (hexagonal H1 ↔ monoclinic M around 3.7V) [316]–

[321]. 

The electrochemical performance of heat-treated composites reveals that 

the heat treatment significantly alters the composite electrochemical 

performance with all grades of carbons. Figure 4. 5d shows the second charge-

discharge curve of the heated composites at C/20, where it can be observed that 

500-KB composite has a significant drop in capacity (more than 20 %) along 

with an enhanced polarization and a more slopy discharge curve compared to 

the corresponding mixed composite. This material is also the most affected in 

rate capability, and the capacity fading is prominent for initial cycles, though 

later stabilizes upon cycling.  500-mwCNT composite also exhibits lower 

capacity, however, the polarization has not significantly increased, and the 

shape of the voltage-capacity curve is overall maintained. In line with this, the 

reduction in rate capability is less salient compared to other carbon grades. 

However, capacity fading is noticeable upon cycling, and the obtained capacity 

values are below those of the mixed composite. For the 500-AB composite, 

there is no difference in the capacity values at low C-rates and the polarization 
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has slightly reduced, although the capacity reduces drastically with increasing 

C rates and upon cycling.   Interestingly, the 500-C65 composite delivers 

improved performance at C/20. The initial capacity after heat treatment has 

increased to 180 mAh/g which is more than a 10 % increment compared to the 

mixed composite. It also exhibits better performance at C/10 and C/5 compared 

to the as-mixed composite, but the capacity value diminishes at higher C rates 

(C/2, 1C) as well as with the number of cycles (Figure 4. 5e).  Overall, the rate 

capability and cyclability performance follow the order 

C65>AB>mwCNT>KB. Interestingly C65 is found to exhibit favorable thermal 

stability compared to other carbon grades, although the poor rate capability at 

high C rates is still a concern.  A summary of the electrochemical discharge 

capacity and mid voltage polarization at lower (C/20) and higher (1C) C rates 

for mixed and heated composites made of the different carbon grades is given 

in Table 4. 1. 

Table 4. 2: Summary of electrochemical parameters of mixed and heated composites 

made of different carbon grades; Discharge capacity and mid voltage polarization at 

lower (C/20) and higher (1C) C rates. 
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The differential capacity (dQ/dV) vs voltage plots of the 30th charge-

discharge curve for heated composites is compared in Figure 4. 5f, where 

significant changes can be observed. First, the oxidation peak doublet during 

charging, which is a specificity of Ni-rich NMCs (>50% Ni),[320] has become 

less defined and has even disappeared for 500-KB composite. This is pointing 

to a probable loss of Ni in the NMC structure after the heat treatment that gets 

enhanced upon cycling. Another observation is the shift in the second oxidation 

peak to higher voltages (3.78 V for 500-C65 and 500-AB composites, 3.80 V 

for 500-mwCNT, and 3.87 V for 500-KB composite respectively). A significant 

broadening for the reduction peak at 3.7 V and a shift towards lower voltage 

values can also be observed (this is visible for the KB composite). This indicates 

an increment in polarization that is more pronounced for KB composite as it is 

already visible in the initial charge-discharge curve in Figure 4. 5d. Besides, in 

this sample there is a reduction peak appearing around 3 V, in agreement with 

the more slopy voltage-composition curve in this voltage range. It probably 

indicates the lithiation of an electrochemically active secondary phase formed 

after the heat treatment. A close look at the evolution of this peak with the 

number of cycles (Figure 4. 6) indicates that the peak appears from the second 

cycle onwards, intensifies with increasing cycle number and later fades with 

further cycling. It has been previously reported in Li-rich oxides that the slow 

growth of a peak between 3 and 3.5 V during the reduction process indicates 

Mn4+ reduction. [322], [323] The formation of an Mn4+ rich phase (for example, 

MnO2) could thus be occurring during the heat treatment and be responsible for 

the new reduction peak. [322], [323] To understand the source of these changes, 

the composite was taken to heat-treatment in binary systems (see Appendices-

Chapter 4 for more details). A similar trend is observed in the system in which 

NMC+ KB was heated first and LATP was added later, more intensely in the 

initial cycle (Appendix 4. 1c) as well as with further cycling (Appendix 4. 2). 

This indicates the secondary phase that undergoes lithiation during discharge 
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(reduction peak at 3V) is the byproduct of NMC-KB reactivity during the heat 

treatment of the NMC-LATP-carbon composite.   

 

Figure 4. 6: Comparison of the differential capacity (dQ/dV) vs voltage plots of cycle 

2 (C/20), cycle 7, 30, and 100 (C/10) of heat-treated KB composite. The evolution of 

the reduction peak around 3V can be observed, which arises after the second cycle, and 

intensifies with the number of cycles before fading with further cycling. 

The impact of the amount of carbon in the composite: was also evaluated in 

the 500-C65 composite by increasing the weight percentage of C65 from 5 to 

10. However, this resulted in worse electrochemical performance for both mixed 

and heated composites (Figure 4. 7). This highlights the high sensitivity of the 

amount of carbon in the composite towards their reactivity under temperature. 
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Figure 4. 7: Comparison of electrochemistry for mixed and heated NMC-LATP-C65 

composites with 2 different weight percentages of C65 (5 & 10%) in the composite 

where the NMC-LATP ratio was maintained. a) Second charge-discharge cycle at a C 

rate of C/20. b) C-rate capability tests with the C-rates; C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C [5 

cycles each] and C/10 [long cycling]. 

4.2.4 Structural analyses: X-ray techniques 

4.2.4.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

To investigate the origin of the significant differences observed for the different 

types of carbon, X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed on composites based 

on KB and C65. The XRD peaks of NMC were compared between 500-KB, 

500-C65, and pristine NMC (Figure 4. 8). An asymmetrical broadening is 

observed in certain peaks for 500-KB (see for example, 101 and 104) which 

indicates a transition metal redistribution that further results in the phase 

transition of NMC to spinel first and later to rocksalt-MO.[305] In 500-C65 the 

NMC is preserved despite an increment in intensity ratio between 003 and 104 

peaks. The origin of such change remains unclear, as all simulated scenarios 

involving changes in TM or O occupancies or stacking faults were unsuccessful 

in reproducing this result. 
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Figure 4. 8: X-ray diffractogram of selected peaks arising from NMC compared 

between pristine NMC (black), 500-KB (red), and 500-C65 (green) 
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4.2.4.2 X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 

XAS was performed in both TEY (Total electron-yield) and TFY (Total 

fluorescence-yield) modes on pristine materials (NMC, KB, and C65) and 

heated composites 500-KB and 500-C65 to evaluate the oxidation state of both 

transition metal elements and the carbon atoms and their evolution after heat 

treatment. The spectra shown in Figure 4. 9 correspond to the TEY mode, which, 

because of the reduced path of electrons in matter, contains information on the 

near-surface of the sample (typically <10 nm). As depicted in Figure 4. 9a, the 

Ni L edge shifts to lower energies in the heated composites compared to the 

pristine NMC, especially in the case of 500-KB composite. This is characteristic 

of the chemical reduction of Ni at the surface of the particles. From the ratio 

between the two main peaks in the L3 edge, we estimate the following trend in 

the Ni oxidation state (see Appendices-Chapter 4  for more details): +2.7 for 

pristine NMC, +2.3 for 500-C65 composite and +2.2 for 500-KB composite. In 

the case of Co (Figure 4. 9b) and Mn (Figure 4. 9c), the spectra of pristine NMC 

and 500-C65 composite are quite similar, and a shifted spectrum is obtained for 

the heated composite with KB. Based on the shift of the spectrum centroids (see 

Appendices-Chapter 4 for more details) we estimate the following trend for the 

Co oxidation state: +3.0 for pristine NMC, +3.0 for 500-C65 composite, and 

+2.9 for 500-KB composite. The same inspection in Mn gives us: +4.0 in NMC, 

+4.0 in 500-C65 composite, and +3.8 in 500-KB composite (Table 4. 3 shows 

the summary). Hence, Ni is preferentially reduced on the surface of the particles, 

followed by Co and Mn. In all cases, the reduction is stronger when KB is used 

in the composite.  
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Figure 4. 9: Element-specific soft X-ray absorption edges of active material transition 

metals (L edges) of a) Ni, b) Co, c) Mn, and d) C (K edge) measured in total electron 

yield (TEY) mode. 

Table 4. 3: Summary of oxidation states of transition metals (Ni, Co, and Mn) in the 

pristine NMC, 500-KB composite, and 500-C65 composite. 
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The corresponding spectra measured in TFY (Figure 4. 10), with a probe depth 

of 100-200 nm, show that the reduction of Ni in heated composites is still 

apparent in the under-surface region, though there is no or little change for Co. 

Given the reduction order of transition metals in the surface we may expect a 

similar unaffected change for Mn in the bulk. Still, we could not measure a 

reliable Mn nor C spectrum by TFY because of saturation effects. [324] 

 

Figure 4. 10: Element-specific soft X-ray absorption spectra measured in TFY of 

active material transition metals (L3, 2 edges). a) Ni L edge in 500-C65 composite b) Ni 

L edge in 500-KB composite c) Co L edge in 500-C65 composite and d) Co L edge in 

the 500-KB composite 

Figure 4. 9d represents the C K edge of pristine C65 and KB, together with 500-

C65 and 500-KB composites. Observations from the 500-KB composite 

indicate a high degree of structural (and electronic) rearrangement of the 

aromatic ring that is accommodating oxygen and the presence of edge/defect 

states indicating the prominent oxidation of KB and defect formation in its 
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structure. As well as the formation of these new oxygen functionalities upon 

carbon oxidation. (See Appendices-Chapter 4 for further details) 

The TEY XAS comparison of pristine materials with 500-KB and 500-C65 

composites is thus showing that the heating process is causing a superficial 

degradation of the NMC that involves the reduction of the transition metals, 

especially Ni, accompanied by carbon oxidation and that these effects are more 

pronounced for the composite with KB than for the C65 one. Part of the Ni has 

been consumed to form an electrochemically inactive Ni2+ phase upon heating, 

likely NiO, as pointed out in our previous study.[305] It is worth mentioning 

that while only Ni is somewhat reduced in the 500-C65 composite, the three 

metals (Ni, Co, and Mn) experience some reduction if KB is employed, pointing 

to a higher destabilization of NMC and the possible formation of new phases. 

Although not shown here, surface changes are not silent for LATP, as the 

degradation of NMC is accompanied by a Li loss that leads to LATP 

decomposition as well. The bigger impact of KB compared to C65 on the active 

material degradation together with its higher oxidation (leading to a decreased 

electrical conductivity) correlates well with the electrochemical results.  

4.3 Discussion 

The higher electrochemical discharge capacity and better rate capability of the 

as-mixed KB-composite can be ascribed to the high surface area of KB that 

gives enhanced volume distribution and abundant conducting pathways for 

electrical conductivity. On the other hand, the lower surface area carbons, C65 

and AB lead to comparatively poor electrochemical performance in 

corresponding mixed composites. In the mwCNT-composite, the higher surface 

area and the aspect ratio of the carbon favor the electrochemistry but the high 

content of agglomeration and the presence of a metal oxide impurity limits 

further enhancement in the electrochemical performance beyond that of C65. 

Hence, the carbon with a higher surface area, lower content of agglomeration, 
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and high purity offers the best electrochemistry of NMC-LATP-carbon 

composite cathode without heat treatments. 

In the heated composites, the properties of carbon additives (surface area, 

crystallinity, agglomeration, and on-set oxidation temperature) are highly 

interdependent and they combinedly impact the NMC-LATP-carbon composite 

thermal stability. KB, with the highest surface area and low crystallinity, is 

found to be easily oxidized from TGA. As a result, the 500-KB composite is the 

most affected in its electrochemical performance. To assure electrical 

conductivity, the carbon mustn't oxidize completely from the system during the 

heat treatment. The reduced electrical conductivity of KB as a consequence of 

its oxidation leads to electrochemical polarization. Also, XAS analysis of 500-

KB shows the reduced nickel and cobalt at the surface, possibly in the form of 

insulating surface rock-salt phases of transition metal oxides that also contribute 

to cell polarization. The lowest oxidation temperature (on-set from TGA) of 

mwCNT due to its special morphology and the high surface area doesn’t favor 

either the electrochemistry after heat treatment.  On the other hand, AB with the 

lowest surface area and high crystallinity shows the highest thermal stability 

towards oxidation, with no considerable difference in electrochemical 

performance between AB-composites before and after heat treatment, except for 

a very slight degradation in the rate capability and capacity retention. Finally, 

even though C65 has a slightly lower on-set oxidation temperature than AB, its 

lower agglomeration favors the 500-C65 electrochemistry and becomes the best 

among all the heated composites and therefore should be preferentially chosen 

as a carbon additive in composite oxide-based cathodes thermally processed.  

4.4 Conclusions 

The choice of the conducting carbon material used in composite cathodes has a 

very significant impact on the electrochemical properties of the cell. From all 

the carbons studied (AB, C65, KB, and mwCNTs), the KB-composite exhibits 
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the best performance owing to the high surface area and negligible 

agglomeration of KB, offering high volume distribution for the electrically 

conductive pathways in the electrode. However, because of the same reasons, 

KB plays a negative role in the heated composite (500-KB composite), as the 

high surface area of KB leads to its faster oxidation, resulting in significant 

degradation of NMC as well as KB in the 500-KB composite. On the other hand, 

C65 with the lowest surface area, lower crystallinity, and high oxidation 

temperature shows promising electrochemistry for 500-C65 composite. 

According to XAS and XRD investigations, a reduced degradation of the 

composite components was observed, which confirms that C65 is the best 

candidate for NMC-LATP-carbon composite processed at temperatures around 

500˚C. 
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CHAPTER 5: HIGH-PRESSURE LOW-TEMPERATURE (HPLT) 

TECHNIQUE: OPTIMIZATION OF LATP SOLID ELECTROLYTE 

DENSIFICATION & COMPOSITE CATHODE RESPONSE 

5.1 Introduction 

Among the reported oxide-based solid lithium-ion conductors, NASICON 

type Li1+xAlxTi2-x(PO4)3 (LATP) is in the spotlight owing to its stability under 

ambient conditions, low density, high ionic conductivity, and stability at high 

voltages when paired with cathodes such as Ni-rich NMC. [325]–[330] For the 

practical application of LATP as a solid electrolyte, processing techniques 

resulting in a dense microstructure allowing high Li+ mobility are required. 

These typically involve grain growth through particle fusion through mass 

transport, leading to a relative density above 95%. [181] The highest reported 

room temperature ionic conductivity of LATP is 1.09x10-3 S cm-1 , which was 

achieved under very particular conditions (mechanically milling -40 hours- to 

obtain a glassy phase followed by high-temperature sintering at 900˚C for 

6h).[331] However, conventional high-temperature sintering of LATP is 

typically done at temperatures >1000˚C, below melting temperature, for several 

hours.[332]  The exposure at high temperatures during densification 

unavoidably leads to several undesired effects which include 1) Li+ loss from 

the crystal structure resulting in a lower number of charge carriers and therefore 

lower conductivity; 2) temperature-induced non-uniform unit cell expansion 

(along c-axis) that leads to grain cracking during densification; 3) evolution of 

unfavorable secondary phases (e.g., AlPO4) that overall will inhibit ionic 

transport; and 4) undesired porosity, which may disrupt the Li+ mobility and 

provide a path for Li dendrite growth during cycling, producing a short circuit 

and cell failure.[333]–[335] Apart from that the high cost (high electricity is 

consumed and the processing time can be delayed up to days), low production 

rates, and high complexity are general demerits of high-temperature sintering. 

[336] 
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There are several advancements in sintering techniques to reduce the 

temperature, as already mentioned in chapter 1. However, it is still necessary 

to bring down the temperature and duration of the process even further 

without the addition of any solvents to reach key performance indicators for 

scalability. Previous compatibility studies indicate that the threshold 

temperature to avoid chemical reactivity between cell components should 

be below 500 ˚C for LATP-NMC-C systems. [305] Despite of one order 

lesser conductivity (1.26 × 10−5 Scm-1) the cold sintering technique allows 

to reduce the densification temperature of LATP further (down to 200˚C) 

but involves the presence of water as a transient liquid phase, which can lead 

to undesired mixed (lithium and proton) conductivity.[199][203] Thus 

decreasing the sintering temperature without employing solvent is thus 

necessary for the deployment of competitive low-energy processing of solid 

electrolytes and to ensure thermal compatibility when co-sintering composite 

cathodes with active materials. [182], [266], [337] 

Herein we explore an alternative technique for the preparation of dense 

LATP solid electrolyte that involves the simultaneous application of high quasi-

isostatic pressure (above 1 GPa) and mild temperatures (100-300 oC) allowing 

for densification within only a few minutes (Figure 5. 1, refer experimental 

section for more details). The application of the high-pressure low-temperature 

(HPLT) treatment has not been explored so far for ceramic solid electrolytes 

and provides a new approach to solid electrolyte processing. The use of 

significantly lower temperatures and times could help increase manufacturing 

yields and decrease energy consumption, and therefore would be more 

environmentally friendly. The aim of this work is thus to explore the application 

of HPLT to densify LATP powders with different microstructures (micro- and 

nanometric-sized particles). First, we focus on the impact of temperature, 

pressure, and time on the densification of LATP micrometric particles. Next, 

we evaluate the impact of post-heat (PH) treatments on the conductivity of a 
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selection of the HPLT-densified micrometric-LATP pellets, and finally, the 

obtained results are used to evaluate the effect of HPLT+PH parameters for the 

densification of nano-LATP. 

 

Figure 5. 1: The schematic representation of a) components for the high pressure and 

low temperature (HPLT) technique b) Zoomed view of the sample assembly in between 

BN and followed by the graphite. c) Mode of pressure distribution inside the pressing 

medium where the applied pressure in uniaxial and the effective pressure is quasi-

isostatic. 

5.2 Micro-LATP under HPLT and PH 

5.2.1 Impact of HPLT parameters on the densification of LATP 

The HPLT processing comprises three variables: temperature, pressure, and 

time. The impact of all three parameters on the microstructure and ionic 

transport properties of micro-LATP has been systematically evaluated to select 

the best conditions. A set of samples was densified by conventional sintering at 

high temperatures for comparison.  

5.2.1.1 Physical density and appearance  

The physical density of conventionally sintered LATP (Conv-LATP) is 

found to be 2.47 g cm-1 (See Figure 5. 3 for the density comparison of different 

samples). First, a set of samples were HPLT-processed at a pressure of 5.5 GPa 
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for 2 min, with the processing temperature ranging from 100 to 400°C. The 

density of the HPLT samples rose with applied temperature from 2.36 g cm-1 

(sample HPLT-5.5-100-2) up to 2.77 g cm-1 (sample HPLT-5.5-400-2) (Figure 

5. 3 a). Interestingly, the HPLT approach allows achieving higher density than 

conventional sintering even at T ≥ 200˚C.  However, >300 ˚C, the color of the 

pellet slightly changed towards grey and became black at 400˚C due to carbon 

contamination (Figure 5. 2 a). Therefore, 200˚C was the temperature selected to 

evaluate the impact of time and pressure.  

The associated chemical and structural changes due to the change in 

coloration are explained using Raman spectroscopy in the following section. 

The LATP pellet, densified at 400 °C using HPLT was further fired at 600°C in 

a muffle furnace under an air atmosphere for 2 minutes to confirm the carbon 

diffusion. As expected, the black coloration has been reduced (Figure 5. 2 b) 

with the heat treatment indicating the oxidation of carbon contamination 

occurred while HPLT processing. The appearance of a few pores is also spotted 

on the pellet's surface. The mosaic-like pattern that remains on the pellet even 

after the post-treatment could indicate the formation of secondary phases (As 

discussed in later XRD results).   
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Figure 5. 2: (a) images of LATP pellets sintered using HPLT at different temperatures 

(100-400 °C), (b) the color variation due to carbon diffusion after heat treatment at 600 

°C.   

Reducing the pressure from 5.5 to 3 GPa while maintaining the 

processing time at 2 min did not result in a significant difference in density 

(Figure 5. 3 b). However, the density slightly decreased with 1 GPa (2.49 g cm-

1), being almost equivalent to Conv-LATP. Further reduction in pressure caused 

a significant change in density, as expected from the major contribution of 

pressure to densification using this technique. On the other hand, no changes 
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were observed when increasing the time to 20 minutes, evidencing the low 

impact of this variable on the densification process (Figure 5. 3 c).  

  

Figure 5. 3: Physical density comparison of LATP pellets densified by HPLT 

processing and conventional sintering. (a) LATP density vs processing HPLT time for 

pellets processed at 5.5 GPa and 2 during minutes compared to processing temperature 

by conventional sintering. (b) Change in LATP density under varying HPLT processing 

pressure while maintaining the temperature at 200 ̊ C and for 2 min. (c) Impact of HPLT 

processing time in LATP density at 200 ˚C and under high (5.5GPa) and low (1GPa) 

processing pressures compared to conventional sintering conditions. 
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5.2.1.2 X-ray tomography of HPLT pellet 

The X-Ray tomography analysis (Figure 5. 4, Video 5. 1, Video 5. 2, 

and Video 5. 3) of HPLT-5.5-200-2 reveals that density decreases from the outer 

volume to the core. It possibly indicates a slight density gradient caused by the 

fast processing. However, it is worth mentioning that the high average density 

of the pellet indicates that the differences are not major.   

 

Figure 5. 4: The X-Ray tomography analysis of HPLT-5.5-200-2 LATP pellet. Full 

sample vs core view. Color indication from blue to red implies low x-ray absorption to 

high x-ray absorption region. 

Video 5. 1: Animation full sample view. Suggesting relatively lower material density 

at the core compared to the exterior  

Video 5. 2: Color gradient established at mid-cut off. (blue: lower 51.5% of total voxel 

distribution assigned as low density) (red: higher 48.4% of total voxel distribution 

assigned as high density)  

Video 5. 3: Color gradient established at low-cut off (blue: 0.2% assigned as low 

density) (red: 99.8% assigned as high density)   

5.2.1.3 Chemical structure: Raman spectroscopy 

Figure 5. 5 depicts the Raman spectra of pristine LATP powder, HPLT-

5.5-200-2, and HPLT-5.5-400-2. The pristine sample exhibits the standard 

peaks from LATP arising from asymmetrical (1098 and 1007 cm-1) and 

symmetrical (446 cm-1) vibration of (PO4)
3-, translational vibration of Ti4+ (280 

cm-1) and modes of other (PO4)
3- motions (355, 314, 240 and 187 cm-1).[338] 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WnNVnFFU6Z8mLzT582-G7hqkZ5uAVzPA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WnNVnFFU6Z8mLzT582-G7hqkZ5uAVzPA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Mh5VyIjZnkVbNVmxaRW3S19mFm2e4sd0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Mh5VyIjZnkVbNVmxaRW3S19mFm2e4sd0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Mh5VyIjZnkVbNVmxaRW3S19mFm2e4sd0/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hdliVwD702bQKopV9y-wj47ysxJ3B1NC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hdliVwD702bQKopV9y-wj47ysxJ3B1NC/view?usp=sharing
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HPLT-5.5-200-2 is comparable to that of the pristine material except for slight 

intensity variations of the peaks. Conversely, HPLT-5.5-400-2 displays distinct 

and intense peaks at 1603 and 1343 cm-1, attributed to G and D bands of carbon, 

[339], [340] confirming that the coloration of pellets at higher temperatures is 

due to carbon contamination. In addition, HPLT-5.5-400-2 shows a significant 

shift of the peak positions and widths, likely due to the presence of secondary 

phases. Moreover, the widening of peaks (for example, at 1007 cm-1) indicates 

Ti4+ reduction.[131]  

 

Figure 5. 5: (a-c) Raman spectra of pristine LATP powder, HPLT-5.5-200-2, and 

HPLT-5.5-400-2. 
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5.2.1.4 Bulk crystallinity: X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

 

Figure 5. 6:  XRD pattern comparison of HPLT densified pellets (a) HPLT-5.5-200-2 

and HPLT-5.5-400-2 along with the pristine LATP powder and Conv-LATP. Zoomed 

view of (113) peak around 2θ=24.5˚; (b) HPLT-5.5-200-2, HPLT-5.5-400-2, pristine 

LATP powder, and Conv-LATP (c) HPLT-5.5-200-2, HPLT-3-200-2, HPLT-1-200-2, 

HPLT-0.5-200-2, and pristine LATP powder (d) HPLT-5.5-200-2, HPLT-5.5-200-20, 

HPLT-1-200-2, and HPLT-1-200-20 

Figure 5. 6 shows the XRD patterns of pristine LATP powder, Conv- 

LATP, and HPLT-treated pellets with different processing parameters. Le Bail 

refinements using the FullProf program were used to evaluate the unit cell 

parameters and microstructural parameters including the crystallite size and 

strain of the pristine and HPLT-treated samples, and the results are tabulated 

in  Table 5. 1.  
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Table 5. 1: Unit cell dimensions, crystallite size, and strain of the evaluated samples 

obtained from Le Bail refinements 

 

All samples can be indexed with R3̅cH space group, with unit cell 

parameters of a=b= 8.5013(4) Å and c=20.7719(4) Å, for LATP pristine 

powder. However, the sample Conv-LATP exhibits an extra peak that can be 

attributed to AlPO4 (Figure 5. 6 a -indexed with a star) likely segregating at the 

grains interface, thus hindering lithium diffusion across grain boundaries and 

decreasing the overall ionic conductivity of LATP.[341], [342] This sample 

exhibits also other differences when compared to pristine LATP powder (Figure 

5. 6 a & b) as diffraction peaks have significantly sharpened, which indicates 

there has been a substantial growth of the crystallites as expected from the high 

temperature used, which promotes grain growth and fusion of the grains (from 

46 to 284 nm, according to Le Bail refinement). Also, the c-cell parameter is 

slightly larger, reaching 20.8191(4) Å. 
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For all the HPLT samples, irrespective of the processing conditions, the 

XRD peak intensity distribution does not exhibit major changes, which indicates 

that the pellets are not significantly textured by the processing. On the other 

hand, samples HPLT-5.5-200-2 and HPLT-5.5-400-2 exhibit a peak broadening 

corresponds to reduction in crystallite size and an increase in strains (Figure 5. 

6 b). This indicates that the high pressure induces grain cracking (as confirmed 

later by SEM, see below) and/or disorder in densified pellets. There isn’t a clear 

trend in the crystallite parameters of samples densified at 5.5 GPa under 

different temperatures. This probably indicates that the cracking also depends 

on the amount of material, initial pellet density …etc., which may vary from 

sample to sample. It can be however concluded that, in general, particles crack 

at high pressure and irrespective of the temperature.  Additionally, sample 

HPLT-5.5-400-2, shows the presence of a secondary phase and the emergence 

of an amorphous background in the 2θ range of 20-30°, in agreement with the 

coloration due to carbon mentioned before. The cell c parameter also 

significantly increases with temperature, reaching 20.9407 Å at 400˚C. This 

would be in agreement with a slight reduction of Ti4+ (in agreement with Raman 

results) and the loss of lithium ions. [343] This sample also exhibits peaks 

corresponding to oxides and phosphates of Ti, and Al, which is indicative of the 

secondary phase formation.  

By fixing the processing temperature and time at 200 °C and 2 min, 

respectively, the impact of processing pressure has been compared in Figure 5. 

6 c and Table 5. 1. The XRD peak broadening progressively increases with the 

increment in pressure from 1 to 5.5 GPa (samples HPLT-1-200-2 and HPLT-

5.5-200-2). At the highest pressure of 5.5 GPa, the crystallite size has decreased 

to 24 nm, which is half of that of the pristine powder. Also, there is a consequent 

increase in the crystal strain while increasing the pressure, although there is no 

significant difference in unit cell parameters. LATP has higher elastic modulus 

but low fracture toughness which probably makes the material brittle under high 
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pressure.[344] In contrast, a low pressure of 0.5 GPa (sample HPLT-0.5-200-2) 

allows for retaining the crystallite size close to that of the pristine material. 

These results indicate that cracking can be avoided at 1 GPa and below.   

Time is the last parameter herein evaluated under both high (5.5 GPa) 

and low (1 GPa) pressure at 200 °C. At high pressure, increasing the processing 

time from 2 to 20 min (samples HPLT-5.5-200-2 and HPLT-5.5-200-20) causes 

a slight increment in the crystallite size and a reduction in strain (Figure 5. 6 d). 

These results indicate that the grains that broke due to pressure are probably 

fusing after an increased processing time of 20 minutes. On the contrary, at low 

pressure, there is no difference in any crystalline parameters (unit cell, 

crystallite size, and strain) for 2 and 20 min (samples HPLT-1-200-2 and HPLT-

1-200-20).  
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5.2.1.5 Surface morphology: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

 

Figure 5. 7: SEM images of (a) pristine LATP powder, (b) conv-LATP, HPLT 

densified pellet at 5.5 GPa and for 2 min (c) at 200 and (d) 400 °C, HPLT densified 

pellets at 200 °C (e) under low (0.5GPa) pressure and short processing time (2 min) 

and (f) high (5.5GPa) pressure with long processing time (20 minutes). 

Surface morphology of conv-LATP and HPLT densified LATP was 

analyzed by SEM and was compared to the pristine LATP powder (Figure 5. 7). 
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The latter, as shown in Figure 5. 7 exhibit a wide range of particle size 

distribution that varies between nano and micro. For Conv-LATP Figure 5. 7 b 

sintered at 1100 °C, there is evident grain growth, being all particles above   ̴1 

μm. Figure 5. 7 c-f shows the surface morphology of HPLT-densified LATP 

pellets under different processing conditions. Irrespective of all the processing 

parameters, the pellets are tightly packed and without voids. Figure 5. 7 c and d 

compare samples HPLT-5.5-200-2 and HPLT-5.5-400-2. There is a clear 

indication of grain cracking for 200 °C caused by high processing pressure, 

which is in agreement with XRD peak broadening. The ion-milled cross-section 

of the same pellet reveals that grains closer to the core region are less or not 

cracked (Figure 5. 8). Cracking of grains at 400 °C is less pronounced or 

probably masked by the secondary phases identified from XRD. 

Considering  Figure 5. 7 c and e, corresponding to samples HPLT-5.5-200-2 and 

HPLT-0.5-200-2, the grain cracking is nearly negligible or not present at low 

pressure. Instead, the particles are loosely packed in agreement with the lower 

density (Figure 5. 3). The comparison of samples HPLT-5.5-200-2 and HPLT-

5.5-200-20, shows evidence for the fusion of cracked grains for the latter (Figure 

5. 7 f).  
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Figure 5. 8: A cross-sectional view of HPLT-5.5-200-2 LATP pellet 

All these results indicate that processing at 200 °C should be selected as the 

threshold temperature to avoid carbon diffusion. On the other hand, the high 

pressure contributes to cracking and strains that can ultimately lead to large 

grain boundary resistance, as shown below. Hence, lower processing pressures 

preserve better the positive features of the system. However, it is important to 

recall that the density of the HPLT-treated pellet at a pressure of 0.5 GPa was 

significantly lower than at higher pressure (Figure 5. 3). Therefore, 1 GPa can 

be considered the optimum pressure for HPLT processing of LATP. Finally, 

there was a negligible impact on the processing time at low pressure, and 

therefore 200 °C with 1 GPa for 2 minutes is selected as the best set of HPLT 

parameters for micro-LATP. 
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5.2.1.6 Lithium-ion conductivity: Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

(EIS) 

 

Figure 5. 9: Ionic conductivity comparison of HPLT-densified LATP pellets to conv-

LATP. (a) Influence of HPLT processing temperature with a constant pressure of 

5.5GPa and time 2 min. (b) variation of ionic conductivity with respect to HPLT 

processing pressure with a constant temperature of 200˚C and time 2 min (c) Impact of 

HPLT processing pressure with a constant temperature of 200˚C and time 20 min 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to determine 

the ionic conductivity of the sintered pellets (Figure 5. 9).  The Nyquist plots of 

Conv-LATP and HPLT-treated LATP under different processing conditions are 

shown in Figure 5. 10. The total (bulk + grain-boundary) ionic conductivity of 
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the Conv-LATP emanated from the high-frequency semicircles intercept with 

the real axis was found to be 9.0 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 25 oC. The impedance data 

were fitted with an equivalent circuit consisting of resistance (R) and constant 

phase element (CPE), indicating the total (bulk + grain-boundary) and electrode 

response, respectively, (RCPE) (CPE) shown as an inset of  Table 5. 2. 

 

Figure 5. 10: Nyquist plot of (a) Conv-LATP, HPLT densified pellets at (b) at varied 

temperatures of 200 and 400 °C and a constant processing pressure and timing of 5.5 

GPa, and 2 minutes, (c) varied pressure of 3GPa, 1GPa and 0.5GPa at a constant 

processing temperature and timing of 200 °C and 2 minutes, (d) at varied pressure of 

5.5GPa, and 1GPa at a constant processing temperature and timing of 200 °C and 20 

minutes. 
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Table 5. 2: Equivalent circuit and the circuit elements for the Nyquist plot of Conv-

LATP consisting of resistance (R) and constant phase element (CPE) 

 

As shown in Figure 5. 9 a irrespective of temperature, both samples HPLT-

5.5-200-2 and HPLT-5.5-400-2 exhibit a very low conductivity (~10-8 S cm-1), 

which is out of the measurement accuracy of the equipment. The total Li+ 

conductivity increased a magnitude of 2 orders (from 10-8 to 10-6 Scm−1) for 

HPLT-3-200-2 (Figure 5. 9 b). Further decreasing of the pressure (sample 

HPLT-0.5-200-2) doesn’t impact the conductivity and it remains in the same 

order (10-6 Scm−1). The impact of processing time was compared in the case of 

high (5.5 GPa) and low (1 GPa) pressures by fixing the temperature at 200 °C 

(Figure 5. 9 c). HPLT-5.5-200-20 resulted with slightly better conductivity (10-

7 Scm−1) than HPLT-5.5-200-2 (10-8 Scm−1). This is in agreement with the grain 

fusion observed for HPLT-5.5-200-20 by SEM and a slight increase in 

crystallite size observed by XRD, expected to favor ionic transport. In contrast, 

the sample HPLT-1-200-20 displays very low ionic conductivity (10-8 Scm−1), 

which is lower than the sample HPLT-1-200-2 (10-6 Scm−1). The Nyquist plot 

(Figure 5. 10 d) indicates that the high impedance of sample HPLT-1-200-20 

has a major from the grain boundaries.  

As observed from SEM, despite the lower density of Conv-LATP, the well-

connected and low relative volume of grain boundaries are the key factors for 

the high ionic conductivity. In the case of HPLT pellets, the conductivity is 

mainly determined by the applied pressure, as high pressure (5.5 GPa) leads to 

grain cracking and a moderate pressure is more favorable. The difference 
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between the evaluated conditions leads to a 2-order enhancement, although in 

all cases the obtained values were at least two orders of magnitude lower than 

Conv-LATP. And on the other hand, despite exhibiting similar conductivity 

compared to moderate pressures, the low pressure (0.5GPa) results in very low 

densification, which can promote dendrite growth in contact with lithium metal 

and should therefore be avoided.  

5.2.2 Impact of PH on the conductivity of HPLT densified pellets 

To use LATP as a solid electrolyte in lithium batteries; the ultimate aim of 

the processing technique is to achieve the required lithium ionic conductivity 

(in the order of 10-4 to 10-3 Scm-1). For further conductivity enhancement, 

HPLT-densified pellets were post-heated (PH) and the influence of heating 

temperature (between 600ºC and 800ºC) and duration (between 1 minute and 

1h) was considered. Two extreme pellets were selected for this:  HPLT-1-200-

2 (10-6 Scm-1) and HPLT-1-200-20 (10-8 Scm-1). 

5.2.2.1 Bulk crystallinity: X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

XRD results indicate that the bulk crystallinity and composition of 

HPLT-densified LATP pellets remained similar after the PH treatments (Figure 

5. 11). The parameters derived from Le Bail refinements (Table 5. 3) such as 

unit cell dimensions, crystallite size, and strain show negligible variation among 

HPLT and PH samples. The intensity distribution also does not exhibit major 

changes, which indicates that the pellets are not significantly textured. 
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Figure 5. 11: X-ray diffractogram of HPLT densified pellets before and after PH under 

different PH conditions and those are compared to pristine LATP powder. 

Table 5. 3: Compound, calculated crystalline parameters such as unit cell dimensions, 

crystallite size, and strain of the HPLT densified samples before and after PH. Values 

are obtained from Le Bail refinements of X-ray diffractogram. 
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5.2.2.2 Cross-sectional morphology: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Figure 5. 12 a and b show the SEM image of the ion milled cross-section 

of the HPLT-1-200-2 pellet before and after the treatment (sample PH-800-1h). 

Overall, both images are similar, however, some differences can be observed 

with the smaller particles and/or at the particle boundaries. There are individual 

particles condensed by the high pressure in Figure 5. 12 a.  And in Figure 5. 12 

b neck formation starts and the particles get some first connection. This is even 

more visible in the higher magnification image (Figure 5. 12 b). This indicates 

the start of sintering and explains the higher ion conductivity. In Figure 5. 7 b 

of Conv-LATP which is full sintered structure, this interconnectivity is better 

visible.  However, backscattered electron SEM images show that there is a 

compositional change in the particle boundaries of sample PH-800-1h (Figure 

5. 12 c). Figure 5. 12 d shows an enlarged view of different particles in which: 

1- has a different composition but similar morphology, 2- has similar 

morphology and composition to that of pristine LATP, and 3- has a different 

morphology and different composition. In addition to the crystalline LATP an 

amorphous phase with a different chemical composition plays a role in the 

sintering behavior. Crystallization of this amorphous phase after PH is expected 

to be the reason for neck formation between grains, for example the yellow area 

at the grain boundaries. 
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Figure 5. 12: SEM cross-sectional morphology by secondary electron imaging using 

ETD detector of (a) HPLT-1-200-2 (b) PH-800-1h. (c) backscattered electron SEM 

image of sample PH-800-1h (blue color indicates LATP composition, orange and black 

indicate compositions different from LATP) where compositional changes are 

highlighted with yellow circles (d) enlarged view showing the different particles 
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5.2.2.3 Lithium-ion conductivity: Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

(EIS) 

 

Figure 5. 13: Nyquist plots compare the impedance of HPLT densified LATP pellets 

after PH with different temperatures and at a fixed duration of 1 hour of (a) pellet: 

HPLT-1-200-2 (b) pellet: HPLT-1-200-20 (c) Evolution of lithium-ion conductivity 

with increase in PH temperature. 

The Nyquist plots of PH samples are displayed in Figure 5. 13 a and b 

respectively. The impact of the PH treatment on the conductivity is remarkable 

as an increment up to 10-4 Scm-1 is obtained for samples treated between 600°C 

and 800°C. Impressively, this temperature is 300°C lower than the conventional 

sintering temperature and also a significant gain in processing time is achieved 

(1 hour and 2 minutes versus 12 hours, which were optimized for Conv-LATP). 

Remarkably, the increment in conductivity with PH is independent of the initial 

pellet conductivity after HPLT, as both samples HPLT-1-200-2 and HPLT-1-
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200-20 attained a conductivity of 10-5 Scm-1 under PH-600-1h (Figure 5. 13 c). 

To evaluate the impact of time during the PH step, the temperature was fixed to 

800°C and the sample (HPLT-3-200-2) was flash exposed for 2 or 10 min. The 

Nyquist plot in Figure 5. 14 conveys that the PH duration has also a significant 

contribution to the conductivity enhancement, as a short exposure of 2 and 10 

minutes at 800°C lead to a conductivity of 1.9 and 5.1 x 10-5 Scm-1, respectively, 

which is still one order less than the conductivity achieved after 1 hour at 800°C 

(  ̴1.5 x 10-4 Scm-1).  

 

Figure 5. 14: Impedance evolution of pellet: HPLT-3-200-2 with the increase in PH 

duration of flash exposure at a fixed PH temperature of 800°C. And lithium ionic 

conductivity values of HPLT densified LATP pellets before and after PH, derived from 

Nyquist plots. 

5.2.3 Discussion 

Conventional high-temperature sintering of LATP results in grain growth 

and a low relative volume of grain boundaries, which are generally considered 

favorable conditions for the ionic transport of ceramic materials.  Phase purity 

and compositional homogeneity are also relevant parameters, and some 

secondary phases are known to be detrimental (e.g., AlPO4, which is frequent in 

high temperature sintered LATP and results from Li-loss)[341] although others 

can be favorable for LATP ionic conductivity. For example, Si doping[345] or 
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sintering additives such as lithium borates, carbonates, and phosphates have 

been reported to lead to high conductivities.[346]–[350]The semi-

crystalline interphase between well-crystallized LATP and an amorphous 

glass phase obtained by spark plasma sintering has also allowed reaching a high 

ionic conductivity of 1.3 × 10−3 S cm−1 without any doping, which is higher than 

that derived by the conventional method.[351]  Similarly, the formation of 

LATP nano-crystalline precipitates at the grain boundaries obtained by cold 

sintering has been proposed to form lithium conduction channels that lead to 

better conductivity.[352]   

Interestingly, the improvement of conductivity achieved in our study after the 

PH treatments cannot be attributed to the grain growth and removal of grain 

boundaries as occurs with high-temperature conventional sintering. Indeed, the 

comparison of Figure 5. 12 a and b clearly show that, at the selected temperature, 

no significant grain growth has occurred and XRD confirms that the bulk 

properties were preserved after PH. The main difference before and after the PH 

treatment is the compositional change of smaller particles and/or at the particle 

boundaries, which results in enhanced conductivity. In fact, HPLT treatment 

might lead to a lower grain boundary conductivity in these regions, which would 

be in agreement with the lower ionic conductivity observed for HPLT-1-200-20 

(sample processed for longer duration) compared to HPLT-1-200-2. However, 

the similar conductivity enhancement for HPLT-1-200-2 and HPLT-1-200-20 

under PH-600-1h implies that the PH treatment allows recovering from resistive 

grain boundaries irrespective of their initial condition. In any case, the current 

results highlight the efficiency of the combination of HPLT and PH treatment 

at lower temperatures and shorter duration in contrast to conventional long-time 

sintering at higher temperatures. And it should be noted that conductivities as 

high as 10-4 Scm-1 can be achieved in this material without the suppression of 

grain boundaries.  
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5.3 Nano-LATP under HPLT and PH 

 

Figure 5. 15: (a) Comparison of lithium-ion conductivity values of micro and nano 

LATP under processing conditions; HPLT-1-200-2 and HPLT-5.5-200-2. (b) 

Evolution of lithium-ion conductivity of HPLT-5.5-200-2: nano-LATP with the 

increase in PH temperature 

Finally, in this section, we compare the impact of initial LATP 

microstructure on the lithium ionic conductivity values obtained by HPLT. As 

discussed previously, the best optimized HPLT densification conditions for 

micro-LATP (average particle size of 1 µm) are 200°C, 1 GPa, and 2 minutes, 

which allow reaching a conductivity of 10-6 Scm-1 prior to PH treatment. Under 

the same conditions, nano-LATP (average particle size of 500 nm) exhibits a 

much higher conductivity (6.15 x 10-5 Scm-1) than micro-LATP (Figure 5. 15 a 

and Figure 5. 16 a). A total ionic conductivity of 1.26 × 10−5 S cm-1 (room 

temperature) was previously achieved by cold sintering at 200 ˚C and using a 

uniaxial pressure of 510 MPa by using water as an additive.[199] HPLT allows 

achieving a higher conductivity with a very fast processing (2 minutes) and 

more importantly, without the use of any solvents that might result in mixed 

conductivity and/or compositional changes those are detrimental for the 

conductivity. 

A slight coloration was observed for sample nano-HPLT-1-200-2 

possibly arising from carbon contamination, however, the results obtained by 

chronoamperometric analysis (Figure 5. 16 b and c) indicate that the 
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contribution of electronic conductivity in the sample is only 1.05 x 10-8 Scm-1, 

which represents only 0.02 % of the total conductivity. It is worth mentioning 

that the coloration was not present at high pressure (sample nano-HPLT-5.5-

200-2). However, the conductivity obtained for this sample was lower although 

still higher than that of micro-LATP treated under the same conditions (10-7 

Scm-1 vs 10-8 Scm-1).   

 

Figure 5. 16: (a) Nyquist plot of HPLT:1-200-2: nano-LATP pellet from which the 

ionic conductivity has been deduced to be 6.15 x 10-5 Scm-1. Chronoamperometry 

analysis of (b) current vs time plots at different voltages (c) current vs voltage plot and 

corresponding concatenate linear fit (ohmic plot) where the electronic conductivity has 

been calculated from the slop and tabulated the details inset.   

Pellet nano-HPLT-5.5-200-2 was also subjected to PH treatments 

starting from 500°C. An enhancement of two orders of magnitude was obtained 

after 1h at 500°C (2 x 10-5 Scm-1). Further improvement was obtained at 600°C 

(8.8 x 10-5 Scm-1) and at 700°C, reaching 2 x 10-4 Scm-1 (Figure 5. 15 b). 

Therefore, nano-LATP has allowed to reach comparable ionic conductivity to 

that of the conventional sintering temperature albeit at 400°C lower and with a 

much shorter duration.   

  In conclusion, this is the first study reported so far employing HPLT 

processing for ceramic solid electrolytes. The potentiality of the technique is 

here confirmed through the study of the conditions required to achieve high 

ionic conductivity in LATP pellets prepared using micro- and -nano LATP 

commercial powders. This work calls for further exploration of the technique, 
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to further increase the ionic conductivity, understand better the chemical nature 

of grain boundaries after HPLT and PH treatments, and evaluate the 

applicability of this technique to other oxide-based lithium conductors. Indeed, 

this technique is compatible with a wide range of solid electrolyte materials 

since it obviates the use of solvent and related side reactions. 

5.4 Composite cathode under HPLT 

The ultimate aim of optimizing the HPLT technique is to assemble the 

SSB that is composed of a solid composite electrode and the electrolyte (Figure 

1. 6). In the previous chapters the composite cathode thermal compatibility was 

studied where the temperature threshold, and reaction mechanism and threshold 

enhancement methodologies were discussed. The current chapter optimizes the 

HPLT technique for the densification of LATP. But, while considering this 

composite cathode (NMC+LATP+carbon) for the HPLT processing there is an 

additional parameter apart from temperature, which is the applied pressure. 

Hence, the composite mixture was densified under the HPLT conditions 

selected for the electrolyte, 200 ˚C, 1 GPa, and 2 min to form a dense pellet 

(Figure 5. 17), and further characterized.  

 

Figure 5. 17: Schematic illustration of composite cathode densification by HPLT 

process to form the dense pellet. The considered composite ratio and the HPLT 

densification parameters are specified.  

The X-ray diffractogram of the composite cathode after HPLT is 

compared to the pristine NMC and LATP in Figure 5. 18. As already mentioned 

in the previous section, there is no significant difference for LATP peaks under 

the selected HPLT conditions. But the NMC peaks show significant broadening.   

Quasi-isostatic pressure
Pressure ±1 GPa

Temperature ±200 C

Time ±2 min

+

LATP
(30 wt%)

NMC
(65 wt%)

K 
(5 wt%)
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Figure 5. 18: XRD spectra of HPLT densified composite cathode (red) compared to 

that of pristine NMC (blue) and LATP (brown). 

The SEM surface morphology comparison of the composite cathode densified 

under HPLT is illustrated in Figure 5. 19. There is a clear indication of grain 

cracking in the case of NMC particles (Figure 5. 19b) which is an impact of the 

applied pressure during the processing. This is in agreement with the 

observations from XRD since the cracked grains lead to smaller-sized particles 

and that results in higher FWHM or broader peaks.  

 

Figure 5. 19: SEM Surface morphology of HPLT densified composite cathode a) wide 

view that confirms the composite homogeneity in the pellet b) zoomed view of the 

composite elements and c) elemental ratio by EDX that distinguishes NMC (white) and 

LATP (grey) from the images.  
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Figure 5. 20 indicates the electrochemistry (GCPL) of the HPLT densified 

composite cathode, where the pellet was crushed into powder and laminated 

(using composite pellet directly as cathode results in very high active loading 

and improper electrochemical comparison). And as expected, the initial charge-

discharge curve itself shows significant capacity decay for the HPLT-processed 

composite compared to the mixed one. The capacity degradation becomes 

prominent with the number of cycles and at higher C rates.  

 

Figure 5. 20: Electrochemistry of coin cells made with mixed composite and the HPLT 

processed composite pellet that crushed into powder and made the cathode laminate 

out of it. (a) second charge-discharge curves at a C rate of C/20. (b) rate capability 

tests. 

These observations collectively point to a higher mechanical sensitivity 

of NMC towards HPLT processing compared to LATP. There are previous 

studies on the mechanical properties of NMC where they have observed 

electrode fracture during the electrochemical performance. [353], [354] These 

preliminary results indicate that the HPLT processing conditions for composite 

cathodes should be optimized further and that different conditions (or 

densification approaches) might be needed to densify electrolytes and 

composite cathodes. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

The High-Pressure Low-Temperature (HPLT) processing technique is 

here explored as a densification technique for ceramic lithium conducting 

materials to be used in solid-state batteries. Several parameters were explored 

(temperature, time, pressure) to identify the best HPLT conditions for micro-

LATP.  Independently of the selected conditions, the measured physical 

densities under HPLT were higher than that of conventionally sintered LATP. 

Our results indicate that 200˚C, 1 GPa, and 2 minutes lead to the best 

conductivity, 10-6 Scm-1. Temperatures >300 ˚C resulted in the formation of 

secondary phases, and pressures > 3GPa resulted in particle cracking, both 

detrimental for ion conductivity. Further improvement of the ionic conductivity 

was achieved through short post-heat treatments, reaching the impressive value 

of   ̴2 x 10-4 Scm-1 after treatment at 800˚C for 1 hour, irrespective of 

conductivity after HPLT. No or negligible changes were found in the bulk 

properties of LATP after PH, and we hypothesize that the ionic conductivity 

enhancement under PH is related to changes in the grain boundaries 

composition and microstructure.  Finally, even higher conductivities were 

obtained for nanometric-LATP, reaching 6.15 x 10-5 Scm-1 after HPLT 

processing at 200˚C, 1 GPa, and 2 minutes. This is the highest conductivity 

reported so far for LATP under such mild conditions without the necessity of 

any solvents, and it can be further improved after a post-treatment for 1h at 

700ºC reaching 2 x 10-4 Scm-1. These results show for the first time the potential 

of the HPLT approach as a cost-effective densification technique for ceramic 

ion conductors which deserves to be further explored. This production process 

can be automated since the reduced pressure and temperature does not require 

the use of advanced hydraulic presses. The lower pressure is also important 

when obtaining larger ceramics due to the dependence of the maximum applied 

pressure on the surface on which it is exerted. Considering the above facts, it 
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can be emphasized that the presented technology has a high commercial 

potential. 

Finally, the NMC-LATP-carbon solid composite cathode was 

considered for the initial trials under HPLT densification. Compact and dense 

pellets were achieved with the processing parameters; 200˚C, 1 GPa, and 2 

minutes. Although more mechanical understanding is required since the NMC 

particles were found to be fractured due to applied pressure.  
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

The success of SSBs as advanced electrochemical energy storage systems 

must involve necessarily a further development of the technology in terms of 

advanced materials, processing techniques, and, most importantly, full cell 

integration. A detailed bibliographic study was conducted in chapter 1 

(previously published as a review article). In this chapter, the theoretical 

performance of an SSB model based on NMC+LATP+carbon composite 

cathode, LATP solid electrolyte, and lithium metal anode was calculated and it 

was shown that an energy density of >300 Wh/kg and >700 Wh/l can be 

achieved provided the electrolyte thickness is < 50 micron.  

One of the main technical challenges that oxide-based solid-state batteries 

face today is the densification of their components. The most common approach 

to reach dense composite cathodes with good interfacial contact requires high-

temperature co-sintering of the different components (electroactive material, 

catholyte, and conducting additive- NMC, LATP, and carbon respectively in 

this case) along with the electrolyte at high temperatures. This often results in 

the inter-diffusion of elements among the different components that deteriorate 

the overall cathode performance. The thesis was planned to address these 

challenges and a step-by-step investigation was performed.  

In the second chapter, we evaluated the impact of temperature and heating 

atmosphere in the NMC, LATP, and KB systems. A rationale of the chemical 

reactions between components was proposed from the combination of bulk and 

surface techniques, and overall involves a cation redistribution in the NMC 

cathode material that is accompanied by the loss of lithium and oxygen from the 

lattice enhanced by LATP and KB, which act as lithium and oxygen sinks. The 

final result is the formation of several degradation products, starting at the 

surface, that leads to a rapid capacity decay above 400 ˚C. Both the reaction 

mechanism and threshold temperature depend on the heating atmosphere, being 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2021.229919
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air atmosphere is more favorable compared to oxygen or any other inert gases, 

which is encouraging in the aspects of easiness in processibility.  

Even though the threshold limit of the NMC-LATP-KB composite cathode was 

found to be 400 ˚C, the electrochemical performance of heated composites at 

higher C rates was slightly worse compared to the non-heated composite. To 

address this issue, LiF was considered as an additive in chapter 3.  It was 

observed that the addition of LiF enhances both the as mixed and the heated 

composite cathode electrochemical performance, and reduces the carbon 

oxidation kinetics. Later, the investigations were filed as a patent.  

As a continuation, the impact of different carbon grades in the thermal response 

of LATP-NMC-Carbon composite electrodes was evaluated and shown to 

significantly influence the chemical compatibility between components (chapter 

4). Through a combination of bulk and surface characterization techniques 

including gas adsorption, X-ray diffraction, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and thermogravimetric 

analysis, it is shown that carbons with a low surface area are more adequate as 

result in higher oxidation temperatures and hence are less reactive. Replacing 

KB with C65, which has low surface area, low crystallinity, and high oxidation 

temperature shows promising electrochemistry in the heated composite and 

could elevate the temperature threshold up to 500 ˚C, which is an increment of 

100 ˚C compared to the composite that contains KB. 

On the other hand, the necessity of densification under high-temperature 

challenges the processability of oxide-based SSBs towards upscaling and their 

implementation into practical devices. In chapter 5, we investigate a High-

Pressure Low-Temperature (HPLT) processing technique for the densification 

of LATP solid electrolyte, providing an understanding of several key parameters 

such as temperature, pressure, and time. Our results show that nanometric LATP 

can be densified using the HPLT technique at 200˚C within 2 minutes delivering 
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an ionic conductivity of 6.15 x 10-5 Scm-1, which is the highest reported value 

at this temperature without the addition of solvents. On the other hand, by 

combining HPLT with a short post-heat treatment at 700 or 800 ˚C for 1 hour 

highly dense pellets with an ionic conductivity of 10-4 Scm-1 can be obtained. 

This represents a reduction of the densification temperature of more than 400˚C 

compared to conventional high-temperature sintering and shows that HPLT 

represents a processing technique for ceramic electrolytes that allows for 

overcoming current densification constraints derived from the use of very high 

temperatures.  

Initial trials made in chapter 5 of HPLT processing of the composite cathode 

indicate that the mechanical sensitivity of NMC towards pressure leads to grain 

fracture which affects the composite electrochemistry. This indicates, the 

necessity of deeper understandings in composites’ mechanical compatibility.  

Hence the future aspects of the study can be directed to the mechanical 

compatibility of composite cathodes under pressure-assisted processing. Once 

optimized, the realization of a composite cathode-electrolyte bilayer can be 

considered by means of HPLT processing. The thermo-mechanical properties 

of individual materials as well as the interfacial compatibility of electrode and 

electrolyte components should then be evaluated to optimize the cell 

performance. In general, the methodologies used in this study can be extended 

to other potential candidates in the family of ceramic oxides and high potential 

cathodes. However, along with energy density requirements, the material 

selection should also be based on characteristics such as particle size, 

morphology, purity and mechanical properties since they play a major role in 

thermo-mechanical compatibility of composite mixture.  
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Conclusion Figure: The schematic illustration of the conclusions and progress with 

respect to the aim of the thesis.  
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EXPERIMENTS  

Materials 

Cathode active material- LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC) was supplied by Umicore, 

Corporate R&D (CRD, Belgium).  

Electrolyte material LATP was provided by SCHOTT AG, Mainz. Two grades 

of materials were considered for the studies: LATP-micro which has an average 

particle size of 1 µm (though out the study) and LATP-nano which has an 

average particle size of 500 nm (only in chapter 5). Both are phase-pure 

materials with a theoretical density of 2.94 g/cc. 

Lithium fluoride, 99.98% (metal basis) (LiF) was purchased from Alfa Aesar 

Ketjenblack (KB) was purchased from Akzo Nobel Polymer Chemicals, 

Netherlands. Acetylene black (AB) purchased from Alfa Aesar (39724 Carbon 

black, acetylene, 50% compressed, 99.9+%). TIMCAL SUPER C65 Carbon 

Black Conductive Additive made by IMERYS. Multiwall carbon nanotubes 

(mwCNT) from Arkema (GraphistrengthTM C100). 

Composite mixing 

Chapters 2 and 4: Composite of NMC+LATP+carbon was mixed using agate 

mortar and pestle in the weight ratio 65:30:05 respectively. Carbons were 

vacuum dried before introducing into the glovebox. A total quantity of 2g was 

fixed for each batch of mixing to ensure homogeneity. The elements were added 

in the order NMC, carbon followed by LATP and was mixed for 1 hour. A 

mixture was made inside the glovebox (O2 <1 ppm and H2O <1 ppm). 

Chapter 3: In the case of composites with LiF additive (Comp+LiF Mix), 

mixtures were made inside the glovebox (O2 <1 ppm and H2O <1 ppm). An 

additional wt% of LiF was added to the composite where the wt% of 2, 5, and 

10 (Comp+LiF 2 Mix, Comp+LiF 5 Mix, and Comp+LiF 10 Mix respectively) 
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were considered for comparison. The elements were added in the order; NMC, 

LiF, KB, and finally LATP. 

Composite heat treatments 

Composite mixtures of NMC+LATP+KB = 65:30:05 (C-Mixed) were annealed 

at different temperatures for electrochemical evaluation. Batches of 500 mg 

were taken in alumina crucibles followed by tap densification for heat 

treatments, which were done in a high-temperature furnace attached to the glove 

box.  

Chapter 2: Heat treatments were carried out at three different 

temperatures 400, 500, and 600 °C) under different atmospheres (synthetic air 

(H2O < 2 ppm; CO2 < 0.2 ppm)., nitrogen, argon, and oxygen), with a heating 

rate of 1 °C/min and 1-hour dwell at the specified temperatures before cooled 

back to room temperature with a rate of 10 °C /min. The resulting samples are 

labeled C400-air, C500-air, C600-air, C400-N2, C500-N2, and C600-N2 

respectively for air and nitrogen.   

Chapter 4: Heat treatments were carried out with a heating rate of 1 °C 

/min and 1-hour dwell at 500 °C before being cooled back to room temperature 

at a rate of 10 °C /min. The mixed composites before heat treatment are labeled 

as; KB-composite, C65-composite, AB-composite, and mwCNT-composite. 

And the composites after heat treatment are labeled; 500-KB, 500-C65, 500-

AB, and 500-mwCNT, corresponding to the carbon present in the composite 

and the temperature chosen for heat treatment. 

Chapter 3: Composites were taken to the heat treatments in GAF (Muffle) 

furnace, which was pre-calibrated under similar heating conditions. Synthetic 

air [Nippon Gases, O2 = 80%, N2 =21% (+/-1 vol%) H2O <2ppm, CO2 <0.02 

ppm] was used as a medium for heat treatment and the flow rate was fixed to 2 

ln/min. Samples were heated with a heating rate of 1 ˚C/min followed by a 

dwelling of 1 hour at a temperature of 400 ˚C and cooled back to room 
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temperature. Comp Mix after heat treatment was labeled as Comp 400-SA. 

Depending on the weight ratio of LiF present in the samples (2, 5, and 10%), 

Comp+LiF composites after heat treatments were labeled as Comp+LiF 2 400-

SA, Comp+LiF 5 400-SA and Comp+LiF 10 400-SA respectively. All the 

samples were heated in a 30 ml alumina (Al2O3) crucible with an open lid. The 

transfer time of samples between the glovebox and furnace was controlled to 

avoid exposure to ambient conditions. Also, after the heat treatments, samples 

were transferred to the glovebox at a temperature range of 120-150 ˚C to avoid 

moisture absorption.  

Densification of LATP by conventional sintering 

Chapter 5: LATP (micro) powders were also densified using the conventional 

high-temperature sintering (LATP-Conv) technique for comparison. The 

powder was green densified using uniaxial pressure of 0.3 MPa and later fired 

in a muffle furnace at 1100 °C for 12 h under an open-air atmosphere. The firing 

was done in an alumina crucible, and the pellet was covered with the same 

powder (LATP) to avoid the volatilization of lithium from the pellet during 

high-temperature exposure. Heating was done in steps applying different rates; 

150 °C/h from room temperature to 900 °C, a dwelling of 1 hour at 900 °C, 50 

°C/h from 900 °C to 1100 °C, a dwelling of 12 hours at 1100 °C and finally 

cooling back to room temperature at 300 °C/h. The sintered pellets were 

polished to smoothen the surface with a series of SiC sandpapers (400, 600, 

1200, and 2500 grits) for further characterization. 

Densification of LATP by HPLT sintering 

Chapter 5: The schematic representation of the HPLT technique is shown in 

Figure 5. 1. The LATP powder (~400 mg) is first greenly densified applying 

uniaxial pressure of 0.3 MPa with a diameter of 10mm. Later, for HPLT 

processing, the pellet is placed in the center of the toroid (container made of 

CaCO3) in the graphite tube coated on the inside with hexagonal boron nitride 
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(h-BN), which prevents contact of the graphite with the sample. The graphite 

tube acts here as a resistance heater. Toroid is positioned between two anvils 

and plays the role of a pressure transfer unit. The force excreted by the anvils 

creates a quasi-isostatic pressure. The LATP pellet was sandwiched between 

BN and followed by graphite, where graphite ensures heat conductivity and BN 

blocks LATP green body from direct contact with graphite. A pressure in the 

range of 0.5 – 5.5 GPa was used in this study by controlling the applied force. 

The processing temperatures considered for optimization were 100, 200, 300, 

and 400 °C. The processing time was between 2 and 20 minutes. A 240-grit SiC 

polishing disk was used to clean the pellet surface to remove surface impurities 

from the processing. Later pellets were polished with different grit sheets to 

make the pellet surface flat and smooth. Sample nomenclature was used in the 

format: HPLT-(pressure)-(temperature)-(time). For example, in the case of 

LATP pellet densified by HPLT at 5.5 GPa, 200°C for 2 min, the nomenclature 

is: HPLT-5.5-200-2  

Post-heat treatment (PH) 

Chapter 5: The selected pellets after HPLT processing were post-treated at 

moderate temperatures (from 500 - 800 ˚C, PH treatments) in a muffle furnace 

– under an open-air atmosphere. The pellets were placed in an alumina slab for 

firing. A heating rate of 150 °C/h, a dwelling duration of 1 hour, and a cooling 

rate of 300 °C/h were used. Two different approaches were explored: 1) 

exposing the pellet during the heating, dwelling, and cooling steps of the PH 

treatment. This PH program was performed on the same set of pellets by 

exposing them initially at 600˚C (PH-600-1h) later 700 ˚C (PH-700-1h) and 

finally at 800 ˚C (PH-800-1h). 2) Flash exposed, for which the same heating 

program was used in the furnace, but the pellet was placed only when the 

dwelling stage was reached. In this case, we used a temperature of 800 ˚C with 

a flash exposure duration of 2 (PH-800-2min) and 10 minutes (PH-800-10min). 
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Density calculation  

Chapter 5: The apparent density of sintered pellets was obtained from the 

weights and the dimensions (diameter and thickness using a screw gauge). The 

thickness was averaged from several measurements at different locations to 

consider possible inhomogeneity of the pellet shape. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD)  

In-situ XRD 

An HTK 1200N temperature chamber (Anton-Paar) coupled to a BRUKER D8 

Advance X-Ray Diffractometer equipped with LYNXEYE detector using Co 

radiation (λ  Kα1 = 1.78886 Å, Kα2 = 1.79277 Å) were used. The samples were 

weighed and mixed using an agate mortar and pestle inside an argon-filled 

glovebox. Then samples were heated in an alumina holder from room 

temperature to 1100 °C with a heating rate of 2 °C /min, and a diffraction pattern 

was obtained after each 50 °C. Measurements were obtained with a step size of 

0.019° and a total time of 185 seconds/step in the 2θ range 10°- 80°. 

Chapter 2: Four different combinations of components were evaluated 

by in-situ thermal X-ray diffraction: NMC+LATP (50:50), NMC+KB (80:20), 

LATP+KB (80:20) and NMC+LATP+KB (65:30:05). The ratios were chosen 

so that there is sufficient contact between the elements and to ensure a 

significant intensity of diffraction peaks for each component. To have an idea 

of the impact of heating the atmosphere, measurements were repeated under 

open air and nitrogen atmospheres. For the latter, the gas pressure was 

maintained constant up to 1 bar above atmospheric pressure. 

Ex-situ XRD 

Measurements were carried out with a BRUKER D8 Discover X-Ray 

Diffractometer equipped with LYNXEYE XE detector using monochromatic 

Cu tube-source radiation (λ  Kα1=1.54060 Å). Samples were measured in a 2θ 

range of 10°- 100° with a step size of 0.020° and a total time of 2 hours. 
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 Chapter 2: Measurements were carried out for selected samples such as 

pristine NMC, C400-air, C500-air, and C600-air. Le Bail refinements were 

performed on C600-air data using the software package FullProf Suite 

(Windows version, September 2019).[355] The microstructure was refined 

using an isotropic size and strain broadening model and the instrumental 

contribution was subtracted by including an IRF to the refinement. 

 Chapter 4: Measurements were carried out for pristine carbons, pristine 

NMC, 500-KB composite, and 500-C65 composite. In the case of pristine 

carbons, XRD data has been corrected for the Lorentz-Polarization factor (see 

Appendices-Chapter 4 for more information). LC has been calculated from the 

Scherrer formula assuming (002) peak broadening is only due to a reduced 

crystallite size. The average interlayer distance c/2 has been calculated as the 

average of the two contributions used to fit the (002) peak, weighted by their 

intensity. Both LC and c/2 are indicators of crystallinity, as the more crystalline 

an sp2 carbon is the closer its c/2 will be to that of ideal graphite (c/2 = 3.36 Å). 

Chapter 5  Samples were measured in a 2θ range of 10°- 80° with a step 

size of 0.020° and a total time of 192 seconds/step. For a visual representation, 

the peaks are background subtracted and normalized to a high intense (113) peak 

at 2θ= 24.6°. Le  ail refinements were performed using the software package 

FullProf Suite (Windows version, September 2019) [355] The microstructure 

was refined using an isotropic size and strain broadening model and the 

instrumental contribution was subtracted by including an IRF to the refinement. 

Chapter 3: Ex-situ XRD measurements were carried out for Composites mixed 

as well as heated with and without LiF, with a BRUKER D8 Endeavor X-Ray 

Diffractometer equipped with LYNXEYE XE-T detector using Co radiation (λ  

Kα1 = 1.78897 Å, Kα2 = 1.79285 Å). Samples were measured in a 2θ range of 

10°- 130° with a step size of 0.016° and a total time of 19.20 seconds/step. 

Silicon holders were used to avoiding the amorphous background from normal 
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holders due to the limited quantity of samples. A comparison of peaks was 

obtained after background subtraction and Kα2 stripping. The peaks considered 

for comparison were (101), (012), (006), and (104) from NMC around which 

the crystal structure transitions were observed from previous studies. Intensities 

were normalized to 104 peaks of NMC at 2θ=52°.  

Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw spectrometer (Nanonics 

Multiview 2000) operating with an excitation wave-length of 532 nm, focused 

with a 50-long working distance objective. The spectra were obtained by 

performing 10 acquisitions with 10 s of exposure time of the laser beam to the 

sample. A silicon wafer was used for calibration. 

Thermogravimetry (TGA), Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), 

and Quadrupole mass spectroscopy (QMS) 

Chapters 2 and 4: Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted on a 

NETZSCH TG 209 F1 Libra® equipment in synthetic air (and/or oxygen) 

atmosphere (2 atm). The heating program used for TGA consists of the same 

heating rate (1°C/min) dwelling temperature (500°C) and duration (1 h) as that 

of composite heat treatment. Further elevated the temperature up to 800°C to 

estimate the temperature at which carbon gets oxidized completely and to 

evaluate the residues if any. Later cooled down to room temperature at a rate of 

10°C/min. 

Chapter 2: TGA was performed on Comp Mix under a nitrogen atmosphere in 

the temperature range of 20-1000°C (heating rate: 5°C/min) under N2 gas flow 

(50 cm3 /min). A simultaneous thermogravimetric analyzer [STA 449 F3 

system connected to QMS 403 Aëolos (Netzsch)] was used to determine the 

thermal stability of Comp Mix under an air atmosphere. Experiments were 

performed on around 20 mg of the powder samples placed in alumina crucibles, 
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in the temperature range of 20-1000°C (heating rate: 5°C/min) under air flow 

(50 cm3 /min). 

Chapter 3: TGA/DSC measurements on the composites were performed with 

Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC 1 STARe System equipped with Gas Controller 

GC100. Compressed dry air was used as a medium with a flow rate of 50 

ml/min. The program is composed of a heating rate of 3 ˚C/min, in the 

temperature range of 25 ˚C – 800 ˚C and a dwelling duration of 1 hour at 400 

˚C. Comp Mix and Comp+LiF Mix were measured for comparison. A sample 

quantity of 20 mg was used in each measurement.  

Electron microscopies  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM was performed in a Quanta 200 FEG-FEI microscope operated at 20 kV.  

Chapter 2: The SEM measurements were initially carried out on the powder 

materials. Afterward, to compare the morphology of the surface with the core, 

the particles were sectioned transversally using the ion milling technique 

performed in the IM4000plus from the Hitachi company. 

Chapter 4: The SEM measurements were initially carried out on pristine carbon 

materials and cathode disks made of mixed composites without heat treatments.  

Chapter 5: The SEM measurements were initially carried out on the pristine 

LATP. Later the surface morphology of pellets densified by conventional 

sintering and HPLT processing were compared. Afterward, to compare the 

morphology of the surface with the core, the particles were sectioned 

transversally using the ion milling technique performed in the IM4000plus from 

the Hitachi company. Analysis of elemental composition was done on selected 

samples by using an X-ray Dispersive Energy (EDX) spectrometer.  

Tunneling electron microscopy (TEM) 
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Chapter 2: TEM was performed using an FEI Tecnai F20 electron microscope 

operated at 200 keV and equipped with a High Angle Annular Dark Field 

(HAADF) detector. For the TEM technique, the samples were prepared by the 

FIB technique by using the FEI Helios dual-beam FIB/SEM. For the 

preparation, the powder materials have been dispersed onto a substrate, fixed 

with a Pt-mask, and then milled from two sides with Ga-ions producing a 

lamella with a thickness lower than 100 nm, which is enough to let the electrons 

from the TEM to cross the sample. Local EDX and EDX profiles were 

performed on the samples to observe the distribution of elements in the particles. 

Additionally, electron diffraction was done for orienting the crystals along some 

specific crystal directions (I.e., crystal main axis) and also for studying the 

crystallinity of materials. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

Chapters 2 and 3: A Phoibos 150 XPS spectrometer (SPECS Surface Nano 

Analysis) installed in a UHV chamber with a base pressure of 1·10-10 mbar was 

used for the measurements. Spectra were collected in Fixed Analyzer 

Transmission mode with a 2 mm lateral view on the sample and a non-

monochromatic twin anode X-ray source (Mg Kα with hν = 1253.6 eV and Al 

Kα with hν = 1486.6 eV). The binding energy scale was calibrated by setting 

the aliphatic C-C bond at 284.8 eV, except in heated composites where that 

signal was not so identified, for which an iterative calibration using different 

peaks was done until reaching self-consistency. The inelastically scattered 

photoelectrons’ background was simulated by a Shirley function and Voigt 

profiles (30% Gaussian, 70% Lorentzian) were employed as line shapes. The 

relative quantification of atomic surface species was done after applying 

tabulated Scofield cross-sections for each element and core level to the 

corresponding integrated intensity. Geometrical corrections for the 45º source-

analyzer configuration were considered, as well as the energy-dependent 

analyzer transmission function and differences in effective attenuation length 
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(EAL) of the collected photoelectrons with different kinetic under the 

assumption of a homogenous distribution of elements. It is important to remind 

that XPS has a probing depth lower than 10 nm. 

Chapter 4: X-ray Photoelectron Spectra of pristine carbons were recorded 

using a Phoibos 150 XPS spectrometer (SPECS Surface Nano Analysis) 

installed in a UHV chamber with a base pressure of 5·10-10 mbar using a non-

monochromatic Mg source (Mg KŬ with hɜ = 1253.6 eV). The spectra were 

collected in Fixed Analyzer Transmission mode with a 2 mm lateral view on the 

sample. Pass energies of 90 eV and 30 eV were used respectively for acquiring 

the survey spectra and the high-resolution regions (C 1s and O 1s). 

Quantification of atomic surface species (Figure 4. 3) was done by applying 

tabulated Scofield cross sections for each element and core level to the 

corresponding integrated intensity[356] after correcting the energy-dependent 

analyzer transmission function and differences in effective attenuation length of 

the collected photoelectrons with different kinetic energies.[357], [358] The 

background of inelastically scattered photoelectrons was removed before 

integration and it was simulated using a Shirley function. 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) 

Chapter 4: X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were carried 

out at the C K-edge and Mn, Co, and Ni L edges with the BL29- BOREAS 

beamline at the ALBA synchrotron light source (Barcelona, Spain).[359] The 

spectra were measured in total electron yield (TEY, registering the sample drain 

current after the photo-absorption) and total fluorescence yield (TFY, taking the 

signal provided by a calibrated photodiode) modes simultaneously under 

ultrahigh vacuum conditions (1.5 × 10−10 Torr). To avoid artifacts coming from 

changes in the beam intensity, the signal was normalized to the incident photon 

flux. For the sake of comparison, all spectra were normalized to the maximum 

intensity.  
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X-ray tomography 

Synchrotron Radiation X-Ray Tomographic Microscopy (SRXTM) of the 

pellets was conducted at the high-flux 2.4 Tesla multipole wiggler beamline 

(BL1.2W) of the Synchrotron Light Research Institute (Thailand). For the 

sample preparation, pellet laminates were cut into longitudinal strips measuring 

0.5 to 1 mm in width and meticulously aligned to stand vertically on 90° Al pin 

stubs. For this step, the field-of-view was adjusted such that a vertical clearance 

of at least 5 mm from the metallic pin stubs was achieved, to minimize fringe 

effects from any stray radiation. The pellets were scanned using a filtered white 

beam at the mean X-ray energy of 6 keV. The X-ray projections were acquired 

at a pixel size of 0.72 µm with the detection system comprising a YAG-Ce 

scintillator, 10X objective lens-coupled microscope, and the PCO edge 5.5. For 

each sample, a total of 2001 projections were collected in a 180° angular range, 

corresponding to a step size of 0.100°. Sinogram processing and filtered back 

projection algorithms were iteratively applied using the Octopus Reconstruction 

software package[360] and the Drishti project software[361] to finally achieve 

the optimal noise speckling – smoothening – compiling – thresholding 

segmentation of computed tomography (CT) slices for 3D visual exploration. 

Electrode Preparation  

Chapters 2 and 4: Slurries of the heated and pristine composite powders, mixed 

with PVDF binder in a ratio of 90: 10 by using NMP as the solvent, were tape-

casted on Al foil. Tape-casts were dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C. All the 

processes were carried out inside the Argon-filled glovebox. Dried sheets were 

punched into disks and pressed with an isostatic pressure of 5 T. Disks were 

dried under vacuum at 120 °C. 

Chapter 3: Slurries were made in quantities of 400 mg each excluding the NMP 

solvent, where the composite to PVDF ratio was fixed to 90:10. Quantity of 

NMP was varying with respect to composites due to the difference in volume 
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by oxidation of carbon after heat treatment; 1.6 ml for Comp Mix and 1.4 ml for 

Comp 400-SA.  PVDF was dissolved in NMP solvent using a magnetic stirrer 

for 2 hours.  Stirring was continued overnight after adding the composite that 

was made previously. Slurries were tape cast on aluminum foils with a wet 

thickness of 300 µm using a doctor's blade. Laminates were dried overnight at 

80 ˚C under a dynamic vacuum.  Dried laminates were punched into disks and 

diameters were chosen in such a way the areal capacity (mAh/cm2) remains 

comparable. Disks were densified with a uniaxial pressure of 3 T and dried at 

120 ˚C overnight before cell assembly. All the processes were carried out in a 

dry room (due point ̴ 37 ˚C).  

Electrochemistry: Galvanostatic cycling with potential limitation 

(GCPL) 

Chapters 2 and 4: 2032-coin cells were assembled with composite cathode 

disks, lithium metal anode, and LiPF6 1M in EC-DEC (1:1) as electrolytes. 

Active mass loading was in the range of 2 – 3 mg/cm2 in all cases. Coin cells 

were galvanostatically charged-discharged between 2.7 – 4.3 V along with C-

rate tests using a BioLogic VMP3 Potentiostat. The cycling protocol consisted 

of 5 cycles at C-rates C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, and 1C followed by 50 cycles at 

C/10. Capacity values are normalized with respect to the wight of active 

material (NMC) and results were verified with reproducibility. 

Chapter 3: 2032-coin cells were assembled with composite cathode disks, 

lithium metal anode, and LiPF6 1M in EC-DMC (3:7) as electrolytes. Coin cells 

were galvanostatically charged-discharged immediately after the cell assembly 

(without aging) between 2.7 – 4.3 V along with rate capability tests using a 

TOYO battery cycler. The cycling protocol consisted of 5 cycles each at C-rates 

C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, and 1C followed by 100 cycles at C/10. Capacity values 

are normalized with respect to the wight of active material (NMC) and results 

were verified with reproducibility. Glass fiber was used as the separator. Along 

with rate capability, the second charge-discharge cycle at a C-rate of C/20 was 
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considered in all the analyses since the first cycle is usually considered to have 

contributions from SEI formation which is characteristic of liquid electrolyte 

interaction at the electrode interfaces.  

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

Chapter 5: EIS was performed on LATP electrolytes with sputtered gold (Au) 

as blocking electrodes, and the cell was assembled in Swagelok units. The 

measurements were carried out using a Solartron 1260 FRA module, with AC 

frequencies ranging between 32 MHz to 1 Hz with 50 mV excitation amplitude. 

Experiments were carried out at room temperature (RT). 

Chronoamperometry (CA) analysis 

Chapter 5: The pellet was taken for chronoamperometry analysis, where the 

electrode current was measured as a function of time for different square wave 

potentials. The hike in current in the beginning for each voltage value is arising 

from the ionic transport where it gets saturated since the pellet is sandwiched 

between blocking electrodes. Later the constant or saturated current is arising 

from electronic transport alone. The resistance corresponding to saturated 

current for each voltage was calculated from the ohmic plot (current vs voltage) 

and the electronic conductivity accordingly. 
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APPENDICES 

Chapter 2 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

The analysis of the core-level signals of the elements involved can give us 

extra information about the processes taking place at the surface/interface of the 

particles and the new species formed. Figure 2. 12 of the main text shows the 

relevant core levels of the NMC and LATP elements: Ni 2p, Co 2p, Mn 2p, Ti 

2p, P 2p, and O 1s. In Appendix 2. 1 C 1s and a lower binding energy (BE) 

region ranging from Al 2p to Ti 3p where all the metals have partially 

overlapped signals are also provided. Having a look at Ti 2p and P 2p regions, 

it can be seen how the initial LATP surface signal in the as-mixed sample (Ti 

doublet with 5.66 eV of spin-orbit splitting and 2p3/2 peak at 460 eV, P doublet 

with 2p3/2 signal at 133.7 eV) slightly decreases in C500-air, transforming partly 

in TiO2 (extra Ti(IV) doublet at 1 eV lower BE[290] and probably other M-

phosphates that partially overlap with LATP in P2p[287], [288] (as suggested 

by the wider peaks), making its separation difficult. Heating to 600 makes LATP 

disappear from the surface, transforming into other M-phosphates (P doublet 

with 2p3/2 signal at 134.2 eV[287], [288]), Li3PO4 (P 2p3/2 shifted to lower BE), 

increased amount of TiO2 and an extra Ti doublet at even lower BE (2p3/2 at 

457.22 eV) ascribed to Ti(III)[289], [290] forming likely Ti2O3 or Ti(PO4).  

Ni 2p signal, originally fitted with 2+ and 3+ contribution in NMC[362]–

[364] (with a 2.7+ average oxidation state) contains extra intensity at higher BE 

after thermal treatment. In heated composites, it can be fitted with a fraction of 

the original NMC 2+/3+ peaks and an extra doublet with 2p 3/2 component at 

856.6 eV. Notice how the intensity of the new doublet increases from C500-air 

to C600-air. The comparable height of satellites with 2p1/2 peak suggests that 

this new contribution corresponds to Ni (II).[363], [364] It may be ascribed to 

Ni (II) phosphate[283] and/or NiO that appears shifted due to differential 

charging effects.  
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The shape of Co 2p also differs importantly in heated vs as-mixed composites. 

Initially, it corresponds to Co 3+ in layered NMC[365], with pronounced main 

peaks at 779.8 eV (2p3/2) and 794.8 eV (2p1/2) and satellites at 789.4 eV and 

804.4 eV. After heating, an extra phase appears which causes an important 

increase of intensity at 781 eV (2p3/2), 786.6 eV (2p1/2), and small satellite at 

785.4 eV. These features can be ascribed to the formation of CoO[284] and/or 

even delithiated Co in the layered structure.[285], [286]  

 

Appendix 2. 1: Surface chemical composition using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. 

Comparison of signals for – C 1s (a, c, e), Co 2p (b, e, h), in C600-air, C500-air, and 

C-Mixed respectively. 

Chapter 3 

Selection criteria for additive 
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Appendix 3. 1:  a) Second charge-discharge cycle at C/20 for composite C-mixed, 

heat-treated samples at 500°C under air with different additives b) Corresponding C-

rate capability tests with the C-rates: C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C [5 cycles each] and C/10 

[long cycling]  

Appendix Table 3. 1: Comparison of melting or decomposition temperature of 

additives and their response to C500-air composite electrochemistry 

 

Appendix Table 3. 2: Summary of observations from the XRD diffractogram of C500-

air composites with different additives followed by XRD patterns of each composite.  
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Chapter 4  

XRD Data correction 

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns shown in Figure 4. 1b have been 

corrected for Lorentz-Polarization factor (LPF): 
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𝐿𝑃𝐹 =
1 + cos2(2𝜃)

sin(2𝜃) ∙ sin 𝜃
 

Where 1 + cos2(2𝜃) is the polarization factor, sin(2𝜃) is the change in 

irradiated volume, and sin 𝜃 the powder ring distribution factor, the two later 

constituting the Lorentz factor for powder sample in Bragg-Brentano 

geometry.[366][367] The correction of the experimental intensity by this factor 

is of prime importance for non-graphitic carbons since it affects the apparent 

peak position at a low angle, that is of the (002) peak, and hence the proper 

estimate of the interlayer distance.[307] 

Electrochemistry of binary systems 

To distinguish the contribution of LATP and KB in the thermal reactivity 

with NMC at 500°C under air atmosphere, composites were taken in different 

binary combinations for heat treatments. NMC+LATP were heated and then KB 

was added (NMC+LATP _500-air+KB) such that it reflects the mode of 

reactivity only between NMC and LATP during the heat treatment; NMC+KB 

were heated and then LATP was added (NMC+KB_500-air+LATP) so that the 

nature of NMC-KB thermal reactivity can be highlighted. The electrochemical 

performance of each system was compared with the composite as mixed and 

heated at 500C (500-KB) [Appendix 4. 1].  

For NMC+LATP _500-air+KB the discharge capacity has reduced to 

160 mAh/g at C/20 and 18 mAh/g at 1C. Charge discharge polarization is higher 

than in the mixed composite and it indicates increased cell resistance possibly 

arising from low-conducting reaction byproducts formed from NMC-LATP 

thermal reactivity. [272], [276], [305] Capacity fading is drastic with the number 

of cycles as well as with higher C rates and gives the least capacity retention 

among all the combinations. 

NMC+KB_500-air+LATP discharge capacity has also reduced to 159 

mAh/g at C/20 and 18 mAh/g at 1C. The charge-discharge polarization is higher 
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than NMC+LATP _500-air+KB but the capacity loss is evident only with higher 

C rates and retains with the number of cycles. Polarization is still high compared 

to as mixed composite and shows an extra discharge plateau around 3 V that is 

maintained throughout cycling, it possibly indicates partial phase change of 

NMC due to thermal reactivity with KB (layered + spinal mixture) which is still 

electrochemically active. [368], [369]  

In 500-KB, the discharge capacity of 142 mAh/g at C/20 and 12 mAh/g 

at 1C together with the highest polarization reflects a simultaneous contribution 

of every component in thermal reactivity. Capacity reduction is prominent with 

higher C rates but not with the number of cycles and retention is moderate 

compared to previous combinations. This might indicate that there is mutual 

masking among the elements that moderates the reactivity.   

 

Appendix 4. 1: NMC-LATP-carbon composite cathode electrochemistry tests in 

conventional half-cell configuration using the liquid electrolyte. Comparison of the 

impact of heat treatment in the binary combination of components. 5A represents the 

heat treatment at 500˚C under an air atmosphere.  a) Second charge-discharge cycle at 

a C rate of C/20. b) C-rate capability tests with the C-rates; C/20, C/10, C/5, C/2, 1C [5 

cycles each] and C/10 [long cycling]. c) Differential capacity (dQ/dV) vs voltage 

curves. 
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Appendix 4. 2: Comparison of the differential capacity (dQ/dV) vs voltage plots of 

cycle 2 (C/20), cycle 7, 30, and 100 (C/10) of NMC+KB_500-air+LATP composite. 

Indicating the evolution of reduction peak around 3V, where it arises after the second 

cycle, intensifies with the number of cycles later fades with further cycling. 

Calculation of average oxidation states of TM in NMC:  

To calculate the average oxidation states of the NMC metals in the 

probed area by TEY XAS, different approaches have been used for each 

transition metal based on the literature. Ni L3 region is composed of two main 

peaks A and B whose ratio changes very noticeably with the Ni oxidation state 

(see Appendix 4. 3a). While B/A height intensity ratio is around 1 for Ni3+ 

[370], [371],  a close inspection of the Ni2+ spectrum [372], [373] shows that 

this ratio goes down to around 0.1. We make a linear interpolation between these 

two extremes to get a calibration rule for our set of samples (see Appendix 4. 

3b). Based on the correct oxidation state obtained for Ni in the pristine NMC 

using this calibration law (2.7+, as theoretically expected) we are confident on 

the suitability of our approach. 
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Appendix 4. 3: a) Ni L3 edge of pristine NMC and heated composites with KB and 

C65. The normalization of the spectra is different than the one shown in Fig 4. a b) Ni 

oxidation state got from the calibration law arising from B/A peaks height ratio. 

For Mn and Co we obtained the oxidation state based on the energy shift 

of the L3 edge centroid. In both cases, the L3 XAS signal after background 

removal (Figure 4. 9) was integrated and then normalized to the overall integral 

after this edge, so that the L3 centroid position was calculated as the energy for 

which this normalized integral is equal to 0.5 (see Appendix 4. 4). A shift of 2 

eV per oxidation state is reported for Mn compounds in literature[374] and 

references therein]. A thorough inspection of Co L3 XAS reference spectra 

given in the literature[375] shows that around 2 eV shift also occurs between 

Co+3 and Co+2 L3 centroid. We have checked that a 2 eV shift in the L3 centroid 

per oxidation state change is an appropriate rule using Mn and Co references. 

For calculating the final oxidation state of Mn and Co in heated composites, we 

consider that Mn and Co in our pristine NMC have respectively +4 and +3 

oxidation states, as confirmed by XPS[305] and also in agreement with XAS 

references found in the literature.[376]–[378]  
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Appendix 4. 4: a) Mn and c) Co normalized L3 edge integral (In(E)) of pristine NMC 

and heated composites with KB and C65. The shift in the L3 centroid is highlighted in 

the zoomed region (Ec for which In(Ec)=0.5 shifts among samples). Based on a centroid 

shift of 2eV/oxidation state, the calculation of the average Mn and Co oxidation states 

is plotted in b) and d) respectively. 

C-K edge comparison of pristine C65, KB and composites 500-KB and 500-

C65 (Figure 4. 9d in the main text):  

Two main features are distinguished for the pristine carbons: peak A at 

285.2 eV and threshold B at 291.6 eV. Peak A results from transitions from the 

C 1s core level to π* orbitals, indicating the presence of C=C sp2 bonding, while 

B represents the threshold of transitions from C 1s to σ* orbitals, revealing the 

presence of C-C bonds. A decreased A to B peak height ratio reveals the reduced 

content in the planar C=C bonds for the heated composites, which is especially 

important in the case of 500-KB composite. Together with this, a shift of peak 

A to lower energy and its broadening is also evident in the 500-KB composite. 

Similarly, a shift of this feature to 284.87 eV is observed in the oxygen-
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containing lattice of graphene oxide.[379] The shift and broadening observed 

for the 500-KB composite is thus probably a consequence of the high degree of 

structural (and electronic) rearrangement of the aromatic ring that is 

accommodating oxygen and the presence of edge/defect states [380], [381], 

indicating the prominent oxidation of KB and defect formation in its structure. 

Moreover, the increase of features C (~287.3 eV) and D (~288.4 eV) as well as 

the appearance of a new feature E (~290.2 eV) relates to the formation of these 

new oxygen functionalities upon carbon oxidation. Though the precise 

assignment of features in the range 286-289 eV between C π* and σ* transitions 

is controversial, they are typically attributed to C bound to O and H. According 

to other works, we may ascribe peak C to the formation of C-H, C-OH, or C-O-

C (ether-like) functionalities and peak D to C=O, -COOH, or C-O-C epoxide 

bonds.[379], [380], [382]–[384] On the other hand, peak D can be assigned to 

the formation of carbonates, being representative of the C=O 1s to π* electronic 

transitions in the planar (CO3)
2- groups.[385] 
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All inorganic solid-state batteries (SSBs) are considered the batteries of the future 
because of their superior energy density and safety. Their commercialization is in its 
infancy since a further understanding of the materials and processing aspects is still 
required. Here we propose an oxide-based SSB model comprising 
NMC+LATP+carbon composite cathode, LATP solid electrolyte, and Li metal anode 
able to potentially convey an energy density of >300 Wh/kg and >700 Wh/l. A review 
of existing processing techniques of the selected materials indicates the necessity of 
very high densification temperatures to assure sufficient ionic conductivity and 
mechanical stability. The electrode and electrolyte need to be co-densified to avoid 
interfacial contact resistance, but the components of the composite cathode react at 
these elevated temperatures. In this work, the composite cathode thermal 
compatibility is first studied to determine the tolerance of the system under 
temperature, considering also the heating atmosphere and the decomposition reaction 
mechanism. In the second step, mitigation strategies to overcome the threshold limits 
identified have been examined, such as the selection of the carbon conducting additive 
and the impact of other additives. On the other hand, the realization that the threshold 
temperature is much lower than the conventional processing temperature requires the 
exploration of alternative low-temperature densification techniques. Hence a 
high-pressure low-temperature (HPLT) technique has been identified and initially 
investigated for oxide-based ceramic solid electrolyte densification. Our results show 
that this technique enables a significant reduction of the processing temperature and 
time compared to conventional sintering. Finally, preliminary investigations indicate that 
with further exploration of the HPLT technique, the realization of the proposed SSB 
model should be possible, resulting in significant gains in processing consumed energy.


